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ABSTRACT 
Various compounds with host structures based on geomaterials have been prepared 
using solid state methods (900-1200 0c), low pressure hydrothermal conditions (<220 
°C, <1800 psi) or using purpose-built high pressure equipment «800°C, < 5500Opsi). 
Each material was characterized using various combinations of powder X-ray and 
neutron diffraction, single crystal X -ray diffraction, IR spectroscopy, Mossbauer 
spectroscopy and magnetometry. 
The iron end member, danalite, of the helvite family of minerals with the formula 
Feg[BeSi04]6S2 has been prepared for the first time. Isovalent substitution of the 
sulphide anion has allowed both selenide and telluride materials to be prepared. 
These compounds crystallize with the sodalite structure in the space group P-43n and 
exhibit an ordered framework constructed from alternating Be04 and Si04 tetrahedra 
containing a tetrahedral cluster of iron(II) ions around a central chalcogenide. 
Mossbauer measurements curiously show that, despite an elongated tetrahedral 
geometry of three oxide and one cha1cogenide around the iron ions, the valence and 
lattice contribution to the isomer shift oppose each other leading to zero quadrupole 
moment at room temperature for the sulphide material. Magnetic and polarized 
neutron experiments show that the interactions within the tetrahedral metal clusters of 
divalent ions are predominantly antiferromagnetic. In the sulphide, the clusters 
behave as totally isolated clusters showing no magnetic interaction across the cages. 
As the distance between the clusters shortens, as in the case of the selenide, three-
dimensional interactions between the clusters are observed. A systematic study of an 
extensive series of compounds in the helvite series, (Mn,Fe,Zn,Co)g[BeSi04]~2; X = 
S, Se and Te has been carried out. All diffraction data of the compounds have been 
refmed using the Rietve1d method and very accurate structural parameters obtained. 
Correlations between parameters such as the beryllium and silicon tilt angles, 
framework bond angle and bond lengths as well as the IR absorptions have been 
drawn for the beryllosilicate sodalite frameworks. The theoretical maximum and 
minimum cell parameters for a sodalite framework, based on ordered Be04 and Si04 
tetrahedra, has been determined. 
iii 
.. ---------------------~----
Transition metal boracites with the formula M3B7013X; M = Co, Zn, Mn, X = Cl, Br 
and I have been prepared using a borate flux. Their stoichiometries have been 
determined using the Mohr method and Rietveld refinement of powder X-ray 
diffraction data. In contrast to compounds prepared using hydrothermal methods, the 
halide site is not heavily substituted by hydroxide. A temperature dependant study of 
Mg3B7013CIo.78(OH)o.22 is also presented. Magnetic measurements have confirmed 
dual weak ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic properties in the iodide materials 
A series of LnSF and Ln2AF4S2 materials have been synthesized using high 
temperature sealed tube methods. The missing member of the LnSF series, DySF, has 
been prepared for the first time. Precise structural data on the Ln~F 4S2 compounds 
where Ln = La, Ce, Dy and Er have been gleaned from the Rietveld refinement of 
powder diffraction data. . In contrast to previous studies, the lanthanide has been 
shown as preferentially distributed over the two LnlCa sites and the fluoride displaced 
from a special site to allow pseudo seven coordination for the smaller lanthanides. 
High-pressure methods have failed to produce the calciurnlgermanium based zeolites 
such as gismondine or the unusual mineral, bemalite. A new complex phosphate of 
the formula NaMllf;(P207 )2(P301O), containing the triphosphate unit, has been prepared 
at high pressure and the structure determined using single crystal methods. Using 
low pressure hydothermal methods, the full series of lanthanide hydroxide Ln(OH)3 
have been prepared. Structure refinement has shown a contraction in the Ln-O bond 
distance as the series is transversed. 
iv 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
GEOMIMETICS: OLD ROCKS TO NEW MATERIALS 
1 
------------------------------........... .. 
1.1 INTRODUCTION: GEOMIMETICS 
Geomimetics is the term given to replicating the synthesis of minerals in the 
laboratory. Materials are chosen for their interesting and valuable properties, such as 
ion exchange, catalytic properties, colour shade and intensity, or magnetic properties, 
which can be tailored by compositional and structural modifications to create 
improved materials. It is analogous to biomimetics: chemists developing new organic 
compounds by copying and enhancing natural onesl • 
A prime example of geomimetics is the synthesis and chemical modification of the 
mineral, lapis lazu1i2• It has a structure based on the simplest zeolite, sodalite, which 
consists of an aluminosilicate framework encapsulating the intense blue polysulphide 
anion radical, 83-°. At the beginning of the 19th century, painters did not have an 
nnfading, inexpensive, consistent and vivid shade of blue on their palette. The best 
blue pigment was ultramarine, derived from lapis lazuli, but the rarity of lapis lazuli 
made ultramarine too expensive for most painters. lean-Baptiste Guimet and 
Christian Gmelin independently developed ways of producing cheap synthetic 
ultramarine in the late 1820's using clay minerals, sulphur, pitch and sodium 
carbonate. Today, synthetic ultramarine has been developed further to produce new 
pink and violet shades by chemical modification of the encapsulated 834 radical post 
synthesis and is used commercially in ceramics, plastics, cosmetics and paint. 
For tens of thousands of years man has utilised rocks and minerals. Originally they 
were used to build shelters, as weapons for hunting or as pigments for paint and 
jewellery. In the 21st century, geomaterials, minerals and their closely related 
synthetic analogues, are employed in a variety of key industrial applications as 
described in Table I. Geomaterials are quite literally a natural choice when 
searching for new industrial materials in today's environmentally conscious era as 
they are already part of man's environment. 
2 
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Table 1.1: Applications of selected minerals and their synthetic analogues, taken 
from reference l. 
Mineral Formula S:ynthetic eguivalents Pr0l!erty/al!l!lication 
Lapis Iazuli (Na,Ca)sAI.Sj,;O,.(S, SO.) Na.[SiAIO.J.(S"S,), Pigment 
Sodalite Na.[SiAIO.l.CI, Na.[GaGeO.l.Br, Fluorescers 
Bicchulite Ca.[AI,SiO.J..(OH). Ca.[Ga,SiO.J..(OH). New framework type 
~ 
Boracite Mg.,B,OI3Cl M,Bt>I3X Ferroelectrics 
(M = Ni, Co, Co; X = Cl, 
Br, I) 
Gismondine Ca.[ Al.Si.0,,116H,O Maximum Aluminium P Ion exchange 
Chabazite Ca.[Al12Si,.0721AOH,O Zeolite Linde D Catalysis 
Spinel MgAl,O. CoAI,O., ZnFe,O. Pigments, 
ferrimagnetism 
Grossular Ca,AI,(SiO.), Y,AI,012, Dy,Fe,012 Lasers, magnetic storage 
devices 
Effenbergerite BaCoSi.01O SrCuSi.OIO Pigment 
Carnelleite NaAISiO~ Na.ZnSiO~ Ion exchanlle 
1.2 ZEOLITES CONTAINING DIVALENT CATIONS. 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Zeolites are open framework aluminosilicates with channels and cavities that are 
usually filled with water molecules and loosely bound cations. Zeolites are 
commercially important with applications including catalytic cracking, heterogeneous 
catalysis, ion exchange and solvent dehydration. The sodalite, or ~-cage, is the basic 
building block of many important zeolites, such as zeolites A, X and Y. The term 
zeolite was coined in 1976 by the Swedish mineralogist Cronstede from the Greek 
'Zeein':boil and '/ithos':stone when he observed the frothing and evolution of steam 
from the mineral stilbite when it was heated. Zeolites can be defined as porous 
tectosilicate crystals in which the oxygen to aluminium plus silicon ratio equals two. 
3 
Zeolites are distinguished on the basis of their structural type,4 which are defined by 
the topology of their aluminosilicate framework. Sodalite can be considered as the 
smallest member of the zeolite family. The name sodalite is derived from the high 
sodium content ofthe naturally occurring mineral: Nas[AlSi04]6CI2. In common with 
other zeolites, this mineral contains non-framework cations that can be exchanged 
without disrupting the framework structure. 
Replacement of tetrahedra1ly co-ordinated Si4+ framework cations in purely siliceous 
zeolites with general formula "Si02", by Al3+ cations results in a corresponding 
framework negative charge which is counterbalanced by non-framework entrapped 
group I or II cations such as lithium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, 
strontium and barium. Since intra-cavity water is almost always present, the general 
formula of a zeolite can be written as: 
where y depends on the cavity volume and degree of dehydration and x ranges 
between 0 and 0.5. Higher aluminium contents, i.e. frameworks richer in aluminium 
rather than in silicon, are precluded by L6wenstein's rule.s L6wenstein's rule states 
that whenever two tetrahedra are linked by one oxygen bridge, the centre of only one 
of them can be occupied by aluminium. This means the other tetrahedron must be 
occupied by silicon, or another small ion of electrovalence four or more, for example 
phosphorus. Similarly, whenever two aluminium ions are neighbours to the same 
oxide anion, at least one of them must have a coordination number greater than four, 
i.e. five or six, towards oxygen. This infers that the maximum aluminium to silicon 
ratio is one in zeolite frameworks. L6wenstein's rule seems to be derived from the 
thermodynamics of zeolite formation in solution where the Al-O-AI unit is clearly less 
energetically favourable than the Si-O-Al unit; note that materials formed at high 
temperatures/pressures such as bicchulite or under non-aqueous conditions such as 
Cas[Al02]12S2 can have Al:Si >1. 
Aluminium can be replaced in framework structures by a huge variety of divalent and 
trivalent cations including zinc, beryllium, cobalt, boron, gallium, titanium, iron, 
nickel, tin, vanadium or chromium. Silicon can be replaced by germanium, 
4 
phosphorus or arsenic. Gallosilicate, aluminogennanate and gallogennanate zeolites 
are generally similar to their aluminosilicate analogues, but relatively few have been 
reported and no naturally occurring minerals based solely on these species are known 
due to the poor geoavailab ili ty of these more unusual species. 
1.2.2 The Soda lite Str ucture 
Minerals in the aluminosilicate sodalite group are characterised by an ordered, 
framework of linked AI04 and Si04 tetrahedra in which Si and AI alternate on the 
tetrahedral sites. Sodalite, Nas(AISi04]6Cb, is cubic, belonging to the space group P-
4311, and a = 8.882(1) A. The cubic symmetry is the result of the close-packing of 
interconnected six-fold rings of (Al,Si)04 tetrahedra. These six-membered rings are 
stacked parallel to {I I I} in an ABCASC. .. type of sequence. The structure is further 
characterised by (AI,Si)04 rings of four tetrahedra parallel to {lOO}. The overall 
linkage of (AI ,Si)04 tetrahedra results in a cubo-octahedral cavity, Figure 1.1. The 
six-membered rings fonn continuous channels that offer diffusion paths for 
inter framework ions. 
Figure 1.1 : T he Sodalite Structure. 
The cuboctohedral sodalite cavity is shown in blue surrounding a 
central anion ( magenta) and four cations ( orange) 
5 
The aluminosilicate framework of the sodalite-group of minerals [A16Si6024t is 
isotypic with the framework of beryllosilicate [Be6Si60 24] 12" borate [BI 2024]1 2" 
aluminate [AI 1 20 24] 12" and the naturally occumng mineral tugtupite: 
NasAlzBezSisOz4Ch. Ga- and Ge-substituted analogues of the alurninosilicate 
sodalites are also known. The sodalite cage is also used as a building unit in many 
zeolites, and several complicated structures, such as a-Mn, Sb2Th, tetrahedrite, etc., 
can be described and related to tbat of sodalite. 6 The flexibility of the sodaJite 
structure allows a wide range of cations and anions to be substituted into it: in the 
structural formula Cs(ThT26024)A2, C can be Li+, Na+, K+, Fe2+, Zn2+, Mn2+, Ca2+; 
Tl : AJ3+, Ga3+, Be2+; T2: Si4+, Ge4+, AIl+; and A: F', Cl', Br', r, OH', S2', sol'. 
Figure 1.2: Polyhedral Representation of the Sodalite Structure, 
Left, a single sodalite cage formed from Si04 (green) and AI04 (b lue) 
tetrahedra containing sodium ions (red) and chloride ions (yellow). 
Right, the full sodalite framework formed from linked tetrahedra 
As noted by Pauling7, the sodalite framework can partially collapse by co-operative 
rotation of the 1D4 tetrahedra about the four-fold axis to accommodate 
interframework ions of differing sizes, Figure 1.2. The theoretical maxunum 
symmetry for a fully-expanded sodalite cage is 11113111. 10 practise, the maxlITIum 
symmetry of a partially co llapsed sodalite-type structure, with disordered T1,12 
tetrahedral cations is 1-43111. 10 sodalite itself, and most other sodalite-type phases 
6 
with Cs(ThT260 24)A2 stoichiometry, the Tl.T2 tetrahedral cations are ordered and the 
symmetry is further reduced to P-43n. 
1.2.3 The Helvite Group of Materials 
The structure refinements of six members of the helvite group of mi nerals, (Mn, 2 n, 
Fe)s(Be6Si60 24)S2, covering a significant compositional range, show that different 
interframework cations have little effect on the framework tetrahedral distances.s 
Helvite: Mn.t[BeSi04hS from H0rtekollen, orway, was reported to have space group 
P-43n with a = 8. 19 A by Barth9 in 1926 utilising powder photographs. In 1927, from 
rotation photographs, Gottfried lo determined that a = 8.52A and that the space group 
was 1'd for a sample of helvite fro m an unreported source. Both Barth and Gottfried 
noted that helvite appeared to be isotypic with sodalite, N34[AlSi04hCl. Later in 
1972, Holloway Jr et a/. II refined the structure of the mineral helvite. The authors 
confirmed the space group to be P-431l and reported a = 8.294 A. Interest in the 
compound lies primarily in the structural effects that arise from the introduction of 
berylliwn into tetrahedral si tes, and in the nature of the supposed four-fold 
coordination of Mn(lI) . 
Helvite and sodalite provide an unusual opportunity to compare the effects on the 
tetrahedral framework of two dissimilar cations on the T sites (Be,AI) and of very 
different non-framework cations (Mn,Na). The principal difference is in the relati vely 
small Si-O-T (T = Be) angle of helvite in comparison with typical sodalite, Si-O-AI 
values. The value of this angle has been proposed to be a qualitative measure of the 
degree of d-p 1l bonding in the silicate framework such that a bond angle of 180° 
corresponds to the maximum d-p 1l interaction. In sodalite, both AI and Si have 3d 
orbitals avai labl e at reasonable energies for such interactions and to maximize T(3d)-
O(2p)1l overlap the T-O-T bond angle opens . In helvite, beryllium has no availab le 
orb ital of the correct symmetry to produce interactions of this type w ith the oxygen 
atoms coordinating it. Therefore, the small Si-O-Be angle (128.20°) is expected as a 
result of the lesser Jrcontribution to the bonding of the framework in helvite. 
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Brown et a/. I1 have further noted that the Si-O bond length should be affected to a 
small degree by the nature, e.g. electropositivity of the second T atom. Replacing 
A13+ by Be2+ would be expected to increased the strength of the Si-O bond further 
shortening this distance in addition to the increased 7r interaction. The observed near 
equality of the Si-O bond lengths in sodalite and helvite probably reflects a balancing 
of factors such as the influence of the non-framework cations (Na+ in sodalite and 
1M2+ in helvites) which co-ordinate to the framework oxygen. 
The manganese end member, helvite, Mng[BeSi04]6S2, and the zinc end member 
genthelvite, Zns[BeSi04]6S2, in the beryllosilicate series have both been prepared by 
several groups. Helvite and genthelvite were first synthesised by Mel'nikov et a/. 13 
using high-pressure hydrothermal synthesis at 2 kbar pressure and 750°C. Attempts 
to prepare the iron end member, danalite, Fes[BeSi04]6S2, by similar methods resulted 
only in the preparation of highly crystalline iron silicate. 
A1uminate Ms[AI02]IlX2 and beryllosilicate Ms[BeSi04]6X2 sodalites both contain 
divalent cations and anions in their cavities. [nterest in the pure aluminate and 
beryllosilicate sodalites was due originally to their ability to entrap small blocks of Il-
VI semiconductor separated by the inert framework. Electronic interaction between 
these units would have been of considerable interest, as these materials can be 
considered as " framework-expanded semiconductors" where small tetrahedral units 
become dispersed by the electronically inert framework, Figure 1.3. 
Several groups investigated the electronic properties of these materials . Moran et a/. I 4 
reported the optical absorption bands of cadmium sulphide-occluded aluminate 
sodalite as having a large blue shift away from the optical spectrum of bulk CdS. The 
same authors demonstrated the electronically isolating effect of the zeolite framework 
using 77Se and 12STe MAS-NMR on the cadmium selenide and cadmium tellutide 
beryllosilicates; the spectra exhibited upfield shifts from the bulk CdX materials. IS 
These results indicated a reduction in the paramagnetic contribution to the chemical 
shift, suggesting greater localisation of the electron density in the sodalite compared 
to the bulk. Work by Weller and Brenchley on Cds[AJ02] 12S2 16.17 initially concluded 
that the individual Cd4S groups may show electronic coupling across the cages due to 
8 
a blue-shifted UV spectrum, but later rescinded these conclusions when the 
luminescent properties of the material showed that the shifted absorption maximum 
was probably due to small amounts of bulk CdS trapped within the sodalite 
crystallites. However, Herron et al. have reported the coupling of C~S4 units in 
zeolite Y, despite a separation of6 A. 
Figure 1.3: Framework E ntrapped Semiconductors 
The CdS ( sphalerite ) structure shown as linked C~S tetahedra (left) 
and the Cds[BeSi04]6S2 structure shown as C~S units embedded in a 
beryllosilicate framework. 
The tetrahedral arrangement of the magnetic transition metal cations in the sodalite 
structure of the helvite fam ily of minerals leads to the possibility of unusual magnetic 
interactions. Anti ferromagnetic prurwise exchange Carul0t be satisfied in all three 
directions simultaneously in tetrahedral metal clusters, which leads to the possibility 
of magnetic frustration. Previous work in the manganese series indicated that despite 
strong anti ferromagnetic interactions within the Mn.J( clusters leading to a negative 
paramagnetic Curie temperature of the order of 100 K, no Neel temperature was 
observed down to 4.2 K. 19 This suggests that the ~X clusters were not magnetically 
coupled across the sodalite cages, but were strongly coupled within them. Further 
probing of the local magnetic behaviour was not possible in the case ofMn, but it was 
envisaged that preparation of the iron analogue, and the use of Mossbauer 
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spectroscopy, could elucidate the local magnetic interactions of these unusual 
compounds. 
1.3 BORACITES 
1.3.1 Introduction 
The family of isomorphous compounds known as boracites has the general fonnula: 
where Mis one of the divalent metals Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn or Cd and Xis 
a halogen F, Cl, Br or I. However, some boracites have been synthesised where X can 
be N03,20 OH, S, Se or Te; and M can be monovalent e.g Li. Throughout this thesis a 
boracite will be referred to by its metal and its halogen (or substitute) only: for 
example, Mg-Cl boracite denotes the naturally occurring mineral MS3B7013Cl from 
which the family takes its name. 
Boracites exhibit unusual ferroelectric, magnetic, dynamical and structural properties 
and hence they have attracted a considerable amount of research from mineralogists, 
crystallographers, physicists and materials scientists from the earliest days right up to 
the present time. The mineral boracite (Mg-Cl), has aroused the interest of 
mineralogists at least since the 18th CenturY I largely because of its pseudocubic 
synunetry and unusual twinning characteristics.22 The entry ofboracites into the area 
of solid state physics dates from its use in the demonstration of pyro- and piezo-
electricity by C. Friedel, P. Curie and J. Curie in the 1880's. More recently, in 1974, 
R. J. Nelmes et al. undertook a programme of structural investigations of phase 
transitions in boracites using pure synthetic crystals.23.28 Though the detailed 
behaviour varies with M and X, most halogen boracites undergo an improper phase 
transition from a cubic (paraelectric) high-temperature phase to an orthorhombic 
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(ferroelectric) Iow-temperature phase. This transition in boracites is an example of a 
'coupled phase transition', that is one involving more than one order parameter. 
NeImes et al. investigated the changes of structure associated with such transitions as 
they occur in boracites, using pure synthetic crystals all derived, as far as possible, 
from the same method of growth. Many boracites also become antiferromagnetic and 
weakly ferromagnetic at Iow temperatures. 
1.3.2 The Synthesis of Boracites 
Attempts to synthesise boracites date from the 1880's, culminating in the successful 
preparation of most of the halogen boracites by Rousseau and Allaire in the 1890's: 
Mg-X; Mn-X; Fe-X; Co-X; Ni-X; Zn-X and Cd-X boracites were synthesised, 
where X is Cl, Br and 1.21 The family of halogen boracites was completed by the 
synthesis of Cr-Cl by Deiss and Blum in 1957,29 followed by Schmid30 in 1965 who 
synthesised a large number of boracites, including the previously unreported Cr-Br, 
er-I, Cu-Cl and Cu-Br phases, and also solid solutions containing two transition 
metals (M, Mj-X and two halides M-(X, Xj.20 It was not until twenty years later, in 
1985, that Schmid et al. reported the successful synthesis of CU3B70131.31 Many 
attempts to synthesise CU3B70nI via the vapour transport method failed, and it was 
eventually successfully synthesised by a high pressure method usually applied to 
condensed phases. Bither and Young had introduced this method to prepare boracites 
in 197420 and Schmid et al. had previously employed this method to obtain large 
single crystals OfC03B7013F. 32 
The vapour transport method described by Schmid in 1965 30 has remained the most 
successful and widely used technique for the synthesis of boracites in single-crystal 
form and permits the preparation of a large number of boracites (Equations 1-3). The 
pr~cess takes place in sealed quartz tubes with the starting constituents MO, B203, 
and metal halides. The transport of metal(II) oxide (MO) to the growing boracite 
crystal can be achieved by the reaction: 
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Equation 1.1 
or 
Equation 1.2 
Equation 1.3 
and that of CUO via the cupric or cuprous halides. B203 is preferably transported via 
a liquid film on the growing crystal. At high HX and H20 pressure, the fonnation of 
boracite is observed, based on transport ofB203 via the gas phase. 
Hydrothennal synthesis techniques are often used for the preparation of boracites. It 
was the hydrothennal technique that established the existence of the hydroxyl, 
chalcogen, and lithium boracites. The synthesis of Fe-OH (Fe3B7013(OH» was 
reportedby Kravckuk and Lazebnik in 1967,33 and Mn-(OH) and Mg-(OH) by 
Joubert et al. in 1971.34 A new synthetic hydroxy boracite, Cd3B70 13(OH), was 
reported as recently as 2000 by Glinnennan et al.35 Mg-S, Fe-S and Cd-S were 
synthesised by Fouassier et al. in 1970.36 The replacement of the halogen by sulphur 
introduces a charge imbalance and the most probable adjustment is: M3B70 12 (O~ + x 
O~ . x) (SI _ x Ox) with X", 0.15.36.37 The oxygen vacancy, denoted O~ . x, did not 
appear to affect the structure, X-ray powder patterns of M-S (and of M-(OH» 
boracites being very similar to those of cubic halogen boracites. This suggested that 
the replacement of the divalent metal by a monovalent metal was possible, and led to 
the preparation of Li-Cl and Li-Br by Levasseur et al. in 197138 and of Li-1 the 
following year, in 1972, by Jeitschko and Bither.39 The lithium-halogen boracites 
have, the fonnula L~701~ Further chalocogen boracites were prepared by 
Levasseur in 1973, namely Mn-S, Mn-Se, Mn-Te, Fe-Se and Cd_Se.4o 
Very recently, in 2002, Lin et al.,41 reported the synthesis of five halogen boracites 
(Mn-Cl, Co-Cl, Ni-Cl, Cu-Cl. and Zn-I) by a novel and simple procedure by 
reaction of transition metal halides and boric acid at low temperatures in a flux of 
boric acid.32 The preparation of these boracites was done solely in a boric acid flux 
without using water or any other solvent as in a typical hydrothennal synthesis 
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reaction. For example, in the case of the synthesis ofC03B70 13Cl, a Teflon autoclave 
was charged with CoCh·6H20 (1.1896 g, 5 mmol) and H3B03 (4.6373 g, 75 mmol), 
and the mixture heated to 240°C or 270 °C for 2 days. The product was isolated by 
dissolving the excess boric acid in water to yield a well-crystallised powder. 
1.3.3 Structural Transitions 
All halogen boracites have been shown to have a cubic phase that changes to an 
orthorhombic phase on cooling, with the exceptions of Cr-Br and Cr-I, which remain 
cubic at least down to 10 K. The transition temperature varies widely (60-800 K) but 
for any given metal it falls in the sequence X = Cl ~ Br ~ 1.30 On further cooling 
Fe-Cl, Fe-Br, Fe-I, Co-Cl and Zn-Cl have a transition to a rhombohedral phase.42 
Further it has been found that in Fe-I, Co-Cl and Zn-Cl that there is an extra 
monoclinic phase between the orthorhombic and the rhombohedral phases.43,44 Fe-I is 
particularly interesting, Kobayshi et al. showed that it has two distinguishable 
monoclinic phases: there is one on cooling orthorhombic ~ monoclinic (I) ~ 
rhombohedral and another on heating rhombohedral ~ monoclinic (II) ~ 
orthorhombic.44 Little is known about the phase changes of the chalogen, hydroxyl 
and lithium boracites. 
The phase transitions in boracite-type phases have received a great deal of attention 
over the past three decades due to possible applications in the material sciences. For 
example, boracite-type phases have been considered as possible components for 
optical page composers, optical storage, and passive display devices because they are 
ferroelectrics that permit optical contrast upon switching. 
1.3.4 Structural Studies 
The boracite mineral has attracted attention of crystallographers and physicists since 
the earliest days of crystallography. Mg-Cl boracite occurs in two forms, it is 
orthorhombic at room temperature, but the synunetry changes to cubic above a 
temperature of about 265°C. The two forms are referred to as a.- and 13-, or as high-
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and low- boracite, corresponding, respectively, to cubic and orthorhombic. The two 
structures are essentially the same, both containing the same three-dimensional 
unbroken boron-oxygen network with magnesium and chlorine atoms residing in the 
large interstices, and differing only in the positions of these magnesium and chlorine 
atoms. In 1934, Mehmel determined the unit cells and space groups of the two 
modifications of boracite and tried to interpret the relationship between them.45,46 
Following on from this work and the work of others, the low temperature 
orthorhombic and higher temperature cubic crystal structures of the naturally 
occurring mineral boracite Mg3B70J3Cl were originally determined by Ito et al. in 
1951 using powder and Weissenberg photographs.47 The unit cells and space groups 
are given in Table 1.2. A number of twinned light-blue crystals from Stassfurt, 
Germany, were used for the structure determination at room temperature. The 
twinning disappeared upon heating to 265°C when the structure converted to the 
cubic form. Twinning is common feature ofboracite crystals and is a feature of many 
early structure determinations. 45·8 
Table 1.2: The Unit Cells and Space Groups of Cubic and Orthorhombic 
Boracite 47 
a (A) b(A) c (A) No. of molecules in Space group the unit cell 
High-boracite 
(at 300°C) 12.1 8 F43c 
CUBIC 
Low-boracite 8.54 8.54 12.07 4 PCa21 
ORTHORHOMBIC 
Ito et al. described the boracite network47 as a rigid aggregate of corner-shared B04 
tetrahedra and B030 pyramids that extend indefinitely throughout the structure. The 
authors further suggested that the reversible a-j3 inversion of boracite is due to the 
moving chlorine atoms simply coming to a standstill and not moving from one 
definite position to another, as the inversion is accompanied by no observable effect 
on the lattice dimensions. 
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Kriz and Bray 49 expressed doubts that the OB03 configuration found in cubic MgCl 
by Ito et al. is correct mainly on the grounds that it conflicts with NMR spectra 
obtained from Mg-Cl by Bray et al. 50 But there is no indication that the latter work 
was performed away from room temperature, in which case orthorhombic Mg-Cl was' 
studied and there is no disagreement between NMR and structure. The doubts thus 
appear to be groundless and essential atomic configuration of the cubic phase remains 
uncontested. 
The first full three-dimensional structural study of a single growth sector of a pure 
synthetic boracite in its cubic phase was determined by Nelmes and Thomley.24 The 
sample chosen was a [100] growth sector of chromium chloride boracite Cr3B7013Cl. 
The crystal structure is essentially the same as that found for the cubic phase of a 
naturally occurring sample ofMgCI by Ito et al. 
In their determination of the orthorhombic structure of Mg-Cl, Ito et al. took the B-O 
framework to be the same as in the cubic phase and refmed the displacements of the 
metal (M) and halogen (X) ions only with data from X-ray Weissenberg photographs. 
It had been widely assumed that the distortion of the B-O framework is indeed 
negligible through all transitions until a full three-dimensional X-ray study of a single 
crystal of natural Mg-Cl by Dowty and Clark in 1972/3 revealed displacements of the 
boron and oxygen of the same order of magnitude as those of the M and X ions. 
Dowty and Clark refined the structure of the orthorhombic-form of boracite using 
, 
single-crystal data obtained with an untwinned crystal.s! 
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Figure 1.4: Polyhedral Representation of the Boracite Structure 
Linked BO/ B04 polyhedra (blue) with Mg (red) and Cl (green) 
Sueno et al. then used the same crystal to collect data above the transition point for 
52 -
refinement of the cubic structure. Sueno et al. confirmed the space group as F 4 3c 
and at 400·C, a = 12.0986 ± 0.0002 A. 
The structures of boracite, Figure 1.4 and its many synthetic analogues have been 
assumed to be essentially as described in 1951 by Ito et al. for the cubic and 
orthorhombic forms ofboracite, Mg]B70 I ]CI. The observed ferroelectric effects have 
been attributed entirely to movements of metal and halogen atoms, and the borate 
framework has been assumed "not responsible for the ferroelectricity". However, 
certain features of the accepted structure appeared to be anomalous. Ito et al. 
originally described both cubic and orthorhombic structures as having "B030 
pyramids", four such pyramids being linked through a common oxygen atom. Such 
coordination has not been encountered in any of the numerous borate structures 
studied since 1951, nor is it compatible with the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. 
Dowty and Clark5 1 therefore re-examined the orthorhombic structure. Their results 
confirm the general features of the orthorhombic structure proposed by Ito et al. but 
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important revisions of the boron-oxygen relationships reveal that there are no 
"pyramids" in the structure. 
Figure 1.5: The Boron -Oxygen Framework in Boracites 
Left the central oxygen (yellow) co-ordinated tetrahedrally to B04 
units. Right; extension of the borate unit showing the boroxol rings. 
The boron-oxygen network has three nonnal tetrahedra linked at a common oxygen 
atom. Three more tetrahedra share corners to fonn three six-membered boroxol rings. 
The ring system is linked to other equivalents by further corner-sharing, involving 
oxygen atoms of symmetry-related tetrahedra and of a single boron-oxygen triangle. 
The occurrence of three borate tetrahedra linked at corners by a common oxygen atom 
was first discovered in the structure of the mineral tunellite: SrB60 9(OH)z-3H20. 
Since then, this feature has been found in the structures of three other hydrated 
borates: macallisterite: strontioginorite: 
SrCaB I40 20(OHk5H10; and aksaite: MgB60 7(OHk2H10 . In all of these structures, 
each of the three corner-linked tetrahedra participate in a ring system fonned by 
further corner-sharing, each ring being composed of two tetrahedra and a triangle. 
The three-ring polyanion [B60 7(OH)6t occurs isolated in structures of macallisterite 
and aksaite, whereas in tunellite and strontioginorite, the polyanions link to fonn 
infinite sheets. The structures of strontium and lead tetraborates and of B20 3 IT (the 
high-pressure fonn) also have the feature of three tetrahedra linked at a common 
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oxygen atom, but the ring unit does not occur in these structures. However, in all 
cases the B- O distances for the triply coordinated oxygen atom are the longest B-O 
bonds observed. The coordination of the (Mg,Fe) cations to anions in orthorhombic 
boracite is probably best described as transitional between square pyramidal and 
trigonal bipyramidal. Four oxygen anions form a rectangular approximation to a 
"square" base, and the chlorine ion serves as the apex . 
1.3.5 Ferroelectric Properties 
Below the cubic-orthorhombic transition a number ofboracites have been shown to be 
ferroelectri c. A ferroe lectric material is a material that exhibits, over some 
temperature, a spontaneous electric polarisation that can be reversed or reorientated 
by application of an electric field . 
1.4 RARE-EARTH SULPHUR-FLUORIDES 
Cadmium-based pigments provide a very wide colour range: cadmium zinc sulphide 
green-shade yellows to golden yellows, and cadmium sulphoselenide yellow through 
oranges and deep reds to deep maroons. They have outstanding performance 
characteristics in giving bright strong colours, which have excellent heat stability, 
light-fastness and chemical resistance and they do not migrate in paint and plastics. 
However, in recent years the use of cadmium-based pigments has been restricted by 
European Union legislation due to environmental and health risks. EU Directive 
911338fEEC prohibits the use of cadmium as a pigment, dye or stabiliser in specific 
polymers and its use as plating on metallic surfaces. A further Directive, 94/62fEC, 
restricts cadmium pigments in packaging. Other inorganic pigments that are avai lab le 
have either toxic hazards (e.g. chromium (VD and lead in lead molybdate and lead 
chromates) or provide weak colouration, lacking the required brightness and intensity. 
Some of the more complex organic pigments can provide the necessary brightness, 
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intensity and strength needed, but are genera lly much more expensive and not heat, 
light and water stable and fai l to provide product lifetimes matching those fo r 
cadmium pigments. Thus, there is a strong incentive to develop new classes of non-
toxic inorganic red and green pigment whi le preserving or even exceeding the optical, 
thermal, and chemical characteristics of the traditional heavy-metal-based pigments. 
Rare earth sesquisu lfides (Ln2S3), and related compounds- ALn2S4,53 sulphide 
fluorides (LnSF, ALn2F4S2),54-57 oxysulphides (Ln202S) and oxyfluorosulphides 
(Ln30F3S2, Ln20 1.5FS),57 have recently commanded considerable interest with respect 
to their use as pigments and potential replacements for heavy-metal-based pigments. 
This is best illustrated by the commerciali sation of Ce2S3 (Figure 1.6) by Rhone-
Poulenc, Inc. , as a red pigment for colouring plastics and other materials and potential 
replacement for cadmium sulphoselenide. 58,59 
Figure 1.6: The eel S3 structure, 
Lanthanide sulfide structure consisting ofCe (red spheres) and S 
(yellow spheres) 
Phases in this Ln2S3 senes and the other related compounds mentioned can be 
prepared with a range of hues from pale yellow to deep red depending on the rare 
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earth, Table 1.2. Ce2S3 is particularly interesting since alkali doping makes it possible 
to tune its co lour from maroon to orange. 
However, these simple sulphide pigments have the drawbacks of low thermal and 
chemical stability. The replacement of cadmium sulphoselenide with Ce2S3 is not 
possible in all app lications due to the fact that in air it slowly undergoes hydrolysis to 
give off hydrogen sulphide gas and as a result Ce2S3 requires the use of coatings to 
prevent hydrolysis. Indeed very recently these simple sulphide pigments have started 
to be withdrawn from the market. 
Table 1.3: Colour of Lo2SJ pbases as reported in reference 58 
Ln,S, 
Y 
La 
Structure 
Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 22-0996) 
Cubic structure (JCPDS database 25-1041) 
Colour 
Deep Beige 
Yellow 
Ce Colour varying from brown to red, depending on the preparative technique, in 
particular the calcination temperature. These are brown or blood red 
depending on whether the orthorhombic phase (JCPDS database 20-0269) or 
cubic phase (JCPDS database 27-0104) is present. 
Pr Cubic structure (JCPDS database 27-0481) Green-Yellow 
Nd Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1450) Green 
Srn Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1480) Brown-grey 
Gd Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1424) Brown-green 
Tb Cubic structure Ochre 
Dy Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-0594) Yellow-chestnut 
Er Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 21 -0324) Brown 
Tm Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 30-1364) Green-gold 
One method of stabilising materials towards thermal and chemical attack is to 
introduce a second cation or anion that produces new structural arrangements and 
bonding schemes that might be less susceptible to decomposition. Although suI phi de-
fluoride materials are uncommon in solid state chemistry, the introduction of fluoride 
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into a sulphide-based lattice should achieve greater stability due to its small size, high 
bond strength and electronegativity. 
Figure 1.7 The PbFCl structure adopted by LnSF phases. 
Pb -black spheres, Cl -red spheres and F -green spheres. 
Initial work on lanthanide sulphide fl uorides was undertaken by Flahaut el afO,6! who 
reported compounds of the stoichiometry LnSF and indicated that these materials 
adopted the PbFCl type structure but these results were of questionable quality,s8,59 
Numerous compounds adopt a structure deriving from the PbFCl type which can be 
described as a succession of [Pb2F2f+ sheets and double [Chf chlorine atoms layers. 
More recently Demourgues and co-workers have carried out some further work on 
these LnSF materials and also reported a new series of compounds of the type 
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Ln2AF 4S2 where A=Ca,Sr62,63 The basic structures of these two series of materials are 
shown in Figure 1.8. 
I [S,]'" I 
Figure 1.8: The Basic Structures of LnSF (left) and LnzAF4Sz (right) phases 
In LnSF, left hand structure, F atoms- green, Ln- blue, S- smaller 
black; In Ln2AF4S2, right hand structure, Ca- purple, Ln- blue, S-
orange, F- green. 
The structure of LnSF and Ln2AF4S2 compounds can be considered as formed of 
layer stacking, the rare earth and fluorine atoms form [Ln2F21'+ or [Ln2AF4]4+ fluorite-
type blocks which alternate wi th double [S2t layers along the c-axis. The rare earth 
lies at the centre of a distorted square antiprism in a nine coordinate site- four 
coordinate to F atoms in one base, four S atoms in the other, and one Ln-S bond 
parallel to the c-axis. However, this work by Demourgues et al. contains little 
definitive structural data and compounds are reported for only a limited number of 
lanthaillde ions. Further structural work in this area should elucidate more 
information regarding colour as a function of the size of the lantbaillde iOD. 
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1.5 TRANSITION METAL HYDROXIDES 
Bemalite is a mineral recently discovered at Broken Hill, New South Wales and 
studied by Pring et a/64,65 Chemical analysis of the dark bottle green crystals gave the 
empirical fomlula: [(H20)o.o8(C03)o.Q3-Pbo.oll . (Fe3+o.92Sio.o6Zno.ol) (OH)2.96, the 
simplified fomlUla being very close to Fe(OH)3. To date only minerals specimens 
have been studied, attempts to synthesize bemalite have been unsuccessful, however 
there interest in synthesizing bemalite due to its very unusual magnetic properties66,67 
BemaUte is pseudocubic but single crystal studies gave an orthorhombic cell with a = 
7.544(2) , b = 7.560(4), c = 7.558(2) A and space group Immm or maybe Pmmm. Full 
refinement of the structure was not possible because of the effects of polysynthetic 
twinning. Therefore, if bemalite can be successfully synthesised a full refinement of 
the structure can be carried out. 
Bernalite is structurally distinct from other iron oxide/hydroxide minerals such as 
goethite, lepidocrocite or haematite. These contain Fe3+ in distorted octahedral 
coordination- pairs of edge-sharing octahedra, which Link by corner sharing. In 
contrast bemalite has nearly perfect octahedral coordination. 
Bemalite has a distorted perovskite-like struchlre, the octahedra are rotated or tilted 
about each of the three fourfold axes of the octahedra. The structure consists of Fe06 
octahedra, which are linked by corner sharing to form a three-dimensional network 
containing large 12-fold coordinated cavities, which may accommodate a small 
amount of H20 or Pb, see Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9: Polyhedral Representation of the Bernalite Structure 
Tilted Fe(OH)6 octahedra in the bemalite structure 
Direct association with concretionary goethite, which pre- and post-dates it, bemalite 
almost certain ly crysta lli sed from a ferric hydroxide gel. A variety of these gels have 
been synthesised over a range of pH by either precipitation from solutions of ferric 
salts by addition of a base, or by oxidation of Fe3+ in basic aqueous solutions65 
Magnetic and x-ray diffraction properties of the products vary, often depending on 
particle size, but none matches those of be m a li te. 
1.6 SCOPE 
This thesis aims to investigate a number of geomateria ls identified in these defined 
areas (I . I -1.5). The materials have been synthesised using solid state techniques and 
hydrothermal methods and investigated using a variety of techniques including 
powder X-ray and neutron diffraction and magnetic measurements. The major goal is 
to investigate structure-property relationships in these materials as a method of 
identifying and developing new geomirnetically modified materials. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
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2.1 PREPARATION OF MATERIALS IN THE SOLID STATE 
2.1.1 Hydrothermal Methods 
Many minerals are formed under geological conditions of high temperatures and/or 
high . pressure, or are derived from materials initially generated using extreme 
hydrothermal pressure. To replicate these conditions in the laboratory, high-pressure 
hydrothermal apparatus was purpose-built using cold-seal type Tuttle bombs· 
purchased from the geology department at the University of Manchester and high 
pressure fittings from Psika pressure systems Ltd, Figure 2.1. Temperatures up to 
800 °C and pressures up to 3 Kbar (300 MPa) can be achieved using this apparatus. 
2-Way 
Valve 
Furnace Furnace 
Thermocouple . 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of hydrothermal apparatus 
Rod 
system 
In a typical experiment 0.5 ml of distilled water and the reactant(s) were 
placed in a gold tube capsule previously sealed by arc-welding at one end. The other 
end of the tube was then sealed, the capsule weighed and placed in the bomb. Filler 
rods were added to reduce the bomb volume and hence minimise the volume of water 
under pressure (ca. 1-2 ml). The bomb was sealed by deformation of a high-pressure 
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end cone. The furnace was then lowered over the bomb and the bomb opened to the 
line via a three-way offset cross valve, this valve allowed the pressure in the bomb to 
be monitored constantly via a gauge. The safety reservoir (Figure 2.1, maintained at 1 
Kbar), used to balance any pressure changes in the bomb, was then opened and the 
furnace switched on. Two thermocouples were used, one to control the furnace 
temperature and the second to monitor the temperature inside the bomb. . Once the 
sample had reached the desired temperature, the reservoir was closed off and the hand 
pump was used to top up the pressure. The bomb was then closed off to the line and 
the experiment proceeded for the reaction period. The furnace was then switched off, 
the reservoir opened again and the bomb allowed to slow-cool to room temperature. 
The capsule was removed from the bomb, reweighed to ensure sample integrity, and 
then cut open to retrieve the product material. 
However, not all the geomaterials formed hydrothermally in this thesis required 
conditions of such high temperature and/or pressure, in which case a PaIT® 4749 
General Purpose Acid Digestion bomb was used. It consists of a stainless steel jacket 
encasing a Teflon liner (28 ml capacity) containing the reactants. The autoclave has a 
maximum temperature of 240°C and was heated in an autoclave oven which has a 
temperature stability of ±2 QC. 
2.1.2 Sealed Quartz Tubes 
Sealed quartz tubes were employed for the synthesis of the helvite-family of minerals 
(Chapter 3) and the rarecearth sulphide fluoride materials (Chapter 6). This is due to 
the air sensitivity of some of the starting materials, and also the volatility of the 
sulphur. If heated in air, the sulphur would volatilise by 110°C and escape from the 
reaction mixture, therefore it must be contained by performing the reaction in a sealed 
vessel. 
The reactants were weighed out and homogeneously ground together using an agate 
pestle and mortar in an argon-filled glove box (1 ppm water/ 1 ppm oxygen). The 
sulphur had previously been dried to remove any traces of water, which forms H2S on 
heating and causes the tube to fail and shatter. The reaction mixture was then placed 
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in a quartz tube, evacuated and sealed by melting the quartz using a blowtorch. The 
tube was heated gradually in the centre of a tube furnace fitted with inconel work tube 
up to the required temperature. After the reaction period, the tube was slow cooled 
and transferred back to the glove box where it was broken open to retrieve the 
product. 
2.2 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
2.2.1 Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXD) 
X-ray diffraction, the principal technique of solid state chemistry, has been used for 
nearly a century in two main areas, for the fingerprint characterisation of crystalline 
materials and for determination of their structure.! It can also be employed in the 
measurement of particle size, determination of phase transitions, detection of crystal 
defects and disorder. 
2.2.1.1 Theory of X-ray Diffraction 
In a powder sample there are many very small crystals randomly orientated and each 
crystallite diffracts in the normal way. A crystal may be divided into layers by sets of 
planes passing through lattice points. Each of the planes are described by Miller 
Indices, hkl, which describe a full set of planes separated by a perpendicular distance, 
d, called the d-spacing described by dhk!. The d-spacing, dhkb can be related to both 
the diffraction angle and the wavelength using Bragg's Law: 
nA. = 2dhk! sinG 
Equation 2.1 
where n = an integer, A. = wavelength of irradiating X-rays, d = distance between the 
planes and G = incident angle of radiation. 
When irradiated with a beam of monochromatic X-rays, a crystal should display 
diffraction data from each lattice plane which gives rise to an observed intensity at a 
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particular 29 value on the diffraction pattern. However, intensity may not always be 
observed for all planes due to systematic absences and reflection conditions 
originating from the symmetry of the system. In addition to absences arising from a 
non-primitive lattice type, a number of space symmetry elements can lead to 
systematic absences, these include glide planes and screw axes which apply to two-
dimensional and one-dimensional sets of reflections, respectively. These absences 
can be useful when attempting to designate a space group for a new material. 
The intensity of the reflections is controlled by a number of factors including the atom 
types (scattering power) and their distribution within the unit cell. The scattering 
power or form factor is proportional to its atomic number- i.e. number of electrons. 
Other factors that affect observed intensities are temperature factors; thermal 
vibrations of the atoms cause a decrease in the intensity, absorption factors: 
anisotropic absorption of X-rays by the sample, multiplicities; the number of 
reflections contributing to an observed powder line, and preferred orientation; crystals 
align a certain direction rather than randomly and increase the intensities of certain 
reflections. 
2.2.1.2 The Powder X-ray Diffraction Experiment: Bruker D8 Advance 
Diffractometer 
The powder X-ray diffraction data were coJlected on a Bruker D8 Advance powder 
diffractometer, Figure 2.2, operating with CuKal radiation, A. = 1.5406 A. The 
sample was mounted in a recessed plastic sample holder and in the case of the 
beryllium containing materials, sealed under mylar film due to their toxicity. The 
sample holder was rotated during data collection to overcome the effect of preferred 
orientation. The sample rotates with a constant angular velocity and a Position 
Sensitive Detector (PSD), moving at double the angular velocity around the sample, 
detected diffracted X-rays. This results in the diffraction angle being twice the 
glancing angle. Typically, diffraction patterns were collected over two different 
ranges depending on the experiment. Short runs in the order of 20-40 minutes, over a 
29 range 20-60°, with a step size of 0.0147° were used for phase identification and to 
ascertain purity. Data for Rietveld refinement were collected over a period of 13 
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hours, over a2e range 10-110°, with a step size of 0.0147°. The diffraction data were 
analysed using the EVA programme, which is part of the BRUKER DIFFRAC 
software package. This programme allows access to the JCPDS (Joint Committee 
on Powder Diffraction Standards) Powder Diffraction Files, which enables diffraction 
patterns to be easily compared with those on the files. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of D8 powder X-ray diffractometer 
2.2.2 Powder Neutron Diffraction (PNO) 
2.2.2.1 Introduction 
Powder neutron diffraction (PND) 2 is a powerful technique for the study of complex 
materials. PND can allow the accurate determination of light atoms in the presence of 
heavy ones and, since it is not affected by a form factor, has significant advantages 
over the analogous X-ray method. 
The applicability of neutrons to the diffraction technique is a result of a number of 
properties including a wavelength comparable to atomic separation and an intrinsic 
magnetic moment. The intrinsic spin of the neutron can interact with an ordered spin 
arrangement and give rise to magnetic scattering, in addition to the scattered intensity 
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from the nuclear unit cell. This allows neutron diffraction to probe local magnetic 
order in matter, but since the effect is based on the interaction between the intrinsic 
moment of the neutron with the spin oriented electrons, it is affected, in a similar way 
to X-rays by a form factor. 
2.2.2.2 Instrumentation: POLARIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 
POLARIS at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was used to collect PND data on 
the rare-earth sulphide fluoride materials (Chapter 6). POLARIS, Figure 2.3, is a high 
intensity, medium resolution powder diffractometer with A.d!d -5 x 10.3 and a d-
spacing range of 0.2-3.2 A (backscattering detector bank). The instrument receives 
short pulses (<90 J.1s) of neutrons from proton spallation of a tantalum or uranium 
source. These bursts of neutrons give 'tight' neutron pulses over a wide range of 
energies. 
The sample was mounted in a cylindrical vanadium can and the can placed within an 
evacuated sample chamber. The backscattered neutrons are detected by 58 3He gas 
filled detectors (130° < 29 <160°). 
90 degrees detectors 
Backscattering detectors 
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the POLARIS diffractometer 
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2.2.3 The Rietveld Method 
In 1967 H. M. Rietveld3 developed the methodology that allowed direct fitting of the 
entire diffraction profile and this procedure is now know as the Rietveld Method. 
Initial work centred on constant wavelength PND due to its intrinsic near perfect 
Gaussian peak shape, however the development of more complex peak shape 
functions has allowed the Rietveld method to be extended to PXD and time of flight 
PND. Today, most experiments carried out to yield structural information from 
powder samples exploit the Rietveld method. 
In a typical refmement an appropriate starting model is chosen by comparison with 
previously refined structures obtained from literatUre or database searches. The scale 
factor and background parameters are then varied as refinement of these parameters 
involves only coefficients of ordinary or orthogonal polynomials. The problem is 
therefore linear and should converge simply irrespective of the starting values. The 
lattice parameters, zero-point correction and sample displacement are then determined 
to allow the accurate positioning of the Bragg reflections, some initial refmement of 
the peak profile coefficients may also be attempted at this stage. The atom positions 
can then be allowed to vary to fit the peak intensities, followed by the temperature 
factors on well positioned atoms to define their thermal motion. Finally the peak 
shape parameters can be refined along with additional background coefficients, this 
can account for any asymmetry or sample broadening effects. In some cases it may 
also be possible to vary the anisotropic temperature factors. 
During the refinement the best least squares fit to the many thousands of observables, 
Yj 's is sought. The quantity minimised in the least squares refinement is the residual, 
Sy, given by: 
Sy = IW;[y/b, _y/alc j 
i 
Equation 2.2 
where Wj = a weighting factor, Yiobs observed intensity at ith step and Yica1c 
iscalculated intensity at the ith step. 
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A powder diffraction pattern can be thought of as being made up of a collection of 
individual reflection profiles, each having a peak height, position, width, decay tails 
and an integrated area proportional to the Bragg intensity, Ik. Ik is proportional to the 
square of the absolute structure factor, 1 Fk 12. In all powder patterns where the 
Rietveld method is used these profiles are not all resolved but overlap partially. A 
feature of the method is that no attempt is made to assign observed intensity to a 
particular Bragg reflection or to resolve overlapping reflections in advance. 
Consequently a reasonably good starting model is required. 
Typically many Bragg reflections contribute to the intensity, Yb observed at an 
arbitarily chosen point, i, in the pattern. The calculated intensities are determined 
from the 1 Fk 12 values calculated from the structural model by summing of the 
calculated contributions from neighbouring Bragg reflections plus a background. 
Y cl= S LLklF kl 2 t/J(29 1-2(} k)P kA +Ybi 
k 
Equation 2.3 
where s is the scale factor, k represents the Miller indices h, k, I for a Bragg reflection, 
Lk contains the Lorentz, polarisation and multiplicity factors, cp is the reflection profile 
function, Pk is the preferred orientation function, A is an absorption factor, Fk is the 
structure factor for the kth Bragg reflection and Yb; is the background intensity at the 
ith step. 
As the relationship between the adjustable parameters and the intensities are non-
linear the starting model must be close to the correct model or the least squares 
procedure will not lead to a global minimum. Instead the process will diverge or lead 
to a 'false' minimum. This may be overcome by the use of multiple data sets, or by 
the use of constraints. Multiple phases may be refined simultaneously and 
comparative analysis of the overall scale factors for the phases offers a method for 
quantitative phase analysis. 
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The background intensity at the ith step, )'bi. can be obtained in several ways, typically 
it is modelled using one of a set of functions supplied with the program. The type of 
data being refined determines the choice of background function. 
The reflection profile function, ~, approximates the effects of instrumental features 
and specimen features such as absorption. The model should adequately describe the 
instrumental resolution function over a wide range of 29 and also incorporate sample 
broadening effects such as particle size, strain and stacking disorder. For angle 
dispersive data the dependence of the width of the reflection profiles measured as the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) is given by the equation 
H2 = U tan2 9 + V tan 9 + W 
Equation 2.4 
where U, V and W are refineable parameters. 
There are many other types of function available to describe the reflection point4 as 
X-ray sources are generally neither Gaussian or symmetric. The sample broadening 
effects are modelled by a Lorentzian expression: 
y 
H=XtanB+--
cos.9 
Equation 2.5 
where the first term is associated with microscopic strain broadening and the second 
accounts for particle size broadening. 
The least squares parameters fall into two distinct groups. The first group defines the 
position and shape of the peaks and consists of the unit cell parameters, the counter 
zero offset, and the asymmetry factor. The second group, the structural and thermal 
parameters, defines the contents of the unit cell. These consist of the profile scale 
factor, and the co-ordinates, occupation and temperature factor of each atom. 
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In order to make a quantitative assessment of the agreement between observed and 
calculated profiles a number of reliability indices are defined in Equation 6. : 
Equation 2.6 
This may be compared with the reliability index Rexpected derived purely from 
statistical considerations: 
[ ]
1/2 
(N-P+C) 0 
R.xpected = Re = ()2 XIOOYo LW, y/obs 
. I 
Equation 2.7 
where N = number of observables, P= number of refmeable parameters and C = 
number of constraints. 
In addition, Rwp and RI may be defined as: 
[ I ]
"2 LW ~ObS _~calcI2 
Rwelghtedp,ojile = Rwp = I ' ( ) 
"'Vw y:obs 
L. I I 
I 
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Equation 2.8 
Equation 2. 9 
Finally, the chi-squared parameter may be defined as: 
x' =[ I ]"" W.(Y",-Y.'"" )' 
N+ P +C -7 ' " 
Equation 2.10 
which is the natural measure of the fit, and is normally minimised in the refinement. 
Thus for a good fit, the weighted profile R-factor should approach the statistically 
expected R-factor value. The goodness of fit can also be measured by examining a 
plot of the profile fit, example in Figure 2.4. For a good fit , the difference line 
between calculated and observed should be as flat as possible with fluctuations 
consistent with noise. 
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Figure 2.4: Example of a Rietveld refinement plot, Mn.Zn4[BeSiO.16S, PXD 
data. The upper crossed red line represents the experimental data and 
the upper green continuous line the calculated profile. The lower pink 
line represents the fit. The black vertical lines represent tick marks to 
show the calculated reflection positions. 
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Powder X-ray diffraction data and powder neutron diffraction data were refined using 
the GSAS package of Larson and von Dreele5 on a PC computer. The generalized 
structure analysis system (GSAS)5 is a well-known programme used for structure 
refinement via the Rietveld method. The GSAS suite of programmes can be applied to 
both X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction data. These types of data can be 
obtained from either angle dispersive (fixed wavelength) or from energy dispersive 
(e.g. time-of-flight data) sources. 
Structure factors (Fph) for powder data (also for single crystal) are computed in the 
standard way from atomic coordinates, atom fonn factors and temperature factors. For 
the powder case there is a set for each phase (P) in each h.istogram. The expression is 
the usual complex quantity: 
Fph = Aph + I Bph 
Equation 2.11 
A and B are real and imaginary parts of the structure. If the structure is 
centrosymmetric and the inversion centre is located at unit cell origin, then B is zero. 
The observed intensity is related to the square of this quantity and is calculated for all 
diffraction data: 
Equation 2.12 
Atomic X-ray factors, which include contributions from anomalous dispersion, are 
modified by atomic site fraction (x) and by themlal motion (T) to give: 
F = x T" (fo + r + if) 
Equation 2.13 
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The expressions for A and B can be broken into three components each: 
where: 
Ao = L xiTi"foi cos21th . r 
A' = L xiTi"fl cos21th . r 
A" = LxiTi " f ' i cos21th . r 
A = Ao + A'- B 
B = Bo + B ' - A 
Bo= L xiTi"foi cos21th. r 
Equation 2.14 
Equation 2.15 
which sum over the unit cell contents. In the powder case the averaging process 
means that the intensity for a single reflection includes contributions from Friedel 
reflection pairs. Therefore these components must be differently combined to 
represent powder intensity: 
Equation 2.16 
In GSAS the atomic coordinates, site fractions and thernlal motion parameters are 
refinable quantities. Anomalous dispersion contributions (f and f ' ) for X-rays are 
also refinable. 
Temperature factors for this system can be expressed as Uiso, where: 
, 2 • .• 
Biso = 81t-Uiso (2.4) or ~ = 21t ai aJ Uij 
Equation 2.1 7 
10 • total normalized profile intensity at any point in a powder diffraction pattern, has 
contributions from the nearby reflections and from background scattering. The 
reflection contributions are calculated from the structure factors and are corrected for 
all geometric and sample dependent factors like absorption, extinction or preferred 
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orientation. The background, lb, can be modeled by using a well-behaved empirical 
function. A diffuse scattering contribution , Id, can be introduced. 
I = 1'0 / WI; general expression of intensity for TOF data 
Equation 2. J 8 
I = 1'0/ I; expression of intensity for CW data 
Equation 2. J 9 
Equation 2.20 
Where I'o is the number of counts observed in a channel of width W; Ii is the incident 
intensity; Ib is the background value; Sh is the histogram scale factor within an 
histogranl, Sph is the individual phase scale factor within an histogram and Yph is the 
contribution from the hth reflection of the pth phase. A weight, w, is assigned to each 
10 from consideration of the variances in both 1'0 and l i. The sum involves all those 
reflections from all phases within the sample that are sufficiently close to the profile 
to make a significant contribution. 
There are currently nine background functions available in GSAS in order to fit the 
powder diffraction data. Each function has a maximum of 36 possible coefficients. 
The Chebyschev polynomial has been consistently used for this work and is defined 
by Equation 2 1 
X - 2(T - Tmin ) / 1 
- Tmax - Tmin -
Equation 2. 2 J 
Where T min and T max are the actual range of data used in the calculation. T is degrees 
29. The background intensity (lb) is calculated from: 
Equation 2. 22 
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The values of Bj are determined by least squares fit during the Rietveld refinement of 
the powder pattern. 
Yph (contributed intensity from a Bragg peak to a particular profile intensity) is: 
Equation 2. 23 
Where Fph is the structure factor for that particular reflection. H (T-Tph) is the value of 
the profile peak shape function for that reflection at a position, T, which is di splaced 
from its expected posi tion. Tph and Kph are the products of various geometric and 
other correction factors obtained fo r that reflection. 
This intensity is dependent on several things such as the value of the structure factor 
and the amount of that particular phase, which determ ines its total contribution. The 
peak shape and width in relation to its position wi ll also have an effect. The intensity 
also affects extinction and absorption as well as some geometric factors. 
The contribution that a gIven reflection makes to the total profile intensity is 
dependent on the shape function for that reflection pro fi le, its width coefficients and 
the displacement of the peak from the profile position. The locations of the peak are 
given in 29. The reflection position in a constant wavelength experiment is obtained 
from the Bragg equation (Equation I) The expression for the reflection position is 
Equation 2.24 
For the Ds system a single value wavelength along with zero value was used. For 
conventional sources the wavelength is well known and tabulated in many references. 
For synchrotron sources a calibration of the single wavelength with a standard sample 
can be perfo rmed. 
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2.2.4 D7, ILL, Grenoble, France 
The diffuse scattering spectrometer, 07, Figure 2.5 is used in the study of diffuse 
neutron scattering arising from disorder phenomena in solids, such as point defects, 
nuclear and magnetic short-range ordered materials and frustrated magnets. 
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Figure 2.5: Scbematic diagram of tbe D7 Instrument, ILL 
The diffuse scattering that is found beneath the nuclear and magnetic Bragg peaks in a 
neutron diffTaction pattern, yields detailed information of magnetic configurational 
disorder, and of the interplay between such disorder and local atomic defect 
structures. However, magnetic disorder scattering is generally small in anlplitude and 
often coexists with nuclear disorder scattering and spin-incoherent scattering. In order 
to separate each of these components it is necessary to use polarized neutron 
techniques. 07 features a unique combination of 3-directional (XYZ) polarization 
analysis in a multidetector setup with the option time-of-flight energy analysis, in 
order to exam me this diffuse scattering. A vertically and horizontally focusing 
pyrolitic graphite monochromator is situated in the cold guide H 15. The 
monochromated beanl passes through a focussing m = 2.8 supermirror bender 
polarizer, a Mezei spin flipper and a disk chopper (all removable if desired). A 
removable set of coils, wide enough for a furnace or orange cryostat to enter, is placed 
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around the sample position in order to defme the polarization analysis direction (X,Y 
or Z). Four banks of 3He detectors are placed around the sample position at a distance 
of 1.5 m. Each bank contains an assembly of permanent magnets in order to maintain 
the neutron polarization, followed by separate supermirror bender analysers. Radial 
collimators for measurements not requiring polarization analysis may replace the 
guide field and analysers. 
The following modes of measurement are possible: 
• No polarization analysis -unpolarized neutrons in - no analysis after scattering; 
• Polarized Neutron Diffraction -polarized neutrons in - magnetic field at sample 
position, no analysis after scattering; 
• Z polarization analysis (two measurements: with and without spin-flip. Allows 
the separation of coherent and incoherent scattering in non-magnetic systems); 
• XYZ polarization analysis (six measurements. Allows the separation into 
coherent, incoherent and magnetic contributions). 
Each of these can be performed as a diffraction measurement, without the chopper, or 
as a time-of-flight inelastic measurement. With the disk chopper in place, adjusting 
the chopper speed and slit width may change the energy resolution and neutron 
intensity. In addition, programmed scans can be performed by repeating the 
measurements with the change of a scan variable between each measurement, Le. a 
sample (omega) rotation or a scan in detector bank position. 
2.2.5 Milssbauer Spectroscopy 
Rudolph M6ssbauer discovered the phenomenon of re-coil free nuclear resonance 
absorption or fluorescence in 1957-586 and the first indications of hyperfine 
interactions in a chemical compound were obtained by Kristner and Sunyar in 1960.7 
From these beginnings, the technique of M6ssbauer spectroscopy (sometimes called 
nuclear gamma resonance spectroscopy) has grown rapidly to become one of the most 
important research methods in solid-state physics and chemistry. The M6ssbauer 
effect is of fundamental importance in that it provides a means of measuring some of 
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the comparatively weak interactions between the nucleus and the surrounding 
electrons. 
Mossbauer fIrst observed the recoilless resonant absorption ofy-rays in 191Jr and the 
effect has now been detected in over one hundred isotopes. The suitability of a 
particular isotope for Mossbauer spectroscopy depends on several factors, these 
include: 
• The energy of the y-ray must be ideally between 10 and lOO keY 
• The half-life of the excited state should preferably be between about I and 
lOO ns 
• The source y-rays should ideally have a long-lived precursor which is 
easily obtained in high activity so that it can be used for a long period with 
only the minimum of handling precautions. 
As a result, most of the practical applications of the effect are restricted to a smaller 
number of isotopes, notably: iron, tin, antimony, tellurium, iodine, xenon, europium, 
gold, and neptunium, and to a lesser extent nickel, ruthenium, tungsten, and iridium. 
As 57Fe has the most advantageous combination of properties for Mossbauer 
spectroscopy the great majority of studies continue to involve this isotope and the 
technique has therefore been widely used for the investigation of iron-containing 
systems-as in the case in this thesis. 
Success in observing Mossbauer resonance also depends on the properties of the solid 
matrix in which the Mossbauer nucleus is situated. It should have a high melting 
point and contain non-resonant scattering elements. 
The sample should ideally have a high natural abundance of the chosen isotope 
otherwise it may become necessary to use artifIcially enriched samples as a means of 
improving resolution of spectra. 
2.2.5.1 Theory of the Milssbauer Effect 
The phenomenon that a nucleus can emit or absorb y-rays without loss of energy due 
to recoil is known as the Mossbauer effect. This is because, and what Mossbauer 
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discovered, when the nucleus is in a solid matrix it is no longer isolated, but is fixed 
within the lattice. 
Considering an isolated atom in the gas phase, the difference in energy between the 
ground state of the nucleus (Eg) and excited state (Ee) can be defined as: 
E= Ee-Eg 
Equation 2. 25 
e 
E 
g 
Figure 2.6: Emission of a gamma ray of energy Er from an excited nuclear 
state of a nucleus having a velocity Vx' ER is the recoil energy, and 
E=Ee-Eg 
Assuming that the emission of the y-ray photon and recoil of the atom occur in the 
same dimension and motion in the other two dimensions remain unchanged; then a 
photon emitted from a nucleus of mass M moving with an initial velocity Vx in the 
chosen direction x, the total energy above the ground state nucleus at rest is: 
Ee + Y2MV/ 
Equation 2.26 
After emission the y-ray has an energy By and the nucleus a new velocity (V x + v) due 
to recoil. The total energy of the system is: 
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Eg+ Ey+ YzM(Vx + v/ 
Equation 2.27 
By conservation of energy: 
Ee + YzMV/=Eg+Ey+ YzM(Vx +v/ 
Equation 2.28 
The difference between the energy of the nuclear transition (E) and the energy of the 
emitted y-ray photon (Er) is: 
8E = E - Er= Yz MY'- + MvVx 
Equation 2.29 
where: ER is the recoil kinetic energy which is independent of the initial velocity Vx 
and ED is proportional to velocity Vx and is a Doppler-effect energy. 
By is smaller than E by the recoil energy ER and the Doppler term ED, this can be 
simply illustrated, Figure 2.7. 
E E 
, 
EMISSION ABSORPTION 
Figure 2.7 Relationship between E, Ey, ER and ED for emission and absorption (not 
to scale) 
The energy of the y-ray photon (Ey) emitted comes from the decay of the nucleus from 
its excited state to its ground state (nuclear transition energy E). This is the only 
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source of energy for the whole process of emission, and so it must also provide the 
recoil energy (ER), therefore Ey is significantly less than E. In much the same way, 
there is significant recoil energy when an atom absorbs a y-ray photon. If ay-ray 
photon with energy Er is to excite a nucleus with transition energy E, then Er must be 
greater than E by an amount equal to ER. 
The mean kinetic energy per translational degree of freedom of a free atom in a gas 
with random thermal motion is given by: 
Ek = Yz MVr' '" Yz kT 
Equation 2.30 
where Vx' is the mean square velocity fthe atoms, k is the Boltzmann constant and T 
the absolute temperature. 
Hence (V. ' )'1> = e(2 Ek /M) and the mean broadening: 
Equation 2.31 
The values of ER and ED can be more conveniently expressed in terms of the y-ray 
energy Er: 
ED=E.fo 2Ek 
Mc 2 
Equation 2.32 
What Mossbauer discovered was how to eliminate the problem of the thermal recoil 
energy. In the Milssbauer experiment the emitting and absorbing nuclei are held 
rigidly in a lattice (and not isolated as is implicit in the preceding discussion); the 
value of M then becomes not the mass of one atomic unit, but that of the whole crystal 
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which may have _1017 atoms. This results in the in the recoil momentum being taken 
up by the crystal as a whole since the free atom recoil energy is insufficient to eject 
the atom from the lattice site thus precluding momentum transfer to linear 
translational motion of the nucleus, and the lattice vibrations cannot take up the 
momentum because a time-average of zero is established within the decay time. The 
total energy of the y-transition E must be conserved and can only be shared between 
the energy of the y-photon, El' and the lattice vibrations. Because of quantisation 
conditions, a fraction of events occur with no change in the lattice vibrations and the 
entire transition energy E is manifest in the y-photon energy (E = Er). 
2.2.5.2 The Miissbauer Experiment 
Mossbauer spectroscopy involves a radioactive source containing the Mossbauer 
isotope in an excited state and an absorber consisting of the material to be investigated 
which contains this same isotope in its ground state. For example, the source for s7Fe 
spectroscopy is normally radioactive S7CO, Figure 2.8. 
S7CO [=7/2 
-""1--__ ;-__ 136.32 KeV 
9% 91% 
3/2_+ __ -'---r-_14.41 KeV 
1/2_L-__ ~_' 
Mossbauer 
gamma ray 
Figure 2.8: The nuclear decay scheme of S7 CO. The important transition for 
Mossbauer spectroscopy is that producing the 14.41 KeV photon 
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A schematic diagram of a typical Mossbauer spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.9. 
Source Absorber 
I V1b~", f1l. M/IJ'-+ ~ (VII\{-o Detector 
Drive Amplifier Amplifier 
Ir 
Waveform Synchronisation Data Counts Single 
Generator Acquisition Channel 
System Analyser 
Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of a Miissbauer Spectrometer 
In the normal transmission experiment the y-rays emitted by the source pass through 
the absorber, where they may be partially absorbed, and they then pass to a detector. 
In order to investigate the energy levels of the Mossbauer nucleus in the absomer it is 
necessary to modifY the energy of the y-rays emitted by the source so that they can 
have the correct energy for resonant absorption. Resonant absorption occurs when the 
energy of the y-ray just matches the nuclear transition energy for a Mossbauer nucleus 
in the absorber. This is usually accomplished by moving the source relative to a 
stationary absorber, and hence giving the y-rays an energy shift as a result of the first-
order relativistic Doppler effect. The motion of the source is normally oscillatory in 
order to provide an energy scan. The resulting Mossbauer spectrum consists of a plot 
of y-ray counts (or relative absorption) against the velocity of the source with respect 
to the absorber, usually measured in millimetres per second. 
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------------------------------........... . 
2.2.6 Thermal Analysis: Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
Thennal analysis refers to the group of methods in which some physical property of 
the sample is continuously measured as a function of temperature, whilst the sample is 
subjected to a controlled temperature change. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC) is one method. It is used for the quantitative measurement of energy changes. 
DSC measures the energy that has to be applied to keep the temperature between the 
sample and an inert reference material the same. Its application in this thesis has been 
in the study of solid-solid phase transitions. 
Samples were investigated using a Mettler TA3000 in the temperature range 25-600 
°C (the maximum possible temperature) with a heating rate of 10°C per minute. 
The sample (approximately 15 mg) was contained in an aluminium sample pan, that 
had a lid which was crimped into position and then pierced. An empty sample pan 
was used as the reference. 
2.2.7 Infra-Red (IR) Spectroscopy 
FT -lR spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer FT -lR spectrometer Paragon 1000 
PC, equipped with the programme FT-lR Spectrum™ to locate the peaks. Materials 
to be analysed (1-5% w/w) were intimately ground with spectroscopic grade KBr and 
pressed into a disc using a pressure of 10 tonnes and the spectra acquired over the 
range 4000-300 cm·l . 
2.2.8 UV-VIS Spectroscopy 
UV-visible spectra were acquired using Perkin Elmer UVNislNIR Lambda 19 
spectrometer set up for diffuse reflectance spectroscopy utilising tungsten and 
deuterium lamps. Diffraction gratings automatically allow the selection of the 
required wavelengths during the scan. Powdered samples were mounted in a quartz 
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/Tonted aluminium holder and the spectra recorded between 200 and 800 run using 
barium sulphate as a reference sample. 
The wavelength of visible light is of the order of 380-780 run, Figure 2.10 shows the 
energy of the visible spectrum. A white reflected light will result if all the different 
colours in white light are reflected equally well. 
h"8 ' r"I .... , 
'[I.u." \ .. b! 
• • ,
r 
i , 
\\' .... I"Wh l.fI, .... "} 
r'.lltln ... iC ,, 10 1111 Wv I 
Figure 2.10: Wavelengths in the visible spectrum 
2.2.9 Colour Measurements 
Colour and brightness can best be described usmg the CIELab-system, whicb 
expresses the colour as three-dimensional co-ordinates: L*, a*, and b*, Figure 2.11. 
Where L * is the luminance (brightness); an L * value of 0 means that no light IS 
reflected by the sample, and an L * value of 100 means that all incident light IS 
refl ected. The a* co-ordinate measures tbe intensity of the green (negative) or red 
(positive) component of the spectrum, while the b* co-ordinate measures the intensity 
of the blue (negati ve) or ye llow (positive) component. Thus, a bright pure white 
pigment which is what is ideally being aimed for would have the values 100, 0, 0 for 
L*, a* and b*, respectively. 
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Figure 2.11: The L*, a*, b* three-dimensional coordinate system 
2.2.10 Magnetic Measurements: SQUID Magnetometry 
Any magnetic dipole, whether ferromagnetic or paramagnetic, produces a field of the 
order of: 
Bo =M / d3 
Equation 2.33 
in its vicinity, where M is the dipole moment and d is the distance of the point on the 
field from the centre of the dipole. If d can be fixed, measuring the field leads to a 
knowledge of the dipole moment and hence its magnetization or its susceptibility. 
The SQUID (which stands for Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) 
method is used to measure this dipole field, Figure 2.12.9 
The experiments were perfonned in the Department of Physics, Loughborough 
University, on a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer in the temperature range of 
2K to 310K and in fie lds of up to 5.5 Tesla. 
There are two kinds of measurements: 
Zero field cooled measurement 
Cooling in zero applied magnetic fi eld and measurement of the magnetisation on 
warming in a measuring field app lied below Tc. 
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Field cooled measurement 
Cooling in the measuring field through Tc followed by measurement on warming. 
QUID 
"yslem 
" pe Hnen mount 
~ trnvtr<es ' lowly 
r1r ' 
, 11 
~ol enold 
Figure 2.12 Schematic diagram of SQUID magnetometer 
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CHAPTER 3 
Synthesis and Structural Studies 
of Beryllosilicate Sodalites: Ms[BeSi04]6X2, 
where M = Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, and X = S, Se,Te. 
Includes the minerals: Helvite (Mns[BeSi04]6S2), Genthelvite 
(Zns[BeSi04]6S2), and Danalite (Fes[BeSi04]6S2)' 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
3.1.1 Helvite, Genthelvite and Danalite Minerals 
Danalite, one of the helvite group of tectosilicates, with general fonnula 
(Mn,Fe,Zn)s(BeSi04)6S2, occurs naturally in many sites worldwide, with substantial 
deposits in Japan and Nigeria. The group crystallise with the sodalite structure, which 
. is a well-known class of anion containing framework consisting of a framework of 
T04 tetrahedra linked into four and six rings creating the so-called zeolite p-cage. 
The p-cages are directly linked through the six-membered rings and contain a 
centrally placed anion coordinated tetrahedrally to four cations (Figure 3.1). 
Figure 3.1: Tetrahedral Cluster ofIron Ions Occluded within the Sodalite 
Framework. Black circles represent the tetrahedral framework ions 
(Be, Si) and the solid lines between them the T -0-T link The 
chalcogenide at centre of the iron tetrahedron is omitted for clarity 
The composition of this class of material is very diverse; examples of T include = Be, 
AI, Ga, Si, Ge, P while many different monovalent and divalent inorganic and organic 
anions have been incorporated leading to over 200 members of the groUp.!·3 Different 
sized anions and cations can be incorporated in the sodalite cage by tilting of the 
framework tetrahedra out of their nonnal planes. The magnitude of tilt is defined by 
the tilt angle , 'which takes values between 0 and approximately 45° (fully tilted) 
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depending on the T group. The flexibility of the sodalite framework has been 
highlighted by a number of groups worldwide, where both berylloarsenate4 and even 
oxide free frameworks such as Zn7[P12N14]Cll have been synthesised. 
Despite the numerous compounds prepared with the sodalite structure, the danalite 
family has previously never been synthesised. Danalite is the iron end member of the 
helvite series with formula Fes[BeSi04]6S2. In contrast the manganese end member, 
helvite, Mns[BeSi04]6S2. and the zinc end member genthelvite Zns[BeSi04]6S2 have 
both been prepared by several different authors 6-S. Helvite and genthelvite were fIrst 
synthesised by Mel'nikov and coworkers6 using high pressure hydrothermal synthesis 
at 2 kbar pressure and 750°C. Attempts to prepare danalite by similar methods 
resulted only in the preparation of highly crystalline iron silicate. 
Aluminate Ms[Al02]12Xt lOand beryllosilicate Ms[BeSi04]~2 sodalites both contain 
divalent cations and anions in their cavities. Interest in the pure aluminate and 
beryllosilicate sodalites was due originally to their ability to entrap small blocks of 
(II,VI) semiconductor separated by the inert framework. Electronic interaction 
between these units would have been of considerable interest as these materials could 
be considered as framework expanded semiconductors. The electronic properties of 
these materials were investigated by several groupsll-13. Moran et al reported the 
optical absorption bands of cadmium sulfIde occluded aluminate sodalite as having a 
large blue-shift away from the optical spectrum of bulk CdS. The same authors 
demonstrated the electronically isolating effect of the zeolite framework using 77 Se 
and 125Te MASNMR on the cadmium selenide and cadmium telluride beryllosilicates 
where spectra exhibited upfIeld shifts from the bulk CdX materials. These results 
indicated a reduction in the paramagnetic contribution to the chemical shift suggesting 
greater localization of the electron density in the sodalite compared to the bulk. Work 
by Weller et a1 14•15 on CdS[AI02]12S2 initially concluded the individual C~S groups 
may have shown electronic coupling across the cages due to a blue-shifted DV 
spectrum, but later rescinded these conclusions when luminescent properties of the 
material showed that the shifted absorption maximum was probably due to small 
amowits of bulk CdS trapped within the sodalite crystallites. However, Herron et al 
reported the coupling of C~S4 units in zeolite Y despite a separation of 6A.16 
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The tetrahedral arrangement of the magnetic transition metal cations in the sodalite 
-
structure of the helvite family of minerals leads to the possibility of unusual magnetic 
interactions. Antiferromagnetic pairwise exchange cannot be satisfied in all three 
directions simultaneously in tetrahedral metal clusters and leads to the possibility of 
magnetic frustration. Previous work by Dann et af in the manganese series17 indicated 
that despite strong antiferromagnetic interactions within the Mr4X clusters leading to 
a negative paramagnetic Curie temperature in the order of lOOK, no Neel temperature 
was observed down to 4.2K. This suggested that the Mr4X clusters were not 
magnetically coupled across the sodalite cages but were strongly coupled within them. 
Further probing of the local magnetic behaviour was not possible in the case of Mn, 
but it was envisaged that preparation of the iron analogue, and the use of Mossbauer 
spectroscopy, could elucidate the local magnetic interactions of these unusual 
compounds. The effect of doping, magnetic (Mn) and non-magnetic(Zn) ions, on the 
iron site could also investigated using M6ssbauer spectroscopy as a comparison with 
the naturally occurring mineral. 
3.1.2 Geometric Modelling of the Sodalite 
Hassan1S proposed and developed a geometrical model for sodalites, and used this 
methodology to calculate aluminosilicate framework geometries for a number of 
existing sodalites and make predictions for some theoretical sodalite systems. 
The sodalite structure can be envisaged by first considering a fully-expanded 
framework of perfectly regular tetrahedra of equal sizes sharing corners. This 
framework undergoes collapse by rotation of the tetrahedra about directions parallel 
to the cell edges and hence parallel to their 4 axes to allow coordination of the 
occluded cation to the framework oxygen atoms. For example, in the mineral 
sodalite, Nas[ AlSi04]6Ch, the (Al,Si)04 tetrahedra undergo these rotations until the 
Na atoms are within a reasonable bonding distance to both the framework oxygen 
atoms and the Cl atom on the 2(a) site at (0, 0, 0). Rotation of these tetrahedra change 
the space group from Im3m for a fully expanded cage to 14 3m for a partially 
collapsed and disordered framework. In most sodalite systems, the space group is 
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further reduced to P 4 3n due to the ordering of AI and Si throughout the framework 
leading to Al04 and Si04 tetrahedra of unequal size that are compressed along their 
rotation axis. l9 The so-called partial collapse process may be characterised by an 
angle ({J, known as the tilt angle, and a result of the Si! Al alternation is to give rise to 
two values for this, 'PSi and ({JAl corresponding to the rotation of the Si04 and AI04 
tetrahedra, respectively . 
.. 
a b 
Figure 3.2: Sodalite framework collapse mechanism, reproduced from 
reference 18. Upper half of unit cell. a: the fully expanded framework 
of regular tetrahedra of equal sizes (space group Im3m). Arrows 
indicate the rotation of tetrahedra about 4 axes parallel to the cell 
edges that collapse the framework. Along each row of tetrahedra 
orientated with their axes parallel to a cell edge, alternate tetrahedra are 
rotated clockwise and anti-clockwise. b: the partially collapsed 
structure of sodalite showing rotation angles ({JAI and rpsi, and also 0-0 
distances EAI and Esi • The AI and 0 atoms are shown as open and Si 
atoms as filled ellipsoids. Numbers indicate heights in units of one-
hundredth on the projection axis, a3. 
Description of the sodalite structure using geometrical modelling assumes that the Al-
o and Si-O distances remain constant irrespective of the interframework ions present. 
It can be seen from work presented in this thesis that this does not hold true; vide 
infra. Nevertheless, the assumption has led to satisfactory modelling, as described by 
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Hassan18 and by Dempsey.20 By consideration of simply geometry, Hassan used a 
number of equations to describe both framework and interframework ions. 
Sodalites may be considered as partially collapsed versions of a fully-expanded 
framework of perfectly regular tetrahedra of equal sizes sharing corners as depicted in 
Figure 3.2. The cell edge, a, the tetrahedral edge length, E, and the tilt angle, cp, can 
be related by: 
a=E(2coslP +.J2) 
Equation 3.1 
and the coordinates of the corner (x,x,z) of the tetrahedra are: 
where 
x = __ c_o_s..!CIP_r=-
2(2 cos IP +.J2) 
Equation 3.2 
Equation 3.3 
Equation 3.4 
Two assumptions are made in the geometrical model: 
1. the Al-O and Si-O distances remain constant irrespective of the 
interframework ions 
2. the two 0-0 edge lengths, EAl and ESi of the Al04 and Si04 tetrahedra, 
respectively, remain constant. 
From a measured cell edge value and using these assumptions, the aluminosilicate 
framework geometry can be calculated. The cell edge is given by: 
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and 
similary 
1 2 2 ~ 
COStp Si = - {a - 4[(Al-0) - (EAI/2)] } 
2EsI 
1 . 2 21< 
cos tp AI = -- (a - 4[(SI-0) - (Es/2) 1 } 
2EAI 
Equation 3.5 
Equation 3.6 
Equation 3.7 
Equations 5, 6 and 7 give the variation of !PSi and !PAl with cell edge, while the 
relationship between the Si-O-AI angle and the cell edge is obtained from the triangle 
Al(Y., 0, Y»-O(x,y,z)-Si(O,Y.,Y» is given by Equation 8. 
. Si-O 
cos(Al-O-Sl) = + 
2(Al-O) 
Al-O 
2(Si-O) 16(Si-O)(Al-O) 
Equation 3.8 
The atomic coordinates of the oxygen 044 in Figure 3.2 are obtained from the two 
tetrahedra that it shares: 
where 
1 
x = - (Es/2)cos tp Si 
a 
ZAI = Y> - .!. (EAI/2)sin tp Al 
a 
1 . 
ZSi = Y, - - (Es/2)sm tp Si 
a 
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Equation 3.9 
Equation 3.10 
The z-coordinate obtained from either the Al04 or Si04 tetrahedra should be equal but 
in all calculations the mean value of ZAI and ZSi i~ normally used. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
The method previously described for tellurite aluminate sodalite was followed.21 
BeO, Si02, powdered metal (Fe, and/or Mn, Zn) and X (X = S, Se and Te) were 
homogeneously ground using an agate pestle and mortar in an argon-filled glove box 
(1 ppm water/ 1 ppm oxygen). The mixtures were placed in quartz tubes, evacuated 
and sealed. The tubes were heated in the centre of a tube furnace fitted with an 
Inconel work tube in stages up to 1100 QC and maintained at this temperature for 48 
hours. The samples were slow cooled and transferred back to the glove box where 
they were opened with a glass cutter. IR spectra were recorded from 4000 to 500 cm-! 
using a Perkin Elmer FT IR Spectrometer equipped with Paragon data station on 
pressed KBr discs. 
Samples were ground and placed in plastic sample holders and sealed under Mylar 
film due to the toxicity of beryllium oxide for X-ray diffraction phase analysis. 
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected from the products using a Bruker D8 
Advance powder diffractometer operating with CUK I radiation at 298 K. The 
diffraction patterns indicated a primitive cubic unit cell typical of the sodaIite 
structure with a cell parameter in the range 8.2-8.4 A. The sodalite reflections were 
fully indexed in the space group P-43n and no unindexed peak remained in the pattern 
except in the case of the telluride sample, where the reactants partially reacted with 
the quartz tube and a small amount of iron silicate was present in the pattern. For 
structure refinement of specific phases high quality powder X -ray diffraction data 
were collected over a 2 range of20-110 Q using a period of 16 hours with a 0.0143 Q 
step. A sununary of phases prepared is given in Table 3.1 and a typical set of 
diffraction patterns for the mixed manganese-iron series is shown in Figure 3.3 
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Table 3.1: Summary of Beryllosilicate Phases Targeted 
(Mn,Zn,Fe,Co)s[BeSi04)6X2; X = S, Se or Te. 
Single Cation Mixed Cation 
Manganese ManganeselIron 
Mn8[BeSiO.)6S2 MnJle2[BeSiO.)6S2 
Mn8[BeSiO.)6Se2 Mr!J1e.[BeSiO.)6S2 
Mn8[BeSiO.)6 Te2 Mn2Fe6[BeSiO.]6S2 
Iron Manganese/Zinc 
Fe8[BeSiO.]6S2 Mn.Zn.[BeSiO']6S2 
Fe8[BeSi04]6Se2 Mn2Zn6[BeSiO.]6S2 
Fe8[BeSiO.]6Te2 Mn,;Zn2[BeSiO.]6Se2 
Zinc Mn.Zn.[BeSiO.]6Se2 
Zn8[BeSi04]6S2 Mn2Zn6[BeSiO.]6Se2 
Zn8[BeSi04].Se2 
Iron/Zinc 
Fe.m.[BeSiO.]6S2 
Fe.Zn2[BeSiO']6S~ 
Manganese/Cobalt 
~Co2[BeSiO.hS2 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 X-ray Structure Refinement 
Refmement was carried out in the space group P-43n using the starting model of 
genthelvite22 with an ordered framework consisting ofBe04 and Si04 tetrahedra. The 
program GSAS23 was used for the refinement. Initial stages of the refinement 
included all the instrument parameters (background, scale factor and peak shape 
parameters). The atomic parameters (atomic positions and temperature factors) were 
then slowly introduced for all atoms. As beryllium has only nominal X-ray scattering 
(i.e. Z=4), the temperature factor of this atom was set at unity. Final profile fit 
factors, ie Rwp, Rp and "i values, are given in Table 3.2. Final cell parameters, atomic 
parameters, and important bond lengths and angles are given in Tables 3.3, 3,4 and 
3.5, respectively. An example of the refinement profile for ~Zfl4[BeSi0416S2 is 
given in Figure 3.4. A diagram depicting the coordination polyhedron of the occluded 
metal cation is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.3: Powder X-ray Diffraction patterns of the Mns_xFexIBeSiO.ISl series. 
Gradual shi ft in cell parameter to lower d spacing as manganese is replace by iron in accordance with the size of the radii 
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Table 3.2: Profile Fit Factors for the Beryllosilicate Sodalites 
R wp Rp X' for 27 variables 
Mn, [BeSi04]6S, 1.96 1.44 2.175 
Mn, [BeSi04]6S", 2.40 1.62 3.210 
Fe, [BeSi04]6S, 1.53 1.1 2 1.808 
Fe, [BeSi04]6Se, 1.66 1.03 3.786 
Fe,[BeSi04]6Te, 1.97 1.41 3.563 
Zn,[BeSi04]6S, 9.14 6.56 5.062 
Zn,[BeSi04]6Se, 10.13 6.34 32.37 
Mn6Fe, [BeSi04].S, 1.87 1.22 3.386 
MnJ'e4[BeSi04]6S, 1.80 1.25 2.328 
Mn,Fe6[BeSi04]6S, 1.72 1.22 2.114 
Mn4Zn4[BeSi04]6S, 3.59 2.80 1.488 
Mn,Zn6[BeSi04]6S, 5.89 3.50 21.51 
Mn6Zn, [BeSi04]6Se, 2.24 1.46 4.225 
Mn4Zn4[BeSiO,]6Se, 4 .03 2.37 8.868 
Mn,Zn. [BeSi04]6Se, 4 .62 2.9 1 9.008 
Fe4Zn.[BeSiO,]6S, 3.22 2.44 1.643 
Fe.zn, [BeSiO,].Se, 2.99 2 .21 1.715 
Mn6Co, [BeSi04]6S, 1.68 1.28 1.645 
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Table 3.3: Summary of the Cell Parameter(A) and Cell Volume(A3) for the 
Beryllosilicate Sodalites; e.s.d's are given in parentheses. 
a Cell Parameter I A Cell Volume I A 1 
Mn,[BeSiO.).S, 8.33033(8) 578.078(10) 
Mn, [BeSiO.).Se, 8.38290(6) 589.092(7) 
Fe, [BeSiO.).S, 8.24080(6) 559.640(8) 
Fe, [BeSiO.).Se, 8.29525(7) 570.807(8) 
Fe, [BeSiO. ).Te, 8.36837(8) 586.035(10) 
Zn, [BeSiO.).S, 8.15900(7) 543.139(8) 
Zn, [BeSiO.). Se, 8.21884(5) 555.177(6) 
Mn.Fe, [BeSiO,).S, 8.30850(7) 573 .545(8) 
Mn.Fe.[BeSiO,).S, 8.2863 1 (7) 568.962(8) 
Mn, Fe. [BeSiO,),S, 8.26392(7) 564.363(9) 
Mn.Zn.[BeSiO,),S, 8.23460( 1 0) 558.376(11 ) 
Mn,Zn, [BeSiO,),S, 8.20533( 1 0) 552.445(11) 
Mnoln, [BeSiO,).Se, 8.33770(10) 579.613(11) 
Mn.Zn,[BeSiO,),Se, 8.29078(6) 569.884(8) 
Mn,Zn, [BeSiO.),Se, 8.25676(6) 562.897(7) 
Fe.Zn.[BeSiO.),S, 8.20301(7) 551 .975(9) 
Feoln, [BeSiO.).Se, 8.27245(8) 566.111(9) 
Mn, o, [BeSiO,),S, 8.29683( 11 ) 57!.133( 132 
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Table 3.4a: Refined Atomic Parameter s for the Single Occluded Cation 
Sodalites j e.s.d 's are given in parentheses. 
Atom Site x y z Ue' IOO I A' 
Mo. IBeSiO.J.S, 
Be 6c Y. !h 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 !h 1.04(11) 
0 24i 0.3607(5) 0.3555(5) -0.0770(4) 0.67( 12) 
Mn 8e 0.1 7052( 19) 1.42(5) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.43( 14) 
Mn.!BcSiO.I .Se, 
Be 6c Y. !h 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 V, 1.57( 11 ) 
0 24i 0.3581 (6) 0.3582(6) -0.0761(4) 1. 12(13) 
Mn 8e 0.17806(14) 1.37(5) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 1.66(7) 
Fc. IBcSiO. I,S, 
Be 6c Y. !h 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 !h 1.10(11) 
0 24i 0.3614(5) 0.3587(5) -0.0823(4) 0.82( 11 ) 
Fe 8e 0. 16850(18) 1.5 1 (5) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.01(13) 
Fc. IBeSiO.I,Se, 
Be 6c Y. V, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 V, 1.06(11) 
0 24i 0.3612(6) 0.3599(7) -0 .0785(5) 0.47(13) 
Fe 8e 0.17573(16) 0.76(5) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 0.80(7) 
Fe. IBeSiO. I.Te, 
Be 6c Y. V, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 !h 0.56(14) 
0 24i 0.3632(11) 0.6409(11 ) 0.0729(7) 1.06( 19) 
Fe 8e 0.18510(2 1) 0.29(9) 
Te 2a 0 0 0 0.74(8) 
Zn. [BeSiO. I,S, 
Be 6c Y. V, 0 1.00 
Si 6b V, 0 V, 1.00(6) 
0 24i 0.3616(4) 0.3626(4) -0.09015(32) 1.3 1 (7) 
Zn 8e 0.16706(9) 1.336(23) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.27(7) 
Zo. IBeSiO, I,Se, 
Be 6c Y. V, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 V, 1.34(6) 
0 24i 0.3610(5) 0.3632(5) -0.0899(4) 2. 16(9) 
Zn 8e 0.17259(10) 1.624(27) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 1.9 1 (4~ 
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Table 3.4b: Refined Atomic Parameters for the Mixed Occluded Cation 
Sodalites; e.s.d's are given in parentheses. 
Mn,Fe,IBeSiO,I ,S, 
Be 6c Y. Y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 Y, 0.56(10) 
0 24i 0.3590(5) 0.3574(5) -0 .0785(4) 0.48(1 1) 
MnlFe 8e 0.17038(16) 1.12(4) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.08(12) 
Mn,Fe,IBeSiO,I ,S, 
Be 6c Y. Y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 y, 1.14( 11 ) 
0 24i 0.3597(5) 0.3587(5) -0.0802(4) 0 .67(11) 
MnlFe 8e 0.16973(17) 1.51(5) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.35( 13) 
Mn,Fe, IBeSi041,S, 
Be 6c Y. Y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 y, 1.00( 12) 
0 24i 0.3602(5) 0.3593(5) -0.08 15(4) 0.65( 12) 
MnlFe 8e 0.16919(18) 1.19(5) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.09( 13) 
Mn,Zn,1 BeSiO,I.S, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 y, 1.26(9) 
0 24i 0.3613(5) 0.3590(5) -0 .0839(4) 1.0 I (9) 
MnlZn 8e 0.16848( 14) 1.54(4) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.43( 11 ) 
Mn,Zn, IBeSiO,I .S, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 Y, 0.59(9) 
0 24i 0.3606(6) 0.3616(6) -0.0852(4) 0.66(9) 
MnlZn 8e 0.16740( 15) 0 .983(33) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.07( 11 ) 
Mn.Zn,1 BeSiO,I .Se, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 Y, 1.37(10) 
0 24i 0.3619(5) 0.3562(5) -0 .0780(4) 0.75(1 1) 
MnlFe 8e 0.17673( 12) 1.13(4) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 I. 75(6) 
Mu.Zn,[BeSiO,I .Se, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si Gb Y. 0 y, 1.28(9) 
0 24i 0.3603(5) 0.3599(5) -0.08 10(4) 0.88(1 0) 
MnlZn 8e 0.17521(12) 1.27(4) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 1.88(6) 
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Table 3.4c: Refined Atomic Parameters for tbe Mixed Occluded Cation 
Sodalites; e.s.d's are given in parentbeses. 
Mn,Zn. IBeSiO, I. Se, 
Be 6c V- Y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b V- 0 Y, 1.33(7) 
0 24i 0 .3609(4) 0.3608(4) -0.08461 (30) 1.37(8) 
MnlZn 8e 0.17388(9) 1.466(27) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 1.92(4) 
Fe,Zn,fBeSiO, I.S, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 Y, 0.98(11) 
0 24i 0.3607(5) 0.3615(5) -0.OS46(5) 1.22(11) 
Fe/Zn 8e 0.1 6728(17) 1.37(4) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.16( 12) 
Fe.Zn,IBeSiO,I .Se, 
Be 6c Y. y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b '/, 0 Y, 1.21(13) 
0 24i 0.3615(7) 0.3592(7) -0.0822(6) 1.34(16) 
Fe/Zn 8e 0.17531(18) 1.29(6) 
Se 2a 0 0 0 1.45(8) 
Mo.Co,IBeSiO,I . S, 
Be 6c Y. Y, 0 1.00 
Si 6b Y. 0 y, 1.72(14) 
0 24i 0.3617(6) 0.3566(6) -0.0792(5) 0.66(13) 
MnlCo Se 0.16957 1.70(6) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.73(16) 
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Table 3.5: Derived bond distances (A) and angles (0); e.s.d's are given in 
parentheses. 
Be-O / A Si-o / A M-O /A M-x /A Be-O-Si \ 0 
Mn, [BeSiO.)6S, 1.647(5) 1.59 1(4) 2. 130(4) 2.4603(27) 130.94(23) 
Mn, [BeSiO.)6Se, 1.625(5) 1.626(5) 2.105(4) 2.5853(21) 131.43(24) 
Fe, [BeSiO.)6S, 1.630(4) 1.602(4) 2.080(4) 2.4051(26) 128.64(23) 
Fe, [BeSiO.)6Se, 1.620(6) 1.606(6) 2.083(4) 2 .5249(22) 130.71 (26) 
Fe, [BeSiO')6Te, 1.631(10) 1.586(10) 2.098(7) 2.6829(30) 133.7(4) 
Zn, [BeSiO. )6S, 1.610(4) 1.631(4) 2.0093(23) 2.3608(13) 125 .02(17) 
Zn, [BeSiO')6Se, 1.626(4) 1.648(4) 1.9932(33) 2.4569(14) 125 .1 4(20) 
MnoFe, [BeSiO')6S, 1.622(4) 1.615(4) 2.10 1(4) 2.4353(25) 129.6 1 (22) 
Mn.Fe.[BeSiO.)6S, 1.623(5) 1.6 14(4) 2.088(4) 2.421 7(26) 128.98(23) 
Mn,Fe6[BeSiO. )6S, 1.625(5) 1.6 14(4) 2.086(4) 2.4222(26) 128.91 (23) 
Mn.Zn.[BeSiO.)6S, 1.633(4) 1.608(4) 2.0658(35) 2.4029(20) 127.83(19) 
Mn,Zn6[BeSiO. )6S, 1.613(5) 1.623(5) 2.057(4) 2.3791(21) 127.37(22) 
MnoZn, [BeSiO.)6Se, 1.653(5) 1.59 1 (5) 2.0880(34) 2.5522(17) 130.62(2 1) 
Mn4Zn.[BeSi04)6Se, 1.623(5) 1.620(5) 2.0631 (33) 2.51 60( 17) 129.32(20) 
Mn,Zn6[BeSiO.)6Se, 1.627(4) 1.626(4) 2.0350(27) 2.4867( 13) 127.63(16) 
Fe. Zn. [BeSi04). S2 1.611(5) 1.620(4) 2.062(4) 2.3768(24) 127.69(23) 
FeoZn, [BeSiO')6Se2 1.633(6) 1.611(6) 2.049(5) 2.51 18(25) 128.78(31) 
Mn6Co, [BeSiO']6S, 1.645(5) 1.591 ~5) 2.111~5) 2.4368p I) 130.04(26) 
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Figure 3.4: Refinement Profile of Mn4Zn4[BeSi0416S2 
The upper crossed red line represents the experimental data and the 
upper green line the calculated pattern. The lower pink line represents 
the fit. 
Figure 3.5: Coordination Polyhedron of the Occluded Cation 
Left The Fes[BeSi04]6S2 structure viewed down the {Ill } direction through the six 
member ring of a sodalite cage. Right The co-ordination around iron (magneta) 
showing strong interactions with sulphur (yellow) and three framework oxygen atoms 
(blue). 
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All beryllosilicate structures were successfully refined in the space group P-43n 
demonstrating an ordering of the beryllium and silicon atoms in the framework. 
Framework bond lengths [Be-O 1.6 A and Si-O 1.6 A] were consistent with the 
literature values for tetrahedral beryllium and silicon. In a typical sodalite cage 
structure, tilting of the tetrahedra in the six ring generates three short and three long 
bonding interactions of the framework oxides to the metal cation. A further bonding 
interaction of the metal ion to the central anion completes a seven-fold coordination 
geometry for tbe metal cation. However, in this case, the iron ion can be considered 
as tetrahedrally coordinated to three framework oxides and tbe cage anion, since the 
three longer interactions with the framework are effectively non-bonding. Bond 
valence calculations24 estimate the bonding contribution of the long interactions to the 
framework contribute less than 0.1 to the valence, indicating an effectively non-
bonding interaction. The tetrahedral coordination around the cbalcogenide closely 
reflects that in the pure metal chalcogenides. 
3.3.2 POWDER NEUTRON DIFFRACTION REFINEMENT 
Powder neutron diffraction data were collected at room temperature on the Mns., 
Fe, [BeSi04]S2 samples using POLARIS at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratories at 
room temperature in a 5mm vanadium can sealed with indium wire. Data were 
collected over a period of 6-8 h depending on the manganese content; manganese has 
a significant absorption and a longer collection time was employed as the amount of 
manganese increased. Refinement was carried out in tbe space group P-43n using the 
starting model of genthelvite22 with an ordered framework consisting of Be04 and 
SiO. tetrahedra. The program GSAS23 was used for the refinement. Initial stages of 
the refinement included all the instrument parameters (background, scale factor and 
peak shape parameters). The atomic parameters (atomic positions and temperature 
factors) were then slowly introduced for all atoms. In contrast to the situation in X-
ray diffraction, beryllium has a good scattering length in neutron diffraction and the 
temperature factor could be refined. Final profile fit factors, ie Rwp, Rp and x.2 values, 
are given in Table 3.6. Final cell parameters, atomic parameters, and important bond 
lengths and angles are given in Tables 3.7, 3,8 and 3.9, respectively. 
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Table 3.6: 
Table 3.7: 
Profile fit factors of members of (Mn8 .• Fe.)[BeSiO.16S2 series 
refined from PND data. 
Rwp Rp X' 
Mn,Fe, [BeSiO,],S, 3.67 4.23 17.89 for 20 variables 
Mn.Fe,[BeSiO,],S, 4.12 4.09 22.61 for 22 variables 
Mn,Fe,[BeSiO,J.S, 4.24 5.83 1.859 for 22 variables 
Cell parameters of members of (Mn8-. Fex)[BeSiO.16S2 series 
refined from P D data ; e.s.d 's are given in parentbeses 
a Cell Paramctcr I ).. Cell Volume I )..' 
MnoFe2[BeSiO,],S, 
Mn,Fe,[BeSiO,],S2 
Mn2Fe,[BeSiO,J,S, 
8.268931 (30) 
8.243224(33) 
8.224621 (29) 
565.390(4) 
560.133(4) 
556.3494(34) 
Table 3.8: Refined Atomic Parameters for the (Mns_. Fex)[BeSiO. 16S2 series 
derived from P D data; e.s.d 's are given in parentheses. 
Atom Site x y z Ue* lOO I , 
Mn,Fc,IBeSiO.I.S, 
Be 6c V- Y, 0 0.500(20) 
Si 6b V- 0 y, 0.382(32) 
0 24i 0.35892( 16) 0.35898(15) -0 .08463(8) 0.629(11) 
MnlFe 8e 0.161 1(9) 0.50 
S 2a 0 0 0 0.51 (6) 
Mn,Fc,IBcSiO,I ,S, 
Be 6c V- y, 0 0.385(23) 
Si 6b V- 0 y, 0.40(4) 
0 24i 0.35926( 17) 0.35897( 17) -0 .08632(8) 0.547(13) 
MnlFe 8e 0.17290( 18) 0.76(5) 
S 2a 0 0 0 0.98(9) 
Mn,Fc, IBc iO,I ,S, 
Be 6c V- Y, 0 0.454(22) 
Si 6b V- 0 Y, 0.316(35) 
0 24i 0.36001(16) 0.35876(16) -0.08746(7) 0.561(12) 
MnlFe 8e 0.17029(7) 0.729(25) 
S 2a 0 0 0 1.21 (9) 
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Table 3.9: Atomic Bond Lengths(A) and Angles (0) Derived from the Refined 
PND data for the (Mns.x Fex)[BeSiO.)6S2 series ;e.s.d's are given in 
parentheses. 
Mn6Fe,[BeSiO,].S, 
Mn4Fe4[BeSiO,]6S, 
Mn,Fe, [BeSiO,].S, 
Be-O /A 
1.6311(15) 
1.6337(16) 
1.6387(15) 
Si-o I A 
1.63 18(15) 
1.6307( 16) 
1.6258( 15) 
M-O /A 
2.115(6) 
2.0196(13) 
2.0221 (8) 
M-S / A 
2.308(12) 
2.4687(25) 
2.4258(11) 
Be-O-Si \ 0 
127.27(5) 
126.45(5) 
125.93(4) 
Due to the larger data range available in neutron diffraction (no form factor) and the 
greater relative scattering lengths of the light atoms in the framework relative to the 
occluded species, the structural parameters are more well-defined in the case of the 
neutron diffraction data. However, the differences are not major and the data are in 
good agreement with the structures determined by the Rietveld refinement of powder 
X-ray diffraction data. 
3.4 APPLlCATIO OF THE GEOMETRICAL MODEL: CALCULATION OF 
TILT ANGLES 
The model used by Hassan to calculate structural parameters for a variety of sodalites, 
gave good agreement (+1-0.005 or better) with computer modelled results calculated 
for atomic coordinates by Beagley.25 Good agreement was also obtained with 
parameters determined from the X-ray structural determinations of Beagley for 
certain sodalite materials, showing both the geometrical and computer models to be of 
reasonable reliability. 
in this work, using the equations given in Hassan 's model , values for <P i and <PSe have 
been derived. Although the model determined by Hassan was based on 
aluminosi licate sodalites, beryllium can be simply substituted for aluminium to 
produce a model for the beryllosilicate system. 
An illustration of the calculation of the <PSi and <PBe values is given below for 
Mns[BeSi04]6S2. The appropriate cell parameter and relevant bond lengths were 
derived from the refinement of the structure. 
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a= 8.33033 A 
Be-O 1.647 A Si-O 1.591 A 
0-0 2.669 A 0-0 2.570 A 
2.728 A 2.651 A 
Mean 2.6985=EBe Mean 2.6105 =ESi 
S~bstituting into Equation 3.6 and 3.7: 
1 2 2 ~ COS 91 Si = - {a - 4[(Be-0) - (EBef2)] } 
2EsI 
cos 91 Si = 1 {8.33033 - 4[(1.647i - (2.6985/2i] ~} (2x 2.6105) 
91 Si = 29.319° 
1 . 2 2 ~ 
cos 91 Be = -{a-4[(SI-0) -(ESi/2)] } 
2E& 
cos 91 Be = 1 {8.33033 - 4[(1.591)2 - (2.6105/2i] ~} (2 x 2.6985) 
91 Be = 29.627 
The full range of calculated tilt angles for all the synthetic beryllosilicate sodalites 
refined are given in Table 3.10 
The sodalite system is structurally relatively simple and this provides an excellent 
model to study phenomena such as host-guest interactions and variation of structural 
parameters as a function of composition. Tayloi6,27 and Henderson27 were the first 
to investigate correlations in simple structural parameters, such as the unit cell and 
framework bond angle of the sodalite system. Subsequent work probed the detailed 
structure of the sodalite system and allowed structural parameters to be predicted 
with only limited knowledge of the system; for example, ionic radii of the occluded 
cation and anion and cell parameter.28.3! 
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Table 3.10: Calculated Tilt Angles for the (Mn,Fe,Zn,Co)8[BeSi041~2; X= S, 
Se, Te Series 
Mn.[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn.[BeSi04]6Se2 
Fe.[BeSi04]6S2 
Fe.[BeSi04]6Se, 
Fe.[BeSi04]6Te2 
Zn.[BeSi04]6S2 
Zn.[BeSi04]6Se2 
~e2[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn.Fe4[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn2Fe6[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn.Zn.[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn2Zn6[BeSi04]6S2 
Mn~n2[BeSi04]6Se2 
Mn.Zn.[BeSi04]6Se2 
Mn,Zno[BeSi04]6Se, 
Fe.Zn.[BeSi04]6S, 
FeoZn,[BeSi04]6Se, 
MnoCo,~eSi04]6S, 
Tilt Angle / 0 
<PS! <P .. 
29.31(23) 29.62(23) 
29.00(24) 29.06(24) 
31.03(23) 31.15(23) 
29.64(26) 29.74(26) 
27.58(4) 27.71(4) 
33.79(17) 44.83(17) 
33.79(20) 44.76(20) 
28.97(22) 30.66(22) 
30.23(23) 30.51(23) 
31.25(23) 30.74(23) 
31.66(19) 31.69(19) 
32.13(22) 32.01(22) 
24.17(21) 33.17(21) 
30.62(20) 30.71(20) 
31.93(16) 31.88(16) 
31.88(23) 31.86(23) 
30.59(31) 31.16(31) 
30.02(26~ 30.21(26~ 
Early work centred on the aluminosilicate materials since the vast majority of the 
structural data in the literature was available for the (AlSi) sodalites. Beagley and 
Titiloye25 reviewed this work and extended their theoretical studies to include other 
framework compositions. These findings were later supported by experimental 
studies by Johnson et aPl on the aluminogermanate, gallosilicate and gallogermanate 
sodalites. Structural studies in these systems showed that the correlations found for 
many parameters in the aluminosilicate series such as tetrahedral tilt angles, cell 
parameters and framework angles could be extended to these series. Derivation of a 
large data set for the beryllosilicate series presented here should allow these studies to 
be extended to the beryllosilicate series. 
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3.4.1 Correlations in the Mns_xFex[BeSi04]6Sz and Mns-xZnx[BeSi04]6Sez, with x 
= 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 
Pure samples were obtained for all compositions in the ranges Mns-xFe.[BeSi04]6S2 
and Mns_xZnx[BeSi04]6Se2, with x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, thus fonning two series of 
compounds and providing an excellent basis for understanding the structural changes 
that occur as a function of metal type and ionic radius in the beryllosilicate system. 
Divalent manganese is found reasonably commonly in both tetrahedral and octahedral 
co-ordination to 02-/S2- with zero excess crystal field stabilisation energy (CFSE) for 
octahedral dS complexes, though octahedral geometries are more prevalent due to the 
high electrostatic interactions. Complexes containing tetrahedral divalent iron are 
rarer due to the small excess octahedral CFSE for the d6 ion. The accepted ionic radii 
for tetrahedral Mn2+ and Fe2+ are 0.80 and 0.77 A,32 representing the expected 
contraction in the first row transition elements as the series is transgressed due to 
incomplete d-electron screening. 
Important parameters defining the sodalite structure and hence any derived properties 
such as the strengths of magnetic interactions between ions within a sodalite cavity or 
intercavity are the lattice parameter, the framework T-O-T bond angle, the M-
(framework oxygen) distance and the M-(anion, in this case sulphide or selenide) 
distance. The variations in these parameters as a function of manganese content in the 
series are summarised in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. 
The cell parameter and bond lengths show a direct correlation, lengthening as the 
larger manganese cation replaces the iron cation. This shows that the sodalite 
structure is behaving like a simple ionic system. Bond valence calculations24 on the 
cation sites give good agreement with the divalent ions in both cases. The 
coordination polyhedron is essentially tetrahedral as the three long interactions 
between the occluded cation and the framework oxygen atoms are effectively non-
bonding and contribute 0.1 or less to the bond valence. 
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Figure 3.6: Variation in Cell Parameter (A) with M-X Bond Length in the 
Series Mns.xFex[BeSi04)6Sz 
The cell parameter is linked both to the tilt angle (Equations 3.6 and 3.7) and to the 
framework T -0-T angle as described by Equation 3.11. 
T-O-T = 2 sin-1[(alt)(32)Y,] 
Equation 3.11 
where t is the average T -0-T distance and a is the cell parameter. Using these 
equations it is possible to calculate the maximum possible values for T -0-T angle and 
cell parameter, which correspond to zero tilt angles: 
Amax = 5.575t 
T-O-T = 5.575t1(32)"t = 160.5 
Equation 3.12 
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The maximum T -0-T angle of 160.5 is independent of framework composition, while 
the maximum cell parameter is governed solely by the average T-O-T bond length. 
The minimum cell parameters and T -0-T angles are described by the closest approach 
possible between framework oxygen atoms in neighbouring tetrahedral. This occurs 
when the tilt angle is 45° and the framework bond angle is perfectly tetrahedral 
(109.5°). For an ordered framework comprising of two tetrahedra, the concept of a 
fully expanded/collapsed cage is less obvious, since the two separate tilt angles may 
assume different values and may not necessarily become zero/45° simultaneously. 
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The two main mechanisms by which cell collapse is described are tetrahedral tilting 
and variation of the framework T-O-T angle. For a particular entrapped anion, 
sodalites containing larger framework species undergo greater relative cell collapse 
with a subsequent decrease in the T-O-T angle. A plot of the cell parameter versus 
the T -0-T angle is shown in Figure 3.9 and is consistent with previous studies in 
showing a linear plot. However, both the gradient of the slope and the intercept are 
different. Extrapolation of this graph to 109.50 and 160.50 respectively gives the 
minimum and maximum possible cell parameters for the beryllosilicate family of 
sodalite structures. Table 3.11 gives a comparison betWeen the beryllosilicate group 
with other sodalites 
159.5 -r----------------~-__, 
_ 149.5 
e-
o! ~ 139.5 
~ 129.5 
119.5 
100.5+---~-_,~-~-_r-~~-~-~-~ 
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Cell Parameter (A) 
Figure 3.9: Extrapolated plot of Bond Angle (0) against Cell Parameter (A) 
for the Beryllosilicates 
Table 3.11: Observed Dependence of Soda lite Cell Size on Composition 
Framework amax (A) !lmin{A) 
M[BeSi]X 9.248 7.695 
M[AJSi]X 9.429 8.108 
M[GaSi]X 9.813 8.143 
M[AIGe]X 9.913 8.263 
M[GaGe]X 10.185 8.467 
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The beryllosilicate series continues the trend already observed for the other members 
of the series where the maximum and minimum cell size decreases as the average size 
of the framework bond length decreases. These values are the smallest determined so 
far. Attempts to prepare frameworks based on tetrahedral germanium and beryllium 
with occluded divalent iron was unsuccessful using temperatures up to 1200°C and 
resulted in the formation of iron (II) germanate. Although a few beryllogermanate 
sodalite frameworks have been prepared,33 the paucity of the data does not allow a 
comprehensive analysis of the data to be performed. 
3.5 CORRELATIONS OF FT-IR DATA 
The vibrational spectra of sodalite frameworks have been fully analysed in detail by 
Creighton et al 34 For materials of the sodalite structure crystallising in the space 
group P 4 3n, 14 modes are infra-red active in aluminosilicate derivatives with ordered 
Si and AI; intensity calculations show that nine of these vibrations with frequencies 
up to 1200cm·1 are of reasonable intensity. However, typically only five or six 
absorptions are readily resolved in the infra-red spectrum which can be assigned to a 
combination of asymmetric stretches near 950cm-1, three symmetric bands in the 
region 700-1 000cm·1 and one or two bends at lower frequency, typically 400-550cm-1• 
The frequencies of the symmetric stretches and the bends have been shown to be 
correlated with the sodalite a lattice parameter and the T -0-T bond angle in a number 
of sodalite systems.35 In general these frequencies show a shift to lower values as the 
size of the cage increases for symmetric stretcheslbending modes (as, ) but an 
increase for high frequency asymmetric stretching modes ( s). The vibrational 
assignments for the danalite series are given in Table 3.12 and show only small 
frequency shifts as the cage expands from sulfide through selenide to telluride as the 
overall change in lattice dimension is relatively small (from 8.24 to 8.37 A) for this 
series of compounds. 
These data are also sununarised in Figure 3.10 where the vibration frequencies are 
plotted as a function of the key framework parameter the Be-O-Si angle. For the 
higher frequency as there is little significant change in vibration frequency as a 
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function of framework bond angle. This, or a small increase in frequency, would be 
expected as for these modes. For the 0 (which contain a high proportion of Be-O-Si 
bending) and modes a mode significant change is observed with a marked decrease 
in frequency as the Be-O-Si bond angle opens up. As the Be-O-Si bond angle 
increases this energy required to distort it decreases and absorption thus shifts to 
lower frequencies. 
Table 3.12: 
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CHAPTER 4 
Characterisation of the Danalite Family of Minerals: 
Fes[BeSi04]6X2, X = S, Se and Te 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION: ELECTRONICIMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF 
SODALITES 
The presence of both cations and anions within the ~-cage is an unusual feature of the 
sodalite structure. Only a few other zeolites, such as the cancrinite/afghanitelliottite 
series of materials and tshoertnerite also exhibit this characteristic. The presence of 
both cations and anions within the cage allows the sodalite structure to be viewed 
from a different perspective, where it can be considered as small units or nano-units 
of ionic inorganic compound dispersed in the framework, Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1: Danalite Structure, Fes[BeSi04]6.S2 showing the Fe4S Tetrahedra 
Iron sulphide tetrahedra (lilac) embedded in a (T,T')02 framework. 
Oxygen is omitted for clarity and T -T links are shown (blue) 
In the majority of sodalite structures, this unit is merely a [MJC]3+ [M= Na, Ag ... X = 
Cl,] or a [~ y]6+ [ A = Ca, Cd, Y = 0, S ... ] tetrahedral moiety that represents a chunk 
of a tetrahedral structure such as zinc blende. In materials such as bicchulite, 
Cas[AhSi06l4(OH)s, and LD4[AlI2024](pb404)z, the trapped portion is of the 
stoichiometry ~, with a more widely dispersed rocksalt arrangement of nano-
units, Figure 4.2. These trapped nanoparticles are perfectly regularly arranged within 
the sodalite cages as shown in Figure 4.1, where there is cluster in every cage. 
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Figure 4.2.: Face-Centred Array of Units 
MJC4 Cubes (red) as in bicchulite, Mg[AhSi04]6.xg. Oxygen is 
omitted for clarity, only the T -T links are shown (blue) 
In terms of optical properties, the current consensus is that there seems to be little, if 
any, electronic communication between the centres as determined by optoe1ectronic 
studies.! 
Sodium electro-sodalite is prepared by absorbing one additional sodium atom in each 
cage of the anion free sodalite N~[AISi04k2 The large electric fields inside the 
cages causes the alkali atom to be ionized and the formation of clusters of the type 
[(Na+Me)], where the donated electron is shared among several ions. The resulting 
material can be considered to behave as a body-centred cubic sub-lattice ofF-centres. 
Similar materials with other alkali metal ratios may be prepared e.g. [Na3K]. At low 
temperatures, the free electrons in these materials order antiferromagnetically (T N 50-
70K) - an unusual feature for s-electrons.3 However, these materials are not metallic, 
indicating that electrons are trapped within the sodium cluster in the sodalite cage; 
such behaviour can" be compared with the more open pore zeolites, where high 
loadings of metals lead to metallic behaviour. 
These observations suggest that there seems to be strong electronic coupling between 
centres within a sodalite cage, but only weak (or possibly non-existent) interactions 
between species in neighbouring cages. The difference in the strength of interaction 
presumably results from the distances over which such interactions take place. These 
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dimensions for a typical sodalite, such as danalite, Fes[BeSi04]6S2, are shown in 
Figure 4.3. In this material, consideration of the iron-iron separations within the cage, 
intra-cage (3.93 A) and inter-cage (4.54 A) indicates why the strength of these 
interactions may be different. In addition, there is the possibility for a through bond 
interaction via sulphur within a sodalite cage, while the intercage interaction would 
have to proceed via one or more framework oxygen atoms. Thus for electronically 
and magnetically active centres, the possibility exists for two distinct types of 
interaction - local for the four metal centres within a sodalite cage and a true long-
range three- dimensional interaction between the units within the cages. 
Figure 4.3: Interactions in tbe Danalite Structure 
The Fe4S tetrahedral units (shaded tetrahedra) and intracage Fe-Fe 
distances (blue) and intercage Fe-Fe distances (green) are shown . The 
framework is shown as dotted T-T distances (b lue) . 
For the transition metal containing sodalites, Ms[BeSi04kX2, M= Mn, Fe, Co with 
incomplete d electron configurations, such inter-metal centre properties would be 
expected to include magnetic interactions. For a specific framework type 
/composition (e.g. BeSi, SiAI,) the strength and type of these interactions would be 
expected to be influenced by the nature of the X type species. In this chapter, further 
characterisation of the danalite materials Fes[BeSi04]6.x2, X = S, Se, Te and some 
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closely related transition metal substituted derivatives are reported and discussed with 
particular reference to the an investigation of interactions between the metal centres. 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
DanaIite type compositions were synthesised as described in the previous chapter. 
BeO, Si02, powdered metal (Fe, and/or Mn, Zn) and X (X = S, Se and Te) were 
homogeneously ground using an agate pestle and mortar in an argon-filled glove box 
and reacted in a sealed quartz ampoule. Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected 
from the products using a Bruker D8 Advance powder diffractometer operating with 
CUK 1 radiation at 298K. The diffraction patterns indicated a primitive cubic unit cell 
typical of the sodaIite structure with a cell parameter in the range 8.2-8.4A. The 
sodalite reflections were fully indexed in the space group P-43n and no unindexed 
peak remained in the pattern except in the case of the telluride sample, where the 
reactants partially reacted with the quartz tube and a small amount of iron silicate was 
present in the pattern. Cell parameters were Fes[BeSi04]1X2 X= S, 8.203(I)A, X= 
Se, 8.284(I)A and X = Te 8.369(1) A. The cell parameters for the mixed metal 
samples were 8.223(1)A (Fe4~[BeSi04]6S2) and 8.097(I)A (Fe4Z~[BeSi04]6S2. 
Mossbauer spectra were recorded using a conventional constant acceleration 
spectrometer with a S7Co(Rh) source. The absorbers were prepared to contain an 
amount of natural Fe of about 8-1Omg cm·2. Low temperature Mossbauer spectra were 
recorded using a He-closed cycle cryogenerator. All the spectra were computer fitted 
and the isomer shifts referred to the centroid of the spectrum of <X - iron at room 
temperature. Magnetic data were collected using a Quantum Design SQUID 
magnetometer in the temperature range of2K to 310K and in fields of up to S.S Tesla 
as described in Chapter 2. Details of the instrumentation used for studying magnetic 
scattering from the materials is described in the relevant section together with a 
description of the methodology used to extract information regarding the magnetic 
interactions and structures in these materials. 
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4.3. RESULTS 
4.3.1 Milssbauer Measuremeuts 
The room temperature Mossbauer spectra recorded from the danalite related samples 
are depicted in Figure 4.4. The Mossbauer parameters obtained from the fit to the 
spectra are collected in Table 4.1. The Fes[BeSi04]6S2 and Fes[BeSi04]6Se2 
M6ssbauer spectra consist of a main contribution that accounts for 97% of the total 
spectral area and a minor quadrupole doublet that accounts for 3 % of the total spectral 
area. The latter quadrupole double is associated with a minor impurity phase of poor 
crystallinity that is not evident in the powder diffraction pattern. For the telluride 
spectra the second contribution (22%) is from the iron silicate (fayalite) which has 
also been fitted. The isomer shift of the main contribution in all the samples is centred 
at 0.93 mms·1 which is consistent with high spin iron (II) in a tetrahedral 
environment.4 The quadrupole splitting shown by the main absorptions increases as 
the size of the chalcogenide increases. 
It is well accepted that for high spin iron(ll) species the contribution of the valence 
electrons to the electric field gradient (efg) is usually much higher than that due to the 
contribution of the lattice. In the case of the. iron sulphide material there is zero 
quadrupole splitting. A zero quadrupole splitting would only be expected if the 
anions surrounding the iron(II) ion were identical. The sixth electron of the high spin 
iron (11) would then be equally distributed between the degenerate e orbitals (dx2_y 
and dz2) and the contribution of the valence electrons to the electric field gradient 
would be zero. However in the danalite family of minerals the iron(II) ion is not in a 
perfect tetrahedral environment and is coordinated to three oxygens from the 
framework and the central chalcogenide anion. The elongated tetrahedral geometry 
and consequential loss of degeneracy of the e orbitals would result in a significant 
contribution of the valence electrons to the electric field gradient where the sixth 
electron would now occupy either dr-y or dr preferentially. It is also well-known 
that the valence and lattice contributions to the efg are of opposite sign.s 
This implies that at room temperature the lattice contribution to the electric field 
gradient (which is independent oftemperature) must be large enough to exactly 
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Figure 4.4: Room temperature Milssbauer spectra for the Danalite Series 
compensate for the lattice contribution. This finding is remarkable as it suggests the 
separation of the two e states brought about by the elongated tetrahedral synunetry in 
the case of the sulfide is very smalL If the sample is cooled a quadrupole splitting is 
observed (a value of 2.87 mms·1 is measured at 16K, see Figure 4.5 and 4.6) 
indicating that the valence contribution becomes, as expected, the dominant 
contribution at low temperature. 
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Figure 4.6: Miissbauer spectrum recorded at 16K for Fes[BeSi0416S1 
One previous report on a Mossbauer study of natural danalite with formula 
FeI.94Mnl.SSZno,39Cao,o9[BeSi04]6S2 from Hirako Mine, Hiroshima6 has been reported 
and consists ofa quadrupole doublet with QS = 0.369 mms·1 at 321K which increases 
to 2.740 mms·1 as the temperature falls. The difference between this spectrum and 
that of the synthetic samples demonstrates the sensitivity of the Mossbauer parameters 
to changes in the environment of iron beyond its first coordination shell (ie ZnIMn or 
Ca instead of Fe) when its immediate coordination remains unchanged. It is 
noteworthy that the synthetic mixed cation samples Fe4~[BeSi04]6S2 
Fe~ll4[BeSi04]6S2 both showed a small qUadrupole splitting at room temperature in 
agreement with the natural mineral sample. The temperature dependant quadrupole 
splitting behaviour for the natural and synthetic danalite sulphur-containing samples is 
entirely consistent with Mossbauer spectra observed for other tetrahedral iron (ID 
materials, where a small splitting of the e levels is expected due to loss of symmetry 
(either due to constraints of the crystal structure as in [NMe4hFeC47 or slightly 
different groups surrounding the iron centre); at room temperature the material 
possesses enough thermal energy to allow electrons to populate both e levels which 
reduces the valence contribution to the efg.7 
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Substitution of the selenide and telluride for sulphide results in quadrupole split 
doublets at room temperature where the lattice contribution can no longer overcome 
the valence contribution. As the difference in bonding character between the oxides 
and chalcogenide increases, the splitting of the e levels is accentuated and a larger 
electric field gradient is observed. 
Table 4.1: Mossbauer Parameters for the series Ms[BeSi041«X2; X = S, Se and 
Te 
FeSS2 FeSSe2 FeSTe2 Zn.Fe,S2 Fe.M14S2 
IS (mms·1) 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 
QS(mms·') 0 0.33 0.78 0.26 0.24 
FWHM (mms·') 0.36 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34 
Area(%) 97 97 78 96 100 
Impurity Fe2SiO. Fe2SiO. Fe2SiO. Fe2SiO. 
IS (mms·') 1.13 1.09 1.14 1.11 
QS(mms·') 2.85 2.73 2.81 2.83 
FWHM (mms·') 0.24 0.36 0.26 0.25 
Area(%) 3 3 22 4 
The magnitude of the quadrupole splittling parameter against the temperature for the . 
the Fes[BeSi04]6S2, Fes[BeSi04]6Se2 and Fe.zD4[BeSi04]6S2 samples is plotted in 
Figure 4.7. The manganese sample was also recorded but is omitted for clarity, as it 
is almost identical to the sample containing both iron and zinc. These spectra show 
that in all cases the valence contribution exceeds the lattice contribution at low 
temperature. This effect is weakest for the sample containing both iron and zinc 
presumably due to the sensitivity of Mossbauer parameters to next shell interactions, 
where the lattice is most disordered in this case. Both selenide and sulphide samples 
trace identical curves indicating the overwhelming contribution of the valence 
contribution in both cases. The separation of the curves is maintained by the 
difference in the lattice. The presence of selenide generates a larger valence 
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contribution to the quadrupole splitting, as selenium and oxygen are more different, 
leading to a non-zero quadrupole moment at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.7: Variation of Quadrupole Splitting (mms· l ) with Temperature (K) 
A plot of the width of the spectral line as a func tion of temperature is shown in Figure 
4.8 for the Feg[BeSiO.]6S2. These data allow the value to be calculated according 
to Equation I. 
Equation 4.1 
Using thi s analysis, a value of 52.9 cm-I can be calculated for which is in good 
agreement with that determined by Maeda et af' for the natural mineral. 
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In measurements down to 16K, while the Mossbauer spectra all showed some order of 
quadrupole splitting, in no case were hyperfine interactions observed. This indicates 
that down to 16K, there is no coupling between the clusters. 
4.3.2 Magnetic Measurements 
Measurements were carried out on Feg[BeSi04]6S2 and Fe~[BeSi04]6S2 using a 
SQUID magnetometer in the temperature range 2K to 310K using fields up to 5.5 
Tesla by Dr Klaus Neumann of the Physics Department, Loughborough University. 
Isotherms as a function of applied field are shown in Figure 4.9 and are characterised 
by a temperature dependent slope in the high field region (above 1 Tesla). The low 
field region exhibits a strong field dependence resembling saturation of some of the 
magnetic contribution in relatively low applied fields . 
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Figure 4.9: Isotherms as a function of applied field for Fes[BeSi04]6S2 -
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The most likely explanation for this is the presence of the small amount of 
ferromagnetic fayalite that was observed in the Mossbauer data. Initially,S this was 
tentatively interpreted as the presence of ferromagnetic coupled clusters. Such an 
assumption could account for the magnetisation behaviour in low applied fields as 
such a contribution would be aligned easily and be saturated in relatively low external 
magnetic fields. However, the impurity explanation is confmned by the low 
temperature neutron diffraction data, which shows no evidence of the three-
dimensional ferromagnetic ordering in the sulphide sample; vide infra. 
Analysis of the high field part of the magnetisation curves and the susceptibility 
extracted from this data reveals that the high field inverse susceptibility follows a 
Curie-Weiss law (Figure 4.1 0). Fitting of the straight line yields an effective 
paramagnetic moment of 4.53 IlsfFe-atom in good agreement with a high spin d6 Pe-
ion with four unpaired electrons. The paramagnetic Curie temperature is 
approximately -160K suggesting that interactions within the clusters are 
predominately antiferromagnetic in nature. The much weaker interactions between 
the metal clusters in comparison to interactions within the clusters, are probably due 
to the much larger interatomic separation (4 A (iron to iron) vs 7 A between the 
centres of the metal clusters). 
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Figure 4.10: Curie-Weiss plot of the molar susceptibility (high field) of 
Fes[BeSi04)6S2 
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Isothenns at various temperatures were measured as shown below: 
--- 5K 
~ 10K 
--- 25K 
~ 50K 
-0- 100K 
-+- 200K 
--0- 300K 
~oH [Tesla] 
Figure 4.11: Magnetisation Measurements at Various Temperatures 
For all temperatures the high field region above -I Tesla is characterised by a straight 
line with a temperature dependent slope. The low field region displays a saturation of 
some of the magnetic contribution in relatively low applied fields. This is similarly, 
probably due to the presence of fayalite impurity. 
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Figure 4.12: Magnetisation of Mn4Fe4[BeSi04]6S1 in a field of 0.1 Tesla 
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Arrott plots of the magnetisation are curved; not the conventional straight-line pattern 
expected for a conventional magnet with fixed magnetic moments. Analysing the high 
field part of the magneti sation curves produces the susceptibili ty curve shown in 
Figure 4.13. This shows typical Curie-Weiss behaviour and under the assumption that 
Fe and Mn atoms have the same effective paramagneti c moment of J.1:u. = J.1P{pP + 2) 
a value of J.1 p = 4.53 J.1 . is obtained. The coupling of these moments is predominantly 
anti ferromagneti c 
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Figure 4.13: Curie-Weiss plot of the Molar Susceptibility (high field) of Fe4 
Mn.[BeSi04)6S2 
4.3.3. The paramagnetic scattering and magnetic order of Fes(BeSi04)6X2, X=S, 
Se. 
Paramagnetic neutTon scattering experiments were carri ed out on 0 7 at the ILL 
(Grenoble, France) (see Chapter 2 for full description of the instrument and 
technique) and on the instrument ONS at the IFF in JUlich (Germany) . The magneti c 
scattering signatures of the cluster compounds Fe(BeSi04)6X2 with X=S, Se were 
in vestigated. Detailed analyses of the results of the compound Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 are 
presented here with the preliminary results obtained from the su lphide. 
10 this work the magnetic scattering cross-section was measured as a function of Q 
through an XYZ polari sation analysis. Data were co llected at 200, 50, 20, 10, 5 and 
2K for Fes(BeSiO. )6Se2 and a similar set of temperatures for Fes(BeSi04)6S2. Normal 
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data reduction methods were applied to extract the magnetic contribution to the total 
scattering, see for example http://www.ill.frfYellowBookID71h0melhomeindex.html, 
producing plots of the magnetic cross section as a func tion of wave-vector transfer 
(Q) . 
4.3.3.1 Fes(BeSi04)6Se2: Magnetic scattering and magnetic form factor 
dependence at 200 - 2 K. 
(a) 200 K data. 
Figure 4.14 shows the variation of the magnetic cross-section as a function of 
scattering vector at 200 K. The scattering is essentially determined by the magnetic 
form factor. This implies that the magnetic moments of the Fe atoms in the cluster are 
not magnetically correlated, i.e. they are in a paramagnetic state (each magnetic 
moment moves independently of its neighbours) resu lting in a scattering vector (Q) 
independent scattering contribution. The only Q-dependence arises due to the 
magnetic form factor of the magnetic moment of the Fe2+ ion. 
T=200K 
"" magnetic form factor 
dependence 
O +-~---r--~~'-~--.---~-.-
o 1 234 
Q [Ang'1] 
Figure 4.14: Variation of magnetic scattering cross-section in as a function of Q 
in Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 at 200 K. 
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(b) 5- 50 K data. 
Figure 4.1S summarises the data sets collected between SO and SK and shows that 
there is little difference in the form of the data over this temperature range. No long-
range magnetic order is present as evidenced from the absence of peaks in the 
scattering cross-section. However comparison of the 200 K and SOK data sets, Figure 
4.16, shows that on reaching SOK Feg(BeSi04)6Sez is no longer totally paramagnetic. 
As the temperature is lowered, predominately antiferromagnetic correlations set in. 
This is reflected in the magnetic scattering by a reduction of the magnetic intensity in 
the forward direction combined with an enhancement of the magnetic scattering at 
those distances (determined by 27t1(nearest Fe-atom distance in cluster) in units of 
A-I). In Feg(BeSi04)6Sez this distance is approximately 1.3S k l corresponding to an 
Fe-Fe distance in the cluster of - 4.S A. 
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Figure 4.1 5: Variation of Magnetic Scattering Cross-section as a Function of Q 
in Fes(BeSi04)6SeZ at 50, 20, 10 and 5K. 
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Figure 4.1 6: Comparison of the Variation of the Magnetic Scattering Cross-
Section as a Function of Q in Fe8(BeSi04)6Sez at 200 and SOK. 
On reduction of the temperature in the range SO-SK, the forward scattering (i.e. the 
scattering at small Q-values) decreases. This implies that the magnetic correlations 
become stronger and more antiferromagnetic. However, the magnetic scattering at 
Q=O does not tend to zero as it would for a perfect antiferromagnel. This implies that 
the magnetic correlations have a ferromagnetic component to it, between the clusters 
such that there is an overall moment on the cluster. This in tum suggests a canted 
arrangement of magnetic moments in the cluster. In view of the geometrical 
arrangement of Fe-moments in the foml of a pyramid (which potentially gives rise to 
magnetic frustration) this is not surprising. The magnetic moments are most like ly 
arranged in a non-colLinear marmer. 
(c) 2 K data. 
At T=2K three-dimensional magnetic order is observed in Fe8(BeSiO')6Se2 see 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18. Magnetic Bragg reflections occur at positions for which 
enhancement has been observed at higher temperatures. Note the change in scale on 
the onset of magnetic long-range order. It is to be noted that the magnetic short-range 
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order di splayed by the clusters does not completely di sappear when long-range 
magnetic order sets in. 
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the variation of the magnetic scattering cross-
section as a function of Q in Fes[BeSi04]6Se2 at 200K and 50K. Full 
scale. 
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the variation of the magnetic scattering cross-
section in as a function of Q in Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 at 200 and 50K.. 
Expanded data for low cross sections. 
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This implies that the ordered moment is smaller than the full moment located on the 
Fe-atom. A sign ificant disordered part of the moment remains. This, however, is sti ll 
correlated within a single cluster. Such an observation is entirely consistent with the 
notion of magnetic fiustration, which implies that a large number of different 
magnetic configurations have very similar energy. The magnetic order does not select 
a unique ground state, but only partially lifts the degeneracy resulting in a significant 
contribution to the magnetic scattering from the non-ordered (fluctuating) part of the 
magnetic moment. 
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Figure 4.19: Variation of the Magnetic Scattering Cross-Section as a Function 
of Q for Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 between 250 and 1.5K. 
4.3.3.2 Fes(BeSi04)6S2: Magnetic scattering and magnetic form factor 
dependence at 250 - 1.5 K. 
Data were co llected from Fe8(BeSi04)6S2 at a series of temperatures between 250 and 
1.5 K and are presented in Figure 4.19. In contrast to the Se data presented previously, 
no magnetic Bragg reflection is visible even in the lowest temperature data set 
implying that unlike Fe8(BeSi04)6Se2, Fe8(BeSi04)6S2 does not order magnetically in 
three-dimensions even at 2K. 
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For all the data sets between 250 and 1.5 K a broad feature is again visib le near Q = 
1.2 A-I, expected for an antiferromagnetic cluster with an Fe-Fe correaltion distance 
near 5 A. Inspection of the shape of the curve at low Q values which again turns down 
towards Q = 0 indicates anti-ferromagnetic correlations. 
4.4 DI SCUSSION 
The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to investigate and understand how 
distributing transition metal ions in the sodalite structure modified electronic 
structures/interactions between these centres and hence derived electronic/magnetic 
properties. Of specific interest is the way in which the transition metal centres interact 
with each other either locally, within a sodalite cage, or long range, between sodalite 
cages. The strengths of these interactions also depend on the exact local environments 
and electronic configurations so experimental results associated with these parameters 
(vibrational spectra and Mossbauer data) are also considered here. 
The main structura l unit under consideration in terms of the magnetic and electronic 
structures is the M4X tetrahedral unit at tbe centre of the sodalite cage. Such un its, 
WiUl three-fold symmetry, are currently of great interest due to frustration and prior to 
discussing the resu lts obtained in this work in detai l, it is worthwhi le sUllUllarising 
background material associated with magnetic frustration in solids. 
4.4.1 Magnetic Frustration. 
Frustrated magnetic materials generally contain antiferromagnetically coupled 
magnetic moments on units whose geometry inhibits the formation of the usual 
coll inear ordered state. This is easi ly pictured for a triangle of magnetic moments 
("spins") connected by anti-ferromagnetic interactions that cause nearest neighbour 
moments to prefer an anti parallel "up-down" spin arrangement Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.20: Schematic of Frustration in Triangular Lattices. 
Left - whi le two adj acent spins can align antiparallel the third cannot 
be aligned anti-parallel to both its neighbours. Right - a possible canted 
spin arrangement in a tri angular lattice 
In thi s situation, any two moments can align anti -parallel, but the third spin cannot be 
positioned such that it is anti-parallel to both its neighbours. Geometri cally frustrated 
magnets usuall y consist of a macroscopic array of such frustrated triangular un its 
and such systems have interested so lid state chemists for many years for the intriguing 
diversity of electronic and magnetic phenomena they reveal, including spin-glass-li ke 
transi tions and low temperature disordered phases. In contrast to conventional 
magnets, the ground state of such systems is often macroscopicall y degenerate; i.e. 
consists of a macroscopic number of di fferent spin arrangements. It is thi s degeneracy 
that promotes exotic behaviour by preventing the fO lmation of a conventi onal ordered 
state down to extremely low temperatures . 
Currently one of the most acti ve areas of frustrated magnet research is into magnets 
wi th a 3-D network of corner-sharing tetrahedra. Here the magnetic spins sit at the 
corners of a tetrahedron and two antiferromagnetic links are broken when coll inear 
spins try to arrange themselves on the corners, F igure 4.21. Full three dimensional 
networks based on linked tetrahedra, which can be shown to be the most frustrated of 
all common latti ce types , can be fo und in the spinel, Laves and pyrochlore type 
compounds. 
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Figure 4.21 ; Magnetic frustration in a tetrabedron sbowing antiferromagnetic 
ordering in one linkage. 
The danalite family of materials may be considered to be an expanded structure of this 
type in that individual tetrahedral clusters become separated within the sodalite 
framework. Materials from thi s family of compounds are thus of great interest as they 
allow the interactions within a single local tetrahedron to be separated from those of a 
complete three-dimensional structure. 
4.4.2 Electronic and Magnetic Structures of Fe.(BeSiO.).Se, and Fc.(BeSiO.).S, 
Analysis of the Mossbauer data [Tom Fes(BeSi04)6S2 has shown that the origin of the 
effectively zero observed quadrupole splitting in the material is the equivalence (and 
opposite influence) of the lattice and valence contributions. This suggests that the 
separation , Figure 4.22, between the two e states brought about by the elongated 
tetrahedron is extremely small giving a small valence splitting contribution to the QS 
which is tlus readily compensated for by the lattice contribution. Replacement of S 
by Se, as in Fes(BeSi04)6Se2, has been found to lead to a larger QS splitting in the 
Mossbauer spectra which would infer a larger valence contribution. Given the 
increased asymmetry of the Fe03X co-ordination tetrahedron as Se rep laces S (see 
Chapter 3) this change is not unexpected. The low temperature Mossbauer data 
obtained from Fes(BeSi04)6S2 show an increased QS compared with that at room 
temperature. Whi lst the lattice contribution is largely independent of temperature, the 
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valence contribution increases as the temperature falls. Analysis of the data as a 
function of temperature shows that this dominance is apparent for all phases prepared. 
The data for the Feg(BeSi04)6S2 and Feg(BeSi04)6Se2 trace almost identical curves 
indicating that the valence contribution is identical as expected, however the abso lute 
value is shifted by the lattice contribution which differs due to the change in 
chalcogenide. 
Free FeH ion 
Tetrahedral Elongated 
Tetrahedra 
Figure 4.22: d-orbital Energy Level Diagram for FeH as a function of crystal f 
Field Geometry. 
Analysis of the spectral width as a function of temperature gave a value for the crystal 
field sp litting of on ly 52.9 cm'l . This value is slightly larger than the value ca lculated 
by Maeda et al for the danalite minerals that contained a mixture of cations 
(Fe,Mn,Ca, Zn). Scrutiny of the data from the mixed cation samples show a slightly 
di fferent variation with temperature and these samples are more similar to the mineral 
samples. It is perhaps therefore not surprising that there is a slight variation in the 
value of calculated. 
None of Mossbauer spectra showed any evidence of long range magnetic ordering 
down to 16K and any local ordering, i.e. within an individual Fe4X trapped unit, 
would not be expected to affect the foml of the Mossbauer data. It was not possible to 
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collect Mossbauer data below 2K where long range magnetic ordering was observed 
in the neutron scattering experiments for Feg(BeSi04)6Se2 though the danalite mineral , 
studied in detai I by Mossbauer spectroscopy, shows no long range magnetic ordering 
even at 1.5K. However the neutron scattering studies were able to shed some light on 
the local magnetic ordering in these materials. 
Both Feg(BeSi04)6Se2 and Feg(BeSiO')6S1 show evidence for magnetic correlations on 
a length scale of around 4-5A below room temperature, though it is noteworthy that 
for the su lphide these correlations are apparent at 250 K while for the selenide they 
appear between 200 and 50K. These magnetic interactions seem to be mainly anti-
ferromagnetic in nature but the cluster has a canted spin arrangement rather than 
being perfectly antiferromagnetic. As noted above, the tetrahedral geometry of the 
Fe.X cluster precludes perfect antiferromagnetic ordering and the frustration in such 
systems often leads to canted spin arrangements. A possible spin orientation geometry 
is shown in Figure 4.23 and has spin orientations aligned at 109.8° to each other. 
Figure 4.23: Possible spin orientation geometry for the frustrated Fe4X 
The strength of the Fe-Fe magnetic correlations within the cluster is likely to depend 
on the Fe-Fe separation and for the strength ofthe linking Fe-X-Fe bonds. The latter is 
probably of most importance, particularly if a superexchange type mechanism 
involving the atomic orbitals on X is responsible. Regardless of mechanism, these 
interactions will be strongest for sulphur in Feg(BeSi04)6S2 which has the shortest Fe-
X bonds and shorter intra-tetrahedral Fe-Fe distance - see Figure 4.24. This is 
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presumably the origin of the fact that the local magnetic correlations are seen near 
room temperature in Fes(BeSi04)6S2 but at lower temperatures for Fes(BeSi04)6Se2. 
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Figure 4.24. Variation in Intra and Inter cage Fe-Fe distances as a Function of 
Cbalcogenide Ion Size for Fes(BeSi04)6SeZ 
However long range magnetic ordering is seen at 2K for the selenide, but not for the 
sulphide. The three dimensional ordering requires interactions between iron atoms in 
neighbouring sodalite cages. These interactions are likely to be through space or 
possibly (but less likely) involve a super-exchange mechanism though the framework 
oxygen. Figure 4.24 also plots this illlercage Fe-Fe distance as a function of 
chalcogenide where it can be seen to decrease with increasing chalcogenide anion 
sIze. These intercage magnetic interactions would be expected to become stronger 
with increasing lanthanide size a result borne out by the observation that 
Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 is magnetically three dimensionally ordered at 2K while 
Fes(BeSi04)6Se2 is not. 
The danalite series of materials may thus be considered to be framework expanded 
frustrated nanomagnets in that individual tetrahedral Fe4X units are separated in an 
ordered array by a beryllosilicate framework. At high temperatures these nanounits 
are individual paramagnets, Figure 4.25 left, but on cooling below room temperature 
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magnetic correlations form within the nanounits but there is no communication 
between neighbouring sodalite cages, Figure 4.25 centre. At very low temperatures in 
Fes(BeSi04)6Sez the individual units develop three dimensional order, Figure 4.25 
right though the true magnetic structure of thi s material will require further detai led 
analysis of the low temperature magnetic Bragg dif fraction. 
Figure 4.25: Representation of magnetic correlations in Fes(BeSiO')6SeZ as a 
function of temperature. Left- grey tetrahedra represent paramagnetic 
state, centre individual tetrahedra have some magnetic correlations 
(green and purple tetrahedra represent different possible spin 
orientations in the frustrated arrangement), right a possible three 
dimensionally magnetically ordered arrangement of individual 
tetrahedra. 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Naturally Occurring Mineral Boracite: Mg3B70 13Cl 
and 
Synthesis of Transition Metal Boracites: M3B7013X 
where M = Mn, Co, Zn and X = Cl, Br, I 
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5.1 BORACITES 
5.1.1 Introduction 
The family of isomorphous compounds known as boracites has the general fonnula: 
where M is one of the divalent metals Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn or Cd and X is 
a halogen F, Cl, Br or I. However some boracites have been synthesised where X can 
be N03,! OH, S, Se or Te; and M can be monovalent e.g Li. Throughout this thesis a 
boracite will be referred to by its metal and its halogen ( or substitute) only: for 
example, Mg-CI boracite denotes the naturally occurring mineral Mg3B70 13CI from 
which the family takes its name. 
Boracites exhibit unusual ferroelectric, magnetic, dynamical and structural properties 
and hence they have attracted a considerable amount of research from mineralogists, 
crystallographers, physicists and materials scientists from the earliest days right up to 
the present time. The mineral boracite (Mg-CI), has aroused the interest of 
mineralogists at least since the 18th Centuryl largely because of its pseudocubic 
symmetry and unusual twinning characteristics.3 The entry of boracites into the area 
of solid state physics dates from its use in the demonstration of pyro- and piezo-
electricity by C. Friedel, P. Curie and J. Curie in the 1880's. More recently, in 1974, 
R. J. Nelmes et al. undertook a programme of structural investigations of phase 
transitions in boracites using pure synthetic crystals.4•9 Though the detailed behaviour 
varies with M and X, most halogen boracites undergo an improper phase transition 
from a cubic (paraelectric) high-temperature phase to an orthorhombic (ferroelectric) 
low-temperature phase. This transition in boracites is an example of a 'coupled phase 
transition', that is one involving more than one order parameter. Nelmes et al. 
investigated the changes of structure associated with such transitions as they occur in 
boracites, using pure synthetic crystals all derived, as far as possible, from the same 
method of growth. Many boracites also become antiferromagnetic and weakly 
ferromagnetic at low temperatures. 
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5.1.2 Synthesis of Boracites 
Attempts to synthesise boracites date from the 1880's, culminating in the successful 
preparation of most of the halogen boracites by Rousseau and Allaire in the 1890's: 
Mg-X, Mn-X, Fe-X, Co-X, Ni-X, Zn-x and Cd-X boracites were synthesised, 
where X is Cl, Br and 1.2 The family of halogen boracites was completed by the 
synthesis of Cr-Cl by Deiss and Blum in 1957,10 followed by Schmid11 in 1965 who 
synthesised a large number of boracites, including the previously unreported Cr-Br, 
Cr-I, Cu-Cl and Cu-Br phases, and also solid solutions containing two transition 
metals (M, M')-X and two halides M-(X, X,).I It was not until twenty years later, in 
1985, that Schmid et al. reported the successful synthesis of CU3B70]31.12 Many 
attempts to synthesise CU3B70]3I via the vapour transport method failed, and it was 
eventually successfully synthesised by a high pressure method usually applied to 
condensed phases. Bither and Young had introduced this method to prepare boracites 
in 19741 and Schmid et al. had previously employed this method to obtain large single 
crystals of C0 3B7013F. 13 
The vapour transport method described by Schmid in 1965 11 has remained the most 
successful and widely used technique for the synthesis of boracites in single-crystal 
form and permits the preparation ofa large number ofboracites (Equations 5.1-5.3). 
The process takes place in sealed quartz tubes with the starting constituents MO, 
B203, and metal halides. The transport of metal(II) oxide (MO) to the growing 
boracite crystal can be achieved by the reaction: 
MO + 2 HX(g) = MXlg) + H20(g) 
Equation 5. 1 
or 
Equation 5. 2 
Equation 5.3 
and that of CuO via the cupric or cuprous halides. B20 3 is preferably transported via 
a liquid film on the growing crystal. At high HX and H20 pressure, the formation of 
boracite is observed, based on transport ofB203 via the gas phase. 
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Hydrothennal synthesis techniques are often used for the preparation of boracites. It 
was the hydrothennal technique that established the existence of the hydroxyl, 
cha1cogen, and lithium boracites. The synthesis of Fe-OH (Fe3B70u(OR) was 
reported by Kravckuk and Lazebnik in 1967,14 and Mn-(OR) and Mg-(OH) by 
Joubert et al. in 1971.15 A new synthetic hydroxy boracite, Cd3B7013(OH), was 
reported as recently as 2000 by Glinnennan et al.16 Mg-S, Fe-S and Cd-S were 
synthesised by Fouassier et al. in 1970,17 The replacement of the halogen by sulphur 
introduces a charge imbalance and the most probable adjustment is: M3B7012 (OlS + X 
OlS _ x) (SI _ x Ox) with X", 0.15.18-9 The oxygen vacancy, denoted OlS _ x, did not 
appear to affect the structure, X-ray powder patterns of M-S (and of M-(OH» 
boracites being very similar to those of cubic halogen boracites. This suggested that 
the replacement of the divalent metal by a monovalent metal was possible, and led to 
the preparation of Li-Cl and Li-Br by Levasseur et al. in 1971 19 and of Li-I the 
following year, in 1972, by Jeitschko and Bither.2o The lithium-halogen boracites 
have the fonnula LiJ3701V{. Further chalocogen boracites were prepared by 
Levasseur in 1973, namely Mn-S, Mn-Se, Mn-Te, Fe-Se and Cd-Se.21 One of the 
major disadvantages of the hydrothennal method is that there is a high likelihood that 
some or even all of the halide may be replaced by hydroxide. A systematic study of 
haIide boracites prepared by the hydrothennal method, showed that even if an excess 
of halide was included in the reaction mixture, the products mainly appeared to be 
hydroxide-based.16 
Very recently, in 2002, Lin et al.,22 reported the synthesis of five halogen boracites 
(Mn-Cl, Co-Cl, Ni-Cl, Cu-Cl and Zn-I) by a novel and simple procedure by 
reaction of transition metal halides and boric acid at low temperatures in a flux of 
boric acid.22 The preparation of these boracites was done solely in a boric acid flux 
without using water or any other solvent as in a typical hydrothennal synthesis 
reaction. For example, in the case of the synthesis OfC03B7013CI, a Teflon autoclave 
was charged with CoCI2'6H20 (1.1896 g, 5 mmol) and H3B03 (4.6373 g, 75 mmol), 
and the mixture heated to 240 QC or 270 QC for 2 days. The product was isolated by 
dissolving the excess boric acid in water to yield a well-crystallised powder. 
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5.1.3 Structural Transitions 
All halogen boracites have been shown to have a cubic phase that changes to an 
orthorhombic phase on cooling, with the exceptions ofCr-Br and Cr-I, which remain 
cubic at least down to 10 K. The transition temperature varies widely (60-800 K) but 
for any given metal it falls in the sequence X = Cl ~ Br ~ 1.11 On further cooling 
Fe-Cl, Fe-Br, Fe-I, Co-Cl and Zn-CI have a transition to a rhombohedral phase.23 
Further it has been found that in Fe-I, Co-Cl and Zn-CI there is an extra monoclinic 
phase between the orthorhombic and the rhombohedral phases.24,25 Fe-I is particularly 
interesting, Kobayshi et al. showed that it has two distinguishable monoclinic phases: 
there is one on cooling orthorhombic ~ monoclinic (I) ~ rhombohedral and another 
on heating rhombohedral ~ monoclinic (II) ~ orthorhombic.25 Little is known about 
the phase changes of the chalogen, hydroxyl and lithium boracites. 
The phase transitions in boracite-type phases have received a great deal of attention 
over the past three decades due to possible applications in the material sciences. For 
example, boracite-type phases have been considered as possible components for 
optical page composers, optical storage, and passive display devices because they are 
ferroelectrics that permit optical contrast upon switching. 
5.1.4 Structural Studies 
The boracite mineral has attracted attention of crystallographers and physicists since 
the earliest days of crystallography. Mg-CI boracite occurs in two forms, it is 
orthorhombic at room temperature, but the symmetry changes to cubic above a 
temperature of about 265 °C. The two forms are referred to as a- and J3-, or as high-
and low- boracite, corresponding, respectively, to cubic and orthorhombic. The two 
structures are essentially the same, both containing the same three-dimensional 
unbroken boron-oxygen network with magnesium and chlorine atoms residing in the 
large interstices, and differing only in the positions of these magnesium and chlorine 
atoms. In 1934, Mehmel detennined the unit cells and space groups of the two 
modifications of boracite and tried to interpret the relationship between them. 26,27 
Following on from this work and the work of others, the low temperature 
orthorhombic and higher temperature cubic crystal structures of the naturally 
occurring mineral boracite Mg3B70 13CI were detennined by Ito et al. in 1951 using 
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powder and Weissenberg photographs.28 The unit cells and space groups are given in 
Table 5.1. A number of twinned light-blue crystals from Stassfurt, Gennany, were 
used for the structure detennination at room temperature The twiuning disappeared 
upon heating to 265°C when the structure converted to the cubic fonn. Twinning is 
common feature of boracite crystals and is a feature of many early structure 
detenninations. 26-29 
Table 5.1: The Unit Cells and Space Groups of Cubic and Orthorhombic 
Boracite 28 
a (A) b (A) c(A) No. of molecules in Space group 
the unit cell 
High-boracite 
(at 300°C) 12.1 8 F43c 
CUBIC 
Low-boracite 8.54 8.54 12.07 4 Pca2! 
ORTHORHOMBIC 
Ito et al. described the boracite networ~8 as a rigid aggregate of comer-shared B04 
tetrahedra and B030 pyramids that extend indefinitely throughout the structure. The 
authors further suggested that the reversible a-f3 inversion of boracite is due to the 
moving chlorine atoms simply coming to a standstill and not moving from one 
definite position to another, as the inversion is accompanied by no observable effect 
on the lattice dimensions. 
Kriz and Bray 30 expressed doubts that the OB03 configuration fonnd in cubic MgCI 
by Ito et al. is correct mainly on the grounds that it conflicts with NMR spectra 
obtained from Mg-CI by Bray et al. 3! But there is no indication that the latter work 
was performed away from room temperature, in which case orthorhombic Mg-CI was 
studied and there is no disagreement between NMR and structure. The doubts thus 
appear to be groundless and the essential atomic configuration of the cubic phase 
remains uncontested. 
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The first fu ll three-dimensional structural study of a single growth sector of a pure 
synthetic boracite in its cubic phase was determined by Nelmes and Thomley7 The 
sample chosen was a [100) growth sector of chromium chloride boracite CrJB70 13CI. 
The crystal structure is essentiall y the same as that found for the cubic phase of a 
naturally occurring sample ofMgCI by Ito et al. 
In their determination of the orthorhombic structure of Mg-CI, Ito et al. took the B-O 
framework to be the same as in the cubic phase and refined the displacements of the 
metal (M) and halogen (X) ions only- with data from X-ray Weissenberg 
photographs. It had been widely assumed that the distortion of the B-O framework is 
indeed negligible through all transitions until a full three-dimensional X-ray study of a 
single crystal of natural Mg-CI by Dowty and Clark in 1972/3 revealed displacements 
of the boron and oxygen of the same order of magnitude as those of the M and X ions. 
Dowty and Clark refined the structure of the orthorhombic-form of boracite using 
single-crystal data obtained with an untwinned crystal.32 
Figure 5.1 : Polyhedral Representation of tbe Boracite Structure 
Linked BOJ1804 polyhedra (blue) with Mg (red) and Cl (green) 
Sueno et al. then used the sanle crystal to collect data above the transition point for 
refinement of the cubic structure]) Sueno et al. confirmed the space group as F 4 3c 
and at 400·C, a = 12.0986 ± 0.0002 A. 
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The structures of boracite, Figure 5.1 and its many synthetic analogues have been 
assumed to be essentially as described in 1951 by lto e l al. for the cubic and 
orthorhombic forms of boracite, Mg38 70 13Cl. The observed ferroelectric effects have 
been attributed entirely to movements of metal and halogen atoms, and the borate 
framework has been assumed "not responsible for the ferroelectricity" . However, 
certain features of the accepted structure appeared to be anomalous. Ito e l al. 
originally described both cubic and orthorhombic stmctures as having "8030 
pyramids", four such pyramjds being linked through a common oxygen atom. Such 
coordination has not been encountered in any of the numerous borate structures 
studied since 195 1, nor is it compatible with the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. 
Dowty and Clark31 therefore re-examined the orthorhombic structure. Their results 
confiml the general features of the orthorhombic structure proposed by Ito et al. but 
important revisions of the boron-oxygen relationships reveal that there are no 
"pyramids" in the structure. 
Figure 5.2: The Boron -Oxygen Framework in Boracites 
Left the central oxygen (yellow) co-ordinated tetrahedrally to 804 
units. Right; extension of the borate urnt showing the boroxol rings. 
The boron-oxygen network has three normal tetrahedra linked at a common oxygen 
atom . Three more tetrahedra share corners to form three six-mernbered boroxol rings. 
The ring system is linked to other equivalents by further corner-sharing, involving 
oxygen atoms of sytllmetry-related tetrahedra and of a single boron-oxygen triangle. 
The occurrence of three borate tetrahedra linked at corners by a common oxygen atom 
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was first discovered in the structure of the mineral tunellite: SrB60 9(OH)2' 3H20. 
Since then, this feature has been found in the structures of three other hydrated 
borates: macallisterite: strontioginorite: 
SrCaB I40 20(OHk 5H20 ; and aksaite: MgB60 7(OHk2H20 . In all of these structures, 
each of the three corner-linked tetrahedra participate in a ring system fornled by 
further corner-sharing, each ring being composed of two tetrahedra and a triangle. 
The three-ring polyanion [B60 7(OH)6f occurs isolated in structures of macallisterite 
and aksaite, whereas in tunellite and strontioginorite, the polyan.ions link to form 
infinite sheets. The structures of strontium and lead tetraborates and of B20 3 IT (the 
high-pressure form) also have the feature of three tetrahedra linked at a common 
oxygen atom, but the ring unit does not occur in these structures. However, in all 
cases the 8 - 0 distances for the triply coordinated oxygen atom are the longest B- O 
bonds observed. The coordination of the (Mg,Fe) cations to anions in orthorhombic 
boracite is probably best described as transitional between square pyramidal and 
trigonal bipyramidal. Four oxygen anions form a rectangular approximation to a 
"square" base, and the chlorine ion serves as the apex. 
5.1.5 Ferroelectric Properties 
Boracites are reknown for their unusual magnetic properties. Many studies have been 
undertaken by physicists and chemists to examine the magnetic behaviour as a 
function of temperature and pressure. Many intricate studies have been undertaken 
over many years, but the conclusions drawn are now under scrutiny due to the 
findings of Glimmerman and coworkers. 16 Unfortunately many materials prepared 
by the hydrothermal method have been shown to be halide deficient with significant 
substitution (up to 90%) of hydroxide. A major feature of solid state materials as a 
whole is that physical properties are often very closely linked to structure. Since 
these materials al'e non-stoichiometriclhalide deficient, they may show very different 
magnetic properties to the fully stoichiometric materials. 
In many cases, below the cubic-orthorhombic transition a number of boracites have 
been shown to be ferroelectric. A ferroelectric material is a material that exhibits, 
over some temperature, a spontaneous electric polarisation (-is defined as the 
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magnitude of the polarisation within a single ferroelectric domain in the absence of an 
external electric fie ld) that can be reversed or reorientated by application of an electric 
field . This behaviour can be directly linked to an uneven charge distribution. The 
classic example is barium titan ate where the tetragonal distortion of the perovskite 
block means that the positive and negative charge centres do not coincide. In the 
boracites a similar arrangement is apparent where there is an uneven charge 
distribution in the metal polyhedron which consists of both halide and oxide. In all 
cases the transition temperature tends to be lowest for the iodide, where there is the 
most difference in polarisability between the two anions. 
Another particularly unusual property of the boracites is that many materials are both 
antiferromagnetic and weakly ferromagnetic . Generally, magnetic susceptibility 
curves are dominated by ferromagnetic behaviour and the curve is quickly saturated 
by the ferromagnetic component. The coexistance of antiferromagnetic and 
ferromagnetic components has been observed for the iodoboracites of both Ni and 
C03 4,J5 
The aim of this chapter is to: 
• Obtain a natural specimen of the mineral boracite, M~B7013CI, and undertake a 
structural study. 
• To investigate the synthesis of powdered samples of synthetic analogues of 
transition metal boracites via a simple route and determine the halogen content. 
• Compare these materials with those prepared by hydrothermal routes. 
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5.2 STUDY OF A NATURALLY OCCURRI G MINERAL SPECIME OF 
BORACITE 
5.2.1 Experimental 
A specImen of boracite mineral was obtained from the Boulby Mine, Loftus, 
Cleveland, England, Figure 5.3, and studied for comparison with laboratory 
synthesised material. A number of these turquoise crystals were ground to a fine 
powder using an agate pestle and mortar. 
Figure 5.3 : Natural Boracite Specimen 
Interlocking mass of turquoise balls to 2mm composed of micro 
crystalline pseudo-cubic boracite crystals. 30mrnx30mm 
The powder was examined by X-ray diffTaction, at room temperature: 298 K, 
overnight using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer fined with a primary 
monochromator and operating with CU-Kal radiation. 
A differential scanning calorirnetry (DSC) scan of the sample was performed in order 
to determine the temperature at which boracite undergoes a phase transition from a 
room temperature orthorhombic phase ~ higher-temperature cubic phase. Having 
established the phase transition temperature to be 265°C, the boracite sample was 
examined again by X-ray diffraction this time co llecting the data at 300°C employing 
an Anton Parr furnace attachment on the di ffractometer. 
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5.2.2 Results 
Figure 5.4 shows the two measured powder X-ray diffraction patterns. It demonstrates 
the lowering of the symmetry from cubic to orthorhombic in these natural boracites. 
Literature data for the structure of natural boracite samples is extensive and a variety 
of models have been reported. These structure refinements are mainly based on single 
crystal X-ray diffraction studies of the natural materials showing the expected 
variation in composi tion and thus potentially crystal structure. Two key structure 
reports for boracites including material from Boulby are a hexagonal description in 
R3c36 and an "orthorhombic" description, for example (JCPDS database reference 
number 71-0750); note however this "orthorhombic" description in Pca2 l uses a 
pseudotetragonal unit cell. Both these descriptions were tested against that from the 
sample studied in this work. 
Rietveld refinements of the two phases were carried out using the program GSAS . 37 
Cubic Structure of Boracite at 300°C 
The structure was refined in space group F-43c. Initial stages of the refinement 
included all the instrument parameters (background, scale factor and peak shape 
parameters) and then atomic parameters (atomic positions and temperature facto rs) 
were gradually introduced for all atoms. The final cell parameter, a, was 12.161(1) A 
(volume 1798.36(5) p). Final profile fit factors, i.e. Rwp, Rp and X2 values, and 
atomic positions are given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Important bond lengths 
are given in Table 5.4. The refinement profile for cubic boracite is given in Figure 
5.5 . 
Table 5.2: Final profile fit parameters 
wRp Rp X2 
Cubic Boracite (at 300·C) 7.61 5.52 19.70 (for 24 variables) 
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Figure 5.4: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of boracite; showing the transition from orthorhombic to cubic on heating at 300°C 
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Figure 5,5: Refinement Profile of Cubic Boracite Phase 
The upper crossed red line represents the experimental data and the 
green li ne the calculated profile. The lower pink line represents the fit. 
Table 5.3: Final Refined Atomic Parameters for Cubic Mg-CI Boracite; 
e.s.d.'s are given in parentheses. 
ATOM x y z 100 x U;so 
0, 0 0 0 2.92(17) 
0" 0.020(1 ) 0.099(2) 0. 183( 1) 2.70(6) 
Cl Y. Y. Y. 4.98(10) 
Mg Y. Y. 0 4.16(7) 
B, 1/4 0 0 4.36(19) 
B" 0.087(4) 0.087(4) 0.087(4) 16.29(50) 
Space group F-43c, a = 12.161 A, a= 90°, f3= 90°, r=90° 
Cell volume = 1798.36(5) AJ 
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Table 5.4: Derived Bond Lengths for Cubic Mg-CI Boracite; e.s.d's are given 
in parentheses. 
BOND LENGTH A 
B(-On 1.471(2) 
Bn-O( 1.841(8) 
Bn-On 1.433(2) 
O(rMg 2.022(2) 
Cl-Mg 3.040(1) 
The structure can be described as a rigid framework of boron and oxygen atoms 
(Figure 5.2), which is common to both the cubic and orthorhombic phases. 
Magnesium and chloride ions occupy vacancies in the framework. The framework is 
composed ofB04 tetrahedra with all the oxygen atoms at its corners each forming part 
of a B03 triangle. All four B03 triangles are independent and related to each other 
indirectly through the oxygen atoms of the central B04 tetrahedron, Figure 5.1. 
Further, the B03 group is not strictly planar, but forms a flat trigonal pyramid with a 
boron atom at its apex. Three more tetrahedra share corners to form three six-
membered boroxol rings, Figure 5.1. The ring system is linked to other equivalents by 
further corner-sharing, involving oxygen atoms of symmetry-related tetrahedra and of 
a single boron-oxygen triangle, Figure 5.1. 
The magnesium and chlorine atoms occupy the space left vacant by the boron-oxygen 
framework. Each magnesium atom is surrounded octahedrally by four oxygen atoms 
(not exactly coplanar) and by two chlorine atoms. Each chlorine atom is held by six 
magnesium atoms. An oxygen atom is attached to two boron and two magnesium 
atoms or to four boron atoms. 
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Orthorhombic Structure of Boracite at Room Temperature 
The Rietveld refinement of the room temperature phase was problematic due to the 
fact that any peak splitting is hidden within the instrumental peak width. This can be 
seem in Figure 5.6 for the 220/400 reflections for a pseudo tetragonal unit cell of 
dimensions 8.5916 x 8.5909 x 12.1524 A where the separation of these two 
reflections is only 0.005 0 and the peak halfwidth is near 0.10. 
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Figure 5.6: The Observed Peak Profile near 29° 
The calculated positions of the 220 and 004 reflection for a standard 
pseudoorthorhombic/tetragonal unit cell are shown as tick marks. 
Selection of the most appropriate model was thus carried out using overall profile 
fitting including provision for fitting intensity in the main reflection and fitting of any 
weak reflections allowed by the choice of the lower symmetry space group. On this 
basis the best fit was obtained using the rhombohedral description of Schindler and 
Hawthome35 and a fuller structure refinement was carried out using this description. 
Rietveld fitting of the experimental data was carried out in the normal marmer with 
gradual introduction of the profile and atomic parameters into the refinement process. 
Given the insensitivity of the technique to the lighter atoms, boron and oxygen, a full 
independent variable refinement was not undertaken. Thus, final stages of the 
refinement included 
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(i) Variation of the metal atom positional and thennal displacement 
parameters and the Mg/Fe ratio for this site; this site's z co-ordinate 
was fixed in order to detennine the origin of the structure 
(ii) Variation of the chloride atom positional and thennal displacement 
parameters 
(iii) Variation of the oxygen atom positional and thennal displacement 
parameters; fixed boron atom positions (taken from the original model) 
and thennal displacement parameters. Soft constraints were used to 
help define the boron-oxygen framework part of the structure with B-O 
distances set at l.38±O.05 A for the BOl groups and 1.46± ±O.05 A for 
B04 units. 
Convergence was achieved with free parameter refinement, subject to the above 
constraints. Table 5.5 summarises the final atomic/thennal displacement parameter 
data, Figure 5.7 shows the final profile fit achieved and Table 5.6 summarises the 
derived atomic distances/angles of interest. 
Table 5.5: Final atomic/thermal displacement parameters for Natural 
Boracite. E.s.d's are given in parentheses 
Atom x y z B; • .t Al Site Occupancy 
MglFe 0.69088(2) 0.84068(4) 0.000000 3.71(9) 18 0.986(7)/ 
0.014(7) 
Cl 0.000000 0.00000 -0.0776(5) 8.27(15) 6 1.0000 
B1 0.101000 -0.102000 0.144800 4.00 18 1.0000 
B2 -0.169000 0.169000 0.088400 4.00 18 1.0000 
B3 0.666700 0.333300 0.106900 4.00 6 1.0000 
01 0.000000 0.000000 0.156063 4.00 6 1.0000 
02 0.7545(14) 0.6424(14) 0.02886(29) 5.22(36) 18 1.0000 
03 0.6370(7) 0.0279(6) -0.03281(37) 1.50(23) 18 1.0000 
04 0.7920(13) 0.9900(7) 0.08264(29) 4.78(37) 18 1.0000 
05 0.4989(6) 0.6677(8) -0.06185(64) 5.07(43) 18 1.0000 
Space Group R3e a = 8.61208(10) b = a, e = 21.1222(5) A, (1- 90 ~- 90 y- 120 
Cell volume = 1356.70(4) N 
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Figure 5.7: Final profile fit to data collected from Orthorhombic Mg-CI Boracite. 
Table 5_6: 
Bond 
Mg-CI 
Mg-02 
Mg-Q3 
Mg-04 
Mg-OS 
O-Mg-O 
B2-02 
B2-Q3 
B2-04 
B2-OS 
O-B2-0 
Crosses are experimental data, upper line calculated profile and lower 
line the difference. Tick marks show reflection positions 
Derived Selected Bond Distances and Angles for Natural Boracite 
at 300°C 
Length/esd (A) BondIBond Angle(O> Length(A)I Anglee) 
2.828(6) BI-OI 1.532 
2.126(9) BI-02 1.449(4) 
2.011(S) BI-Q3 I.S63(4) 
2.083(7) BI-04 1.540(7) 
2.048(8) O-BI-O 99.1-114.3 
86.4-93.4 
1.391(7) B3-0S 1.422(3) x 3 
1.4SI(S) OS-B3-0S 119.9(1) x 3 
1.410(S) 
.1.461(S) 
106.0-114.8 
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The structure of orthorhombic boracite is little different from that of cubic boracite. It 
too consists of a three-dimensional unbroken boron-oxygen network with magnesium 
and chlorine atoms filling the interstices. The co-ordination of the magnesium and 
chlorine atoms is, however, different. Magnesium atoms in cubic boracite are each 
fairly symmetrically surrounded by two chlorine and four oxygen atoms, but in Iow 
boracite they are more distant from one chlorine atom than from the other. 
Conversely, each chlorine atom in orthorhombic boracite is surrounded by six 
magnesium atoms, of which three are more separated from the central chlorine atom 
than the other three; in cubic boracite the chlorine atoms are equidistant from the 
neighbouring six magnesium atoms. 
5.2.3 Determination of Halide Content by Mohr Titration38 
The chloride content ofMg-Cl boracite was determined by Mohr titration. 0.01 moles 
of boracite was dissolved in 1 ml of hot concentrated nitric acid and neutralised with 
calcium carbonate to pH 7. The resulting solution was titrated against silver nitrate 
(0.00991 M), previously standardised against sodium chloride, using potassium 
chromate (VI) as an indicator. The end point was noted by a colour change from 
yellow to red on formation of silver chromate. The chloride content of the boracite 
mineral was in good agreement with the mineral supplier's analyses provided at 
0.78(3) chloride per formula unit. This may be the reason for the slightly high 
temperature factor on the chloride site. 
5.2.4 Conclusion 
While powder X-ray diffraction methods are unable to compete with the extensive 
and detailed single crystal derived structural data on boracites, some useful 
information can be derived from the method. This is useful in terms of the studies of 
the laboratory synthesised materials as described in the following sections. In 
addition, this work demonstrates the limitations of the method in the study of the 
complex structural chemistry ofboracites so that a realistic view of the structural data 
extracted from powder samples can be taken. 
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5.3 THE SYNTHESIS OF TRANSITION METAL BORACITES 
5.3.1 Experimental 
Synthetic boracites were synthesised using the chloride metal salt, e.g. CoCh'6H20 in 
the case of C03B7013CI, and boric acid, H3B03. A general purpose Parr® acid 
digestion bomb with a teflon liner was charged with the starting materials, and the 
mixture was heated to 270°C for 2 days. The product was then isolated by washing 
with a copious amount of water to dissolve the excess boric acid. The products were 
crystallised powders. 
5.3.2 Results 
The following transition metal boracites were successfully synthesised: C03B7013X 
and Mn3B7013X, where X=CI, Br and I, and also Zn3B7013X where X=CI and Br. As 
an example, Figure 5.8 shows the powder X-ray diffraction patterns obtained for the 
Mn3B7013X, where X=CI, Br and I, series of phases. 
The synthesis reaction ofboracites in molten boric acid is simple and straightforward. 
Boric acid melts at about 170°C, it condenses to metaboric acid and then to boron 
oxide above the melting point in an open vessel. In the closed system employed, the 
presence of transition metal halide induces the dehydration and polymerization 
reaction of boric acid, which results in direct formation of boracites. Using cobalt 
chloride as an example, the reaction can be expressed as: 
Equation 5.4 
Lin et at.22 studied the affect of transition metal:boron ratio in the starting mixture, 
they found that it does not seem to have a significant influence on the reaction, and 
they found single-phase products could be obtained with a M:B ratio from 1:2 to 1:15. 
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Chemical analyses of the products using the Mohr method for the chlorides and 
bromides as previously described for the natural boracite were in good agreement 
with the theoretical stoichiometry and are summarised in Table 5.7. A modification 
of the· Mohr method was used for the iodides with utilisation of di-
iodomethylfluroescein as an indicator rather than potassium chromate. A colour 
change from orange to blue was observed at the endpoint in this case. 
Table 5.7: Halogen Stoichiometry Determined by Titration 
Boracite Halogen Stoichiometry 
Mn3B70I3Cl 0.95(3) 
Mn3B70I3Br 0.97(3) 
Mn3B7013I 0.91(3) 
Zn3B70I3Cl 0.97(3) 
Zn3B7013Br 0.96(3) 
C03B70 13I 0.91(3) 
These results indicate that despite the production of water as a byproduct of the 
reaction, as shown in Equation 4, these materials do not appear to incorporate a large 
quantity of hydroxide in the structure. This is presumably due to the high acidity at 
which the reaction is performed i.e. in an excess of boric acid. These results are 
entirely consistent with the previous work of Lin on these compounds, and confirm 
that the flux method produces compounds which are nearly stoichiometric in halide 
content. 22.39 
It is well known that boracites undergo a structural phase transition from a cubic 
structure (F-43e) to an orthorhombic structure at low temperature, which further 
transforms to rhombohedral or monoclinic structure at lower temperatures. The 
transition temperatures vary for different boracites, but for any given metal it falls in 
the sequence X = Cl ~ Br ~ I, for example, the transition temperatures from cubic to 
orthorhombic structure vary from 60 to 800 K for the halogen boracites. Of the 
synthesised boracites Mn3B7013X and Zn3B7013X crystallise in the orthorhombic 
Pea21 space group, while C03B7013X boracites are rhombohedral space group R3e. 
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Powder X-ray diffraction data were refined using the GSAS programme. Again, as 
with the natural specimen of boracite, a full independent variable refinement was not 
undertaken given the insensitivity of the technique to the lighter atoms, boron and 
oxygen. The refinement of the experimental data was carried out in the normal 
manner with background, zero point, lattice parameter and profile functions being 
gradually introduced in the refmement. 
In the case of Mn3B70I3X boracites, they were refined in the orthorhombic space 
group Pea2/. The boron and oxygen atoms were not refmed but were fixed at values 
reported by Kubel and Crottaz,40 from a single crystal refinement of synthetic 
M3B7013X. Table 5.8 reports the lattice parameters of the phases and Table 5.9 the fit 
parameters. An example of the refmement profile for Mn-Cl boracite is given in 
Figure 5.9 and the final refined atomic parameters are given in Tables 5.10a-c and 
derived bond lengths in 5. 11a-c 
• 
Table 5.8: Lattice Parameters of Mn3B70 lJX series 
alA blA cl A 
Mn3B70I3Cl 8.72106(28) 8.72499(23) 12.35785(25) 
Mn3B70 I3Br 8.75284(15) 8.732058(13) 12.37472(21) 
Mn3B70 131 8.79135(18) 8.75393(18) 12.41102(22) 
Space Group: Pea21 (No.29) 
Table 5.9: Fit Parameters for the Mn3B70lJX series 
Mn3B70I3Cl 
Mn3B70 13Br 
Mn3B70I31 
wRp 
1.92 
1.69 
2.72 
Rp 'l for 39 variables 
1.08 4.521 
1.20 3.280 
1.75 4.658 
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Volume I Al 
940.32(4) 
945.644(27) 
955.138(32) 
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Figure 5.8: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of synthesised MnJ B70 13X boracites 
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Table S.10a: Refined Atomic Parameters for Mn-CI Boracite; e.s.d's are given in 
parentheses 
ATOM SITE x y z Uisox lOO 
BI 4. 0.503 0.496 0.249 1.00 
B2 4. 0.256 1 0.249 0.4958 1.00 
B3 4. 0.002 -0.005 0.2495 1.00 
B4 4. 0.4561 0.249 0.3506 1.00 
B5 4. 0.2474 0.401 0.169 1.00 
B6 4. 0.9045 0.751 0.8209 1.00 
B7 4. 0.7528 0.902 0.669 1.00 
08 4. 0.2283 0.250 0.236 1.00 
09 4. 0.540 1 0.3317 0.2758 1.00 
0 10 4. 0.3827 0.324 1 0.4343 1.00 
011 4. 0.9717 0.1599 0.2744 1.00 
012 4. 0.317 1 0.3629 0.0653 1.00 
013 4. 0.1657 0.9750 0.2254 1.00 
014 4. 0. 1432 0.1810 0.4222 1.00 
015 4. 0.3390 0.5136 0.2275 1.00 
016 4. 0.1765 0.1243 0.0639 1.00 
017 4. 0.9515 0.5933 0.8395 1.00 
0 18 4. 0.5347 0.9088 0.851 3 1.00 
019 4. 0.908 1 0.5365 0.6528 1.00 
020 4. 0.5897 0.9429 0.6588 1.00 
C12 1 4. 0.7630(14) 0.246(7) 0.50870· 6.62(29) 
Mn22 4. 0.7593(11) 0.2498(45) 0.2153(6) 2.1 9( 19) 
Mn23 4. 0.4795(21) 0.5295(19) 0.4866(10) 5. 16(52) 
Mn24 4. -0.0157~ 1 7l 0.0332~16l 0.4999~IOl 1.2 I (30l 
*arbitrarily fixed for definition of the origin. 
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Table 5.1 Ob : Refin ed Atomic Parameters for MD-Br Boracite; e.s.d's are given in 
parentbeses 
ATOM SITE x ~ z Viso. 100 
BI 4. 0.4994 0.496 0.2537 1.00 
B2 4. 0.2556 0.2467 0.50 10 1.00 
B3 4. -0.0012 -0.002 0.2550 1.00 
B4 4. 0.4523 0.2494 0.3544 1.00 
B5 4. 0.2452 0.40 12 0.1 759 1.00 
B6 4. 0.9050 0.7502 0.8265 1.00 
B7 4. 0.755 1 0.9020 0.6768 1.00 
08 4. 0.2293 0.2497 0.2428 1.00 
09 4. 0.5372 0.3327 0.2808 1.00 
0 10 4. 0.3804 0.3246 0.4397 1.00 
011 4. 0.9707 0.1 595 0.2794 1.00 
012 4. 0.3160 0.3626 0.0724 1.00 
013 4. 0.1627 0.9747 0.23 11 1.00 
014 4. 0.1421 0.1 805 0.4291 1.00 
0 15 4. 0.3374 0.5149 0.2336 1.00 
0 16 4. 0.1764 0. 1258 0.0698 1.00 
0 17 4. 0.9526 0.5930 0.8459 1.00 
018 4. 0.5377 0.9081 0.8564 1.00 
0 19 4. 0.9096 0.5384 0.6585 1.00 
020 4. 0.5932 0.9434 0.6646 1.00 
Mn21 4. 0.7585( 10) 0.2521(30) 0.2324(4) 1.90(17) 
Mn22 4. 0.4827(12) 0.52 14(14) 0.5155(8) 1.88(41) 
Mn23 4. -0.0061 (I I) 0.0271(16) 0.5029(8) 3.21(47) 
Br24 4. 0.7548(61 0.2480(291 0.5087- 4.02(81 
*arbitrarily fixed for definition of the origin. 
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Table S.10c: Refined Atomic Parameters for Mn-J Boracite; e.s.d's are given in 
parentheses 
ATOM SITE x y l Uisoxl OO 
BI 4. 0.499 0.499 0.260 1.00 
B2 4. 0.256 0.249 0.508 1.00 
B3 4. -0.001 -0.001 0.2614 1.00 
B4 4. 0.4420 0.250 0.3548 1.00 
B5 4. 0.2438 0.40 1 0.1798 1.00 
B6 4. 0.906 1 0.749 0.83 14 1.00 
B7 4. 0.7574 0.904 0.6802 1.00 
08 4. 0.2284 0.2488 0.2482 1.00 
09 4. 0.5313 0.3331 0.2826 1.00 
010 4. 0.3760 0.3247 0.4412 1.00 
O il 4. 0.9716 0.1602 0.283 1 1.00 
012 4. 0.3 161 0.3629 0.0774 1.00 
013 4. 0.1603 0.9744 0.2347 1.00 
014 4. 0.1405 0.1810 0.4344 1.00 
015 4. 0.3348 0.5 163 0.2369 1.00 
016 4. 0.1763 0.1267 0.0736 1.00 
017 4. 0.9540 0.5929 0.8497 1.00 
018 4. 0.5423 0.9077 0.8585 1.00 
019 4. 0.9112 0.5408 0.6625 1.00 
020 4. 0.5960 0.9458 0.6684 1.00 
Mn21 4. 0.7504(8} 0.2500(5} 0.2539( 18} 3.0(4} 
Mn22 4. 0.4970(14) 0.5060(1 I} 0.5155(3 1} 1.3(4} 
Mn23 4. -0.0174(12) 0.0234(1 1) 0.5126(29) 0.8(4) 
124 4. 0.7504(8) 0.2500(5) 0.508700 2.37(6) 
*arbitrarily fixed for definition of the origin. 
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Figure 5.9: Refinement Profile for Orthorhombic Mn-CI Boracite 
The upper red crossed line represents the experimental data and tbe 
green line the calculated profile. The lower pink line represents the fit. 
Table 5.11 a: Derived Bond Lengths (A) and Angles (0) in Mn-CI Polyhedron ; 
e.s.d' s are given in parentheses. 
Mn·CI bond length I A Mn-O bond length I A O-Mn-O bond angle 1° 
Mn22-C121 2.559( 10) Mn24-0 14 2.158(13) 0 9-Mn22-0 11 137.8(5) 
Mn23-CI2 1 2.9 18(25) Mn24-0 16 2.08 1 (13) 09-Mn22-0 15 89.8(6) 
Mn24-C121 2.557(22) Mn24-018 2.138(11) OI I-Mn22-015 94.6(5) 
Mn24-020 2. 169( 11 ) O I0-Mn23-0 17 95.4(5) 
O I4-Mn24-0 16 174.8(6) 
Mn22-09 2.164(11) o 14-Mn24-0 18 87.4(4) 
Mn22-011 2.178(12) 014-Mn24-020 93 .5(5) 
Mn22-013 2.236(17) 0 16-Mn24-0 18 87.5(5) 
Mn22-015 2.079(17) o 16-Mn24-020 91.5(5) 
Mn23-010 2.099(16) 
Mn23-012 2.220(16) 
Mn23-017 1.952(13) 
Mn23-01 9 2.264(1 3) 
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Table S.l1b: Derived Bond Lengths (A) and Angles (0) in Mn-Br Polyhedron ; 
e.s.d 's are given in parentheses. 
Mn-Br bond length lA Mn-O bond length I A O-Mn-O bond angle 1° 
Mn21-Br24 2.783(19) Mn23-014 2.129(11 ) 09-Mn2I-0 II 148.53(32) 
Mn22-Br24 2.793(6) Mn23-016 2.118(1 1) 09-Mn2 I-013 87.0(5) 
Mn23-Br24 2.864(19) Mn23-018 2.164(12) 09-Mn21-015 88.7(8) 
Mn23-020 2.139(11) 01 0-Mn22-01 2 151.2(6) 
0 10-Mn22-0 17 88.8(4) 
Mn21-09 2. 151(12) 0 10-Mn22-0 19 88.4(4) 
Mn21-011 2.093(12) 0 12-Mn22-017 92.8(4) 
Mn21-013 2.1 55(23) 0 12-Mn22-019 92.3.(4) 
Mn2 I-0 15 2.1 45(23) 0 17-Mn22-0 19 173.8(5) 
014-Mn23-016 172.4(5) 
Mn22-010 2.162(11) o 14-Mn23-0 18 88.3(4) 
Mn22-012 2. 122(9) 0 16-Mn23-018 86.0(4) 
Mn22-017 2.119(11) o 18-Mn23-020 153.4(6) 
Mn22-019 2.098(11 ) 
Table S. ll c: Derived Bond Lengths (A) and Angles (0) in Mn-I Polyhedron ; 
e.s.d 's are given in parentheses. 
Mn-I bond length lA Mn-O bond length I A O-M 0-0 bond angle 1° 
Mn22-124 3.161(11) Mn23-014 2.184(18) 09-Mn2 1-0 I I 155.7( 10) 
3.045( 11 ) 
Mn2 I-124 3. 172(23) Mn23-0 16 2.062(16) 09-Mn2I-015 97.4(5) 
3.052(23) 
Mn23-124 2.864(19) Mn23-0 18 2.176(32) 0 10-Mn22-0 12 160.0(6) 
3.357(1 1 ) 
Mn23-020 2.192(33) 010-Mn22-019 93 .1(7) 
011 -Mn22-015 98.9(8) 
Mn21-09 2.085(18) 0 12-Mn22-019 94.1( 14) 
Mn21-011 2.166(17) 014-Mn23-016 174.9(17) 
Mn21-013 2.370(12) 0 14-Mn23-0 18 88. 1(12) 
Mn21-0 15 1.947(12) 0 16-Mn23-018 87.6(6) 
Mn22-010 2.121(20) 
Mn22-012 2.147(19) 
Mn22-0 17 2.24(4) 
Mn22-019 2.017(35) 
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The hexagonal structures of the Co/Zn-X boracites were refined in space group R3c. 
Initial stages of the refinement inc luded all the instrument parameters (background, 
scale factor and peak shape parameters) and then atomic parameters (atomic positions 
and temperature factors) were gradually introduced for a ll atoms. Final cell 
parameters, profile fit factors, i.e. Rwp, Rp and X2 values, and atomic positions are 
given in Tables 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. lmportant bond lengths are given in 
Table 5.15 . An example of the fit for Co-I boracite is given in Figure 5.10 
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green line the calculated profile. The lower pink line represents the fit. 
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Table 5.12: Lattice Parameters ofCo/Zn3B7013X series 
alA cIA Volume I A3 
Zn3B7013C1 8.57889(7) 21.05115(27) 1341.741(23) 
Zn3B,013Br 8.63247(19) 21.1301(10) 1363.65(8) 
C03B,013I 8.62433(18) 21.1122(9) 1798.36(5) 
Space Group: R3c (No. 161) a=b, c; a=90°, 13=90°, y=1200 
Table 5.13: Fit Parameters for CO/Zn3B7013X series 
Table 5.14: 
Zn3B7013C1~ 
Zn3B7013Br 
wRp 
12.22 
9.19 
1.72 
Rp 
8.12 
4.95 
1.16 
49.09 for 28 variables 
26.31 for 43 variables 
2.692 for 13 variables 
Atomic Coordinates of CO/Zn3B7013X series 
ATOM x y z Uiso xl00 
B3 0.101 -0.102 0.1448 2.50 
B4 -0.1690 0.169 0.0884 2.50 
B5 0.6667 0.333300 0.106900 2.50 
06 0 0 0.156063 2.50 
07 0.7545 0.6424 0.02886 2.50 
08 0.6370 0.0279 -0.03281 2.50 
09 0.7920 0.9900 0.08264 2.50 
010 0.4989 0.6677 -0.06185 2.50 
. 0.8493( ) 
» .~"",.&_.Q_f 
Znl 0.69214(35) . f 0.8467(18).. ·0* 4.60(7). 
0.9114l' ,,--,,--,~!7,-' ~;...:---,.:.....Jl~L 0; . .' .:...:..:9-,0809<?(~$1' w 
0.6520(10 ....0.8183(8) 
'"-"-..~·f '. 0_",,",--,"-,- ....... . . O~ .>" 
O. ....... 1.46(9) 
~O,~~~.5; ~_3.,.54m, 
*fixed in order to determine the origin of the structure 
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Table 5.15a: Derived Bond Distances (A) for CO/Zn3B7013X series 
BORACITE 
Zn-CI 
Zn-Br 
Co-I 
Mn-X M-07 M-08 
2.132(4) 1.992(4) 2.6277(21) 
2.868(4) 3.236(4) 2.148(14) 1.975(14) 
3.141(6) 2.959(6) 2.190(6) 1.999(6) 
M-09 
2.0374(16) 
2.063(6) 
2.249(4) 
Table 5.15b: Derived Bond Angles e) for CO/Zn3B7013X series 
BORACITE 07-M-08 
Zn-CI 175.00(9) 
Zn-Br 175.93(26) 
Co-I 
07-M-09 
94.10(7) 
92.65(25) 
07-M-OlO 
90.04(13) 
90.6(5) 
08-M-09 
90.67(15) 
90.9(6) 
M-OlO 
2.1038(14) 
2.074(6) 
1.849(5) 
08-M-OlO 
85.02(6) 
86.92(23) 
92.53(19) 
Refinement of the temperature factors for the halogen site in all cases gave sensible 
values and led to the conclusion that the halogen site was fully occupied as indicated 
by wet methods. These refinements provide support for the previous work by Lin 22,39 
on these compounds where the halogen stoichiometry was determined by titration 
only. 
5.4 Magnetic Measurements 
The magnetic susceptibility of Mn3B7013CI was measured as a function of 
temperature in an applied field of 0.1 Tesla. At low temperatures (above SK and 
below lOK), antiferromagnetic interactions are apparent by the fall off in the 
measured susceptibility at low temperature. The paramagnetic regime is 
characterised by a Curie-Weiss law. The magnetic susceptibility has been fitted using 
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09-M-OIO 
153.77(5) 
156.85(15) 
C 
X(T) = -- + cons! T+O 
Equation 5.5 
The fit and the parameters are shown below, in Figure 5.11 
___ observation 
-lit using C I (T -e) + const ~ 8 i=" 
• ~ 6 
-
-
.., 
C • 345.5 (421 (J'KI(kg-rl( 
= 167.2 (J'KI(moM"l] 
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Figure 5.11: Fit to the Paramagnetic Curve for Mn-CI Boracite. 
Using the molar weight of 0.48394 [kg/mol], this translates to an effective 
paramagnetic moment of a single Mn-atom of 6.67 llB, compared to a theoretical one 
for Mn3+ (d5 configuration) of 5.9 IlB. There is a small temperature independent 
contribution that is more readily visible once the magnetic susceptibility is plotted in 
the fonn ofX-] versus T. 
~ 2 Mn,B7O,3CI .., 
-1-
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Figure 5.12: Curie-Weiss Plot for Mn-CI Boracite showing High T Deviation 
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The magnetisation curve for Mn-I boracite is shown in Figure 5.13. Although the 
Neel temperature is clearly evident at 22K, there is also an upturn at very low 
temperature indicating a ferromagnetic interaction. This is entirely consistent with 
previous work in this system, where these materials are both antiferromagnetic and 
weakly ferromagnetic at the same time. 
-
Mn,B7O,,1 f 2.0 
~ 1.5 ~ 
-.... 
-~ 1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0 100 200 300 
T [K] 
Figure 5.13 
Recent studies on these materials have questioned whether the dual ferromagnetism 
and antiferromagnetism is a artefact of the synthetic method, where the samples can 
be impure or non-stoichiometric using hydrothermal methods. Preparation of these 
compounds via the flux method and refinement using powder diffraction seems to 
suggest that these compounds are pure and the phenomenon is real. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that reaction of transition metal halides with boric acid in molten 
boric acid flux is a convenient method to prepare halogen boracites. Eight transition 
metal boracites: Co-Cl, Co-Br, Co-I, Mn-Cl, Mn-B, Mn-I, Zn-CI and Zn-Br, have 
been successfully prepared via this technique. Although water is produced as a 
byproduct of this reaction, this does not seem to effect the stoichiometry of the 
samples, which appear to be practically M:X, 1: 1. These results are in contrast to 
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previous studies on the hydrothennally-prepared samples, which have been shown to 
contain large quantities of OH. 
As in the case of the study of natural boracite mineral, structure refinement of powder 
X-ray diffraction of synthesised boracites provides limited structural infonnation. The 
boron and oxygen atomic and thermal parameters were fixed at values obtained from 
previously reported single crystal structure detenninations and not refined due to 
insensitivity of the technique to these light atoms. 
Magnetic studies indicate that the coexistance of ferromagnetism and 
antiferromagnetism is real in these samples. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RARE EARTH SULFIDE FLUORIDES: 
LnSF and Ln1CaF 4S1 
151 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Cadmium-based pigments provide a very wide colour range: cadmium zinc 
sulphides' green-shade yellows to golden yellows, and cadmium sulphoselenides 
yellow through oranges and deep reds to deep maroons. They have outstanding 
performance characteristics in giving bright strong colours that have excellent heat-
stability, light-fastness and chemical resistance and they do not migrate in paint and 
plastics. However, in recent years the use of cadmium-based pigments has been 
restricted by European Union legislation due to environmental and health concerns. 
EU Directive 91/3381EEC prohibits the use of cadmium as a pigment, dye or stabiliser 
in specific polymers and its use as plating on metallic surfaces. A further Directive, 
94/62IEC, restricts cadmium pigments in packaging. Other red/yellow inorganic 
pigments that are available have either toxic hazards (e.g. chromium (VI) and lead in 
lead chromate and lead molybdate), or provide weak colouration, lacking the required 
brightness and intensity. Some of the more complex organic pigments can provide 
the necessary brightness, intensity and strength needed, but are generally much more 
expensive. In addition, organic pigments are generally not heat, light and water stable 
and fail to provide product lifetimes matching those for cadmium pigments. Thus, 
there is a strong incentive to develop new classes of non-toxic inorganic red, yellow 
and yellow/green pigments, while preserving or even exceeding the optical, thermal, 
and chemical characteristics of the traditional heavy-metal-based pigments. 
Rare earth sesquisulfides (Ln2S3), and related compounds- ALn2S4,1 sulphide 
fluorides (LnSF, ALn2F4S2),2-S oxysulphides (Ln202S) and oxyfluorosulphides 
(Ln30F3S2, Ln20LSFS),6 have recently commanded considerable interest with respect 
to their use as pigments and potential replacements for heavy-metal-based pigments. 
This is best illustrated by the commercialisation of Ce2S3 by Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., as a 
red pigment for colouring plastics and other materials, and potential replacement for 
cadmium sulfoselenide.7,8 Phases in this Ln2S3 series, and the other aforementioned 
related compounds, can be prepared with a range of hues from pale yellow to deep red 
depending on the rare earth, Table 6.1.9 Ce2S3 is of particular note, since doping with 
alkali metals makes it possible to tune its colour from maroon to orange. 
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Table 6.1: Reported Colours and Structure Types of Ln2S3 phases.9 
Ln2S3 Structure Colour 
Y Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 22-0996) Deep Beige 
La Cubic structure (JCPDS database 25-1041) Yellow 
Ce Colour varying from brown to red, depending on the preparative technique, in 
particular the calcination temperature. These are brown or blood red 
depending on whether the orthorhombic phase (JCPDS database 20-0269) or 
cubic phase (JCPDS database 27-0104) is present. 
Pr Cubic structure (JCPDS database 27-0481) Green-Yellow 
Nd Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1450) Green 
Srn Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1480) Brown-grey 
Gd Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-1424) Brown-green 
Tb Cubic structure Ochre 
Dy Cubic structure (JCPDS database 26-0594) Yellow-
chestnut 
Er Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 21-0324) Brown 
Tm Monoclinic structure (JCPDS database 30-1364) Green-gold 
However, these simple sulphide pigments have drawbacks of low thermal and 
chemical stability. The replacement of Cd(S,Se) with Ce2S3 is not possible in many 
applications since Ce2S3 slowly undergoes hydrolysis under atmospheric conditions. 
These problems have recently led to considerable doubts being raised over the 
commercial future of these materials. 
One method of stabilising materials towards thermal and chemical attack is to 
introduce a second cation or anion that produces new structural arrangements and 
bonding schemes that might be less susceptible to decomposition. Although sulphide 
fluoride materials are uncommon in solid-state chemistry, the introduction of fluoride 
into a sulphide-based lattice should achieve greater stability due to its smaller size, 
higher bond strength and electronegativity. 
Rare earth fluorosulphides phases, LnSF (Ln = La-Er), were prepared in the early 
1970s by Flahaut10 and Dagron and Thevetll who indicated that these materials 
adopted the PbFCl type structure. However, their crystal structure was only partially 
described and the results were of questionable quality.12 Numerous compounds, an 
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example is Z1'OS,13 adopt a structure deriving from the PbFCl type which can be 
described as a succession of [Pb2F2]2+ sheets and double [Cht, chloride ion, layers. 
More recently Demourgues and co-workers have carried out further work on these 
LnSF materials and also reported a new series of compounds of the type Ln2AF4S2 
where A=Ca,-Sr. I-3 The basic structures of these two series of materials are shown in 
Figure 6.1. The structure of LnSF and Ln2AF 4S2 compounds can be considered as 
formed of layer stacking, the rare earth/A and fluorine atoms form [Ln2F2t+ or 
[Ln2AF 4t+ fluorite-type blocks which alternate with double [S2t layers along the c-
axis. The rare earth lies at the centre of a distorted capped square antiprism in a nine 
coordinate site; four coordinate to F atoms in one base, four S atoms in the other, and 
one Ln-S bond parallel to the c-axis. 
The work by Demourgues et al. 1 contains little definitive structural data and 
compounds are reported for only a limited number of lanthanide ions. The aims of the. 
work reported in this chapter were thus to: 
• extend the range of lanthanide species that could be incorporated into the LnSF 
and Ln2CaF 4S2 structure types 
• carry out detailed structure investigations on materials from both series using 
powder neutron diffraction and thus define accurately the light fluoride ion 
positions 
• study the UV -Vis spectra of these materials in relation to their structures and so 
investigate the potential of these materials as new pigments. 
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T 
T 
Figure 6.1 Basic Structure of LnSF and Ln2AF4S2 Compounds. 
[n LnSF, left hand structure, F atoms- green, Ln- blue, S- smaller black; [n Ln2AF4S2, right hand structure, Ca- purple, Ln-blue, S- orange, F-
green 
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
6.2.1 Sample Preparation 
Polycrystalline samples were synthesised by solid state reactions from stoichiometric 
mixtures of the rare earth metal [La, Nd, Gd, Dy, Ho and Er, Apollo Scientific Ltd 
99.99 %; Ce and Srn Alfa Jolmson Matthey 99.99%], corresponding rare earth 
fluoride [NdF3, GdF3, DyF3 and ErF3 Apollo Scientific Ltd 99.8 %; LaF3, CeF3 and 
HoF3 Alfa Johnson Matthey PLC 99.8 %], and sulphur [Aldrich 99.9%], and in the 
case of Ln2CaF4S2 compounds calcium fluoride [99.99 %], Equations 1-3. 
• Preparation of LnSF materials: 
2Ln + LnF3 + 3S --+ 3LnSF Equation 6.1 
2Ln + 3S --+ Ln2S3 Equation 6.2 
2Ln2S3 + 2LnF3 + 3CaF2 --+ 3Ln2CaF4S2 Equation 6.3 
Purchased materials were anhydrous and the sulphur was heated in vacuo at 
approximately 80°C to remove any traces of water which would lead to the formation 
of H2S on heating and cause the tube to fail and shatter. The starting materials were 
stored and handled in an argon-filled glove box (I ppm water/ I ppm oxygen) due to 
potential reaction with moisture and oxygen in the air. The reactants were weighed 
out and homogeneously ground together using an agate pestle and mortar. The 
reaction mixture was then transferred to a quartz tube, and the tube evacuated and 
sealed by melting the quartz using a blowtorch. The ampoule was then heated slowly 
in the centre of a tube furnace to the required temperature in the presence of an 
Inconel work tube: 900°C and IIOO°C for LnSF and Ln2CaF4S2 phases, respectively, 
and held at this temperature for 48 h. After the reaction period was complete, the tube 
was slow cooled to room temperature and then broken open to retrieve the product. 
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6.2.2 Preliminary Characterisation 
Products were initially characterised by powder X-ray diffraction with data collected 
on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer over a period of 1 h for phase identification 
and 10 h for full Rietveld analysis. Patterns were compared to those on the JCPDS 
database for previously reported phases. 
6.2.3 Neutron Diffraction 
The use of neutron diffraction allows the determination of higher quality structural 
information than with X-ray diffraction for materials where light atoms are present in 
association with heavier species. In this case F and Ln are present together. For this 
reason, and to probe in detail the fluoride ion distribution, powder neutron diffraction 
data were collected for several LnSF and Ln2AF4S2 phases. Data could not be 
obtained for all the lanthanide phases, as a number of lanthanide nuclei are strongly 
absorbing for neutrons. This is a particular problem for samarium, europium and 
gadolinium; dysprosium also absorbs to some extent but reasonable quality data can 
normally be obtained for this atom. 
5 g samples were mounted in a thin walled vanadium can and data were collected, 
using the POLARIS instrument on ISIS, RAL, over a period of 6 h. Only the higher 
resolution back-scattering data were used in the structure refinement. Data were 
focussed and reduced according to the normal POLARIS procedure; no correction for 
absorption was applied at the data reduction stage. 
6.2.4 UV-Visible Spectroscopy 
As one of the main aims of this work was to investigate these mixed sulphide-fluoride 
phases as potential pigments, the optical absorption properties of these materials are 
clearly of interest. Thus, visible region absorption data and colour measurements were 
collected from powdered material on a Perkin Elmer UV-VISINIR Lambda 19 
spectrometer set up for diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. Samples were mounted in a 
quartz-fronted aluminium holder and spectra recorded between 200 and 800 mn. Note 
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that intensity data collected from solids cannot be reliably compared between 
samples . 
. 6.3 RESULTS 
6.3.1 Powder Neutron Diffraction Data 
Data were analysed using the GSAS suite of programmes. The initial structure model 
was taken from that described by Demourgues et al. for CeSF 2 in the space group 
P4lnmm, with lattice parameters corrected to the values extracted for the specific 
lanthanide according to the powder X-ray data refmement. For the LnSF phases the 
refinements converged smoothly following the normal staged introduction of profile 
and atomic/thermal parameters. Final stages of refinement included all atomic co-
ordinates, thermal displacement parameters and standard variable profile parameters 
(6 background terms in a cosine Fourier series, 3 peak shape parameters and the scale 
factor). Results are summarised in Tables 6.3-6.7 and Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show 
examples of the final profile fits achieved. Note that no attempt was made to exclude 
or fit a few weak reflections derived from impurities present in some of the samples. 
In some cases this leads to slightly high 2 values, as reported in Table 6.4, but has no 
effect on the extracted structural information. 
For the structura1ly more complex Ln2AF4S2 phases a similar refinement process was 
followed but with a variety of models tested to investigate the fluoride ion position in 
more detail. The previous work of Demourgues et al. on Sm2AF4S22 described a 
structure, in /4lmmm, in which the fluoride ion is displaced from the 8g site (0, Yz, z) 
on to a half occupied 16n site (0, -0.4, Yz). For each lanthanide both the ordered and 
disordered/displaced models were evaluated. For the smaller lanthanides: Dy and Er, 
displacement on to the 16n was required to fit the data; attempts to fix fluoride ion on 
the 8g site resulted in unacceptably high thermal displacement factors following their 
refinement. For the larger lanthanides: Ln and Ce, reasonable temperature factors 
could be obtained with the fluoride ion on (0, Yz, z) and attempts to refine a 
displacement from this site produced unstable refinements and only minimal shift in 
the y co-ordinate from Yz. Final stages of the refinement included all atomic 
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positional and thermal displacement factors and converged to give the values 
presented in Table 6.10; as with the simple LnSF compounds no attempt was made to 
fit or exclude addition reflections associated with low levels of impurity in some of 
the phases. Final profile fits to the observed data for two materials are presented in 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Tables 6.6 and 6.11 summarise the extracted bond distance data 
from both series of compounds. 
Table 6.1: Cell parameters of LnSF phases 
al A cIA Volume I A3 
LaSF 4.04270(6) 6.97333(19) 113.968(3) 
CeSF 3.99260(6) 6.94691(19) 110.740(3) 
DySF 3.77966(5) 6.81895(16) 97.414(3) 
HoSF 3.76227(3) 6.80952(11 ) 96.386(2) 
Table 6.2: Refinement profile parameters for LnSF phases 
wRp Rp X2 
LaSF 0.0525 0.1016 18.27 for 18 variables 
CeSF 0.0482 0.0941 13.66 for 18 variables 
DySF 0.0223 0.0497 2.520 for 20 variables 
HoSF 0.0246 0.0437 3.972 for 18 variables 
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Table 6.3: Atomic positions of LnSF phases 
x y lOOxUbO / A2 
LaSF 
La Y. Y. 0.23020(14) 0.42(3) 
S Y. Y. 0.6501(5) 0.39(6) 
F :y. Y. 0 0.73(5) 
CeSF 
Ce Y. Y. 0.23130(18) 0.39(4) 
S Y. Y. 0.6497(4) 0.46(6) 
F :y. Y. 0 0.71(4) 
DySF 
Dy Y. Y. 0.22876(12) 0.33(2) 
S Y. Y. 0.6441(5) 0.44(7) 
F :y. Y. 0 0.57(4) 
HoSF 
Ho Y. Y. 0.22859(10) 0.17(2) 
S Y. Y. 0.6448(2) 0.33(4) 
F :y. Y. 0 0.63(3) 
Table 6.4: Bond lengths (A) of LnSF pbases 
Ln-Ln Ln-F Ln-S 
xl x4 
LaSF 4.04270(6) 2.5812(6) 2.9277(35) 2.9781(9) 
CeSF 3.99260(6) 2.5627(8) 2.9063(32) 2.9418(8) 
DySF 3.77966(5) 2.4504(5) 2.8323(32) 2.8097(11) 
HoSF 3.76227(3) 2.4417(4) 2.8344(16) 2.7964(5) 
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Table 6.5: Bond angles (0) of LnSF phases 
LaSF CeSF DySF BoSF 
F-Ln-F x4 67.247(18) 66.849(23) 66.095(17) 66.019(14) 
x2 103 .089(34) 102.34(4) 100.927(3 1 ) 100.785(25) 
S-Ln-F x8 69.08(5) 69.37(4) 71.20(5) 7 1.230(24) 
x4 128.455(17) 128.83 1 (22) 129 .536( 15) 129.607( 13) 
x8 134.90(4) 134.820(34) 135.65(4) 135.622(22) 
S-Ln-S x4 73.72(6) 73 .67(5) 72.03(7) 72.049(33) 
x4 85 .49 1(33) 85.468(27) 84.54(4) 84.550( 19) 
x2 147.43(12) 147.35(10) 144.06( 13) 144.10(7) 
Ln-F-Ln x2 103.089(34) 102.34(4) 100.927(31) 100.785(25) 
x4 11 2.753(18) 11 3. 15 1(23) 113 .905( 17) 11 3.98 1( 14) 
Lo-S-Ln x4 85.49 1(33) 85.468(27) 84.54(4) 84.550(19) 
x4 106.28(6) 106.33(5) 107.97(7) 107.951(33) 
x2 147.43( 12) 147.35(10) 144.06( 13) 144.10(7) 
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Figure 6.3: Refinement Profile for the PND Data for DyS F. 
Upper trace is calculated profile, crosses observed data and lower trace 
the difference. Tick marks show reflection positions. TOF (m sec) may 
be converted to d-spacing (A) by dividing by 6.166. 
Tahle 6.6: Cell parameters of L02CaF4S2 phases 
alA ciA Volume I A' 
La,CaF.S, 4.01408(3) 19.49492(27) 314.119(5) 
Ce,CaF.S, 3.98112(8) 19.41953(71) 307.786(13) 
Dy,CaF.S, 3,86342(5) 19.01571(44) 283.828(7) 
Er,CaF.S, 3.84938(7) 18.9958 1(6 1) 281.474(10) 
Table 6.7 Refinement profile parameters for Ln2CaF4SZ phases 
wRp Rp 
, 
La,CaF.S, 0.035 1 0.0599 11 .3 1 for 17 variables 
Ce,CaF.S, 0,0695 0, 1079 41 .52 for 16 variables 
Dy,CaF.S, 0,0253 0,0578 4.922 for 19 variables 
Er,CaF.S, 0,0463 0.0661 17.36 for 19 variables 
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Table 6.8: Final refined atomic positions of Ln, CaF4S, phases. 
* values fixed due to the similarity in scattering lengths of Ca and C e 
Site fraction x y Z 100 xV, •• / A' 
La,CaF,S, 
La l 0.929(5) 0 0 0. 15321(4) 0.45( I) 
Ca l 0.07 1 (5) 
La2 0.143(1 1) 0 0 0.5 0.39(3) 
Ca2 0.857(11 ) 
S 1.000 y, y, 0.19590( I 0) 0.64(3) 
F 1.000 0 y, 0.06836(5) 1.33(2) 
Ce,CaF,S, 
Cel 0.900' 0 0 0.15297(14) 0.59(4) 
Cal 0.100' 
Ce2 0.200' 0 0 y, 0.92(7) 
Ca2 0.800' 
S 1.000 y, Y, 0.19649(22) 0.78(6) 
F 1.000 0 y, 0.06931( 12) 1.56(4) 
Dy,CaF,S, 
Dyl 0.825(5) 0 0 0.15793(5) 0.26(2) 
Cal 0.175(5) 
Dy2 0.350(10) 0 0 y, -0.04(5) 
Ca2 0.650(10) 
S 1.000 y, Y, 0. 19189(22) 0.38(6) 
F 1.000 0 0.3724(7) 0.06447(16) 1.12(5) 
Er,CaF,S, 
Erl 0.88 1( 15) 0 0 0.1578 1(8) 0.70(4) 
Cal 0.1I9( 15) 
Er2 0.238(29) 0 0 y, 0.32(7) 
Ca2 0.762(29) 
S 1.000 Y, y, 0.19211(20) 0 .55(6) 
F 1.000 0 0.3731(7) 0.06472(14) 1.46(5) 
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La,CaF.S, Cc,CaF.S, Dy,CaF.S, Er,CaF.S, 
LnlCal-S 2.9416(19) 2.923(5) 2.8070(10) 2.7988(10) 
2.9579(6) 2.9392(15) 2.856(4) 2.851(4) 
Ln/Cal -F 2.6008(7) 2.5694(22) 2.287(3) x2 2.278(3) x 2 
3.006(3) x 2 2.991(3) x 2 
Ln/Ca2-F 2.4092(5) 2.4029( 14) 2.3404(17) 
Ln/Ca I-Ln/CaJ 4.01408(3) 3.98 11 2(8) 3.86342(5) 3.84938(7) 
LnlCal-Ln/Ca2 4. 1203(6) 4.0926(20) 4.0598(7) 4.0491( 11) 
Table 6.9: Bond lengths (A) of Ln2CaF4S2 phases 
Table 6.10: Derived bond angles (0) for Ln2CaF4S2 phases 
#Vaiues were not computed fo r angles invo lving the disordered fluoride ion posi tion 
La,CaF.S, Cc,CaF.S, ' Dy,CaF,S, 'Er,CaF,S, 
S-Ln/Cal-S 73 .66(4) 73 .29(10) 76.71 (9) 75.35(8) 
85.459(22) 85.26(5) 86.97(4) 86.89(4) 
147.32(8) 146.58(20) 153.42(18) 153.07(17) 
-Ln/Cal-F 69.838(32) 69.95(7) 
129.493(20) 129.22(6) 
134.634(28) 134.95(7) 
F-LnlCal-F 66.1 41(21) 66.43(7) 
101.0 1(4) 10 1.56( 12) 
F-Ln/Ca2-F 67.17(4) 69.13( 10) 
72. 182(19) 71.7 1(5) 
107.818(19) 108.29(5) 
112.83(4) 111.87(10) 
LnlCal -S-LnlCal 85.459(22) 85.26(5) 
106.34(4) 106.71 (10) 
147.32(8) 146.58(20) 
Ln/Ca l-F-LnlCaJ 101.01(4) 10 1.56( 12) 
Ln/Ca2-F-LnlCa2 112.83(4) 111.87(10) 
Ln/Cal-F-Ln/Ca2 11 0.598(7) 110.744(23) 
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Figure 6.3 : Final fit achieved to the back-scattering bank, powder neutron 
diffraction data obtain from La1CaF.S1on POLARIS 
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6.3.2 U.V.-Visib le Spectroscopy Study of LnSF and LnzCaF.S! Phases. 
The visible region spectra obtained from the speci fi c LnSF and Ln2CaF , S2 phases are 
shown in Figures 6.S and 6.6. 
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Figure 6.5 : Visible reflectance spectra (% Reflectance) of LnSF phases (Ln=Gd, 
Dy and Srn) obtained in the wavelength range 380-780 nm 
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Figure 6.6: Visib le reflectance spectra (% Reflectance) of CezCaSzF. obtained in 
the wavelength range 380-780 nm 
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In order to investigate whether the observed colour of CeSF could be modified, 
samarium doped versions of this material were prepared of compositions 
Ce(l.75SmO.25SF and Ceo.5SmO.5SF. The UV-VIS spectra were recorded and shown in 
Figure 6.7. The position of the reflection edge shifts to lower wavelengths (higher 
energies) as the samarium content increases but the edge becomes less sharp and there 
is evidence for a weak addi tional absorption edge near 500nm in the samarium 
containing samples that may be associated wi th a secondary phase. Effectively th is 
samarium doping leads to a deterioration of the transparency of the sample at A > 
640nm giving rise to a duller red colour. 
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Figure 6.7: Visible reflectance spectra (% Reflectance) obtained in the 
wavelength range 380-780 nm for Cel_xSmxSF materials 
T able 6. t t : La*b* colour measurements of CeSF 
CeSF 
L* 48.65 
a* 38.03 
b* 29.38 
51.66 
31.82 
34.67 
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Ceo.,SmO.5SF 
54.94 
26.01 
35.29 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 LnSF Phases 
6.4.1.1 Structure 
The LnSF phases adopt a tetragonal symmetry in the P4/nmm space group with 
structures related to that ofPbCIF, see Figure 6.8. Phases for Ln= La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Srn 
and Gd have been reported previously,3 and the work reported here has extended this 
series to the smaller lanthanides including Dy and Ho. 
Figure 6.8: The structure of LnSF. Black spheres are Ln, small cross- hatched 
spheres are S and large grey spheres F. The unit cell is outlined. 
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The latticl; parameters decrease as a function of lanthanide ionic radius, Figures 6.9 
and 6.10. The rate of decrease though is not the same in the two orthogonal directions 
so that the percentage decrease in a on going from La to Ho is 6.9%, while in c it is 
only 2.3%. This implies that it is much more difficult to compress these structures in 
the c direction which might be due to the one Ln-S bond lying in this direction. 
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the c lattice parameter as a function of Ln ionic radius 
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Figure 6.11: Variation in Ln-S and Ln-F bond lengths as a function of 
lanthanide ionic radius 
Indeed consideration of the changes in bond lengths shown in Figure 6.11 confinns 
this assumption. The Ln environment shown in Figure 6.12 consists of a 9-fold co-
ordination that can be considered to be a sulphide capped square anti-prism. 
Figure 6.12: The La Co-ordination Polyhedron in LaSF 
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The incompressibility of materials with the PbCIF type structure, except in the a 
direction, has been noted previously.14 Examples of compounds that adopt this 
PbClFlBiOCI structure include lanthanide oxide halides (LnOX), alkaline earth mixed 
halides ({Ba,Sr,Ca} XX'), metal hydride halides (MHX), actinide and Group IV oxide 
sulfides (e.g. ThOS) and numerous semi-metallic ternary pnictides and chalcogenides 
(e.g. SrSiS). The small observed alteration in the a cell parameter can be seen, for 
example, in the series LaOCI-LaOBr-LaOI increasing only from 4.11 to 4.14 A from 
chloride to iodide while for the same elements the c lattice parameter increases from 
6.87 to 9.13A. This clearly reflects the rigidity of the La-O bond in these materials. In 
the LnSF materials however, the equivalent bond, the multiple Ln-F interactions in 
the Ln2F21ayers mainly in the ab plane, has to compensate for the decreasing Ln ionic 
radius while the single interlayer Ln-S interaction less strongly affects c. 
6.4.1.2. Visible Spectra and Colour 
In rare earth sulphides and fluorosulphides there are several bands (valence and 
conduction) and energy levels between which the electronic transitions that are the 
origin of the colour take place: 
• The conduction band characterized by the 5d states of the rare earth; the splitting 
of the 5d band governed by the crystal field increases as the rare earth size 
decreases. 
• The valence band characterised by the 3p states of the sulphur. 
• The 4flevels of rare earth, where the stabilisation related to the ionisation energy 
of the rare earth increases as the number off electrons decreases. 
In lanthanum sulphide and fluorosulphides, due to the absence of f electrons, the most 
probable mechanism for a transition that gives rise to absorption in the visible region 
is 3p(S)~5d(La). In cerium sulphide and fluorosulphides, the red colour may involve 
electronic transitions from 4fto 5d(Ce) due to the low separation energy (4f~5d) of 
Ce3+y,16 Band structure calculations ofy-Ce2SP show that the 4flevel is above the 
3p(S) band and the 4f~5d electronic transition is at the origin of the red colour in this 
material; in CeSF the same electronic transition can occur. As far as the GdSF, SmSF 
and DySF compounds are concerned the picture is more complex due to the drop in 
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the 4f energy and changing bandwidths of the valence and conduction bands 
associated with the 3p(S) and 5d(Ln) levels. 
Demourges et al. have proposed that due to the stability of the electronic 
configuration of Gd3+ (4f), and the high value of the 4f~5d ionisation energy, 15,16 
the same mechanism as in CeSF can be proposed: 3p(S)~5d(Gd).3 In the case of 
samarium sulphide or fluorosulphides, the transition 4f ~4r5dl has been proposed 
as being impossible due to the high value of the transition energy 4f~5d for Sm3+. 
Moreover, in SmSF as well as in y-Sm2S3, the decrease of the Sm-S distance 
compared to La(Ce)-S might lead to an increase of the covalency gap and the 3p(S) 
bandwidth. Thus, the probable transition at the origin of the colour could be 
3p(S)~4f(Sm). However, this proposed origin of the transition in the LnSF 
compounds seems to be unnecessarily complex and is based around an observed 
identical position for the absorption edge in the Srn and Gd materials. In this work, 
with the additional DySF data, and a re-evaluation of the absorption edge for SmSF 
and GdSF it seems more likely that the same transition is responsible for the colour in 
all these materials. 
The role of the changes in the Ln co-ordination geometry in controlling the band 
structure of these materials is clearly important in determining their structure. In 
general for the LnSF phases, as in the simple metal sulphides, Demourges et al. 3 have 
proposed that a decrease in the Ln-S distance leads to an increase of the covalency 
gap and the 3p(S) bandwidth. This will have the effect of reducing the band gap and 
thus absorption edges at longer wavelengths. With the probable transition at the origin 
of the colour as 3p(S)~4f(Ln) there should thus be a direct correlation between the 
position of the band edge and the strength of the Ln~S interaction, i.e. the Ln-S bond 
length or the lanthanide ionic radius. 
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Figure 6.13: Variation in the LnSF absorption edge as a function of lanthanide 
ionic radius for Srn, Gd, Dy. 
This is borne out by Figure 6.13 where the position of the absorption edge (taken from 
the data in Figures 6.5-6.7 by determining the centre of the absorption edge) is plotted 
against Ln ionic radius in 9 co-ordination. A good correlation is seen between these 
two parameters with the edge position decreasing in wavelength (occurring at higher 
energies) as the lanthanide gets smaller. However this trend is in the opposite 
direction from that proposed by Demourges et al.3. 
A slightly modified interpretation of these data from the LnSF and Cel_xSmxSF 
materials can be achieved using the electronic energy level diagram shown in Figure 
6.15. As the lanthanide gets smaller, and more electropositive, the lattice contracts 
and the Ln-S distances decrease. The Ln 4f orbitals fall rapidly in energy so while the 
Ln(4t) Ln(3d) transition lies in the visible region for Ce (giving rise to an intense 
red colour as noted by Demourgues et al. for CeSF) this transition lies to higher 
energies for the smaller lanthanides_ The decreasing Ln-S distance might be expected 
to lead to a broadening of the Ln(4d) and S(3p) levels, as proposed by Demourgues et 
al., and thus a shift to longer wavelengths for smaller lanthanides. However, this 
model does not account for the increasing electropositivity of the lanthanide, which 
would have the opposite effect of narrowing the bands. This would have the overall 
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effect of increasing the band gap and producing an absorption edge shift to shorter 
wavelengths for the smaller lanthanides as found in Figure 6.14. 
5d(Ln) 5d(Ln) 
4f(Ln)-....... -..ot---
.3p(S};.··.s., 
Large Ln e.g. Ce Small Ln e.g. Dy 
Figure 6.14: Schematic energy level diagram for the transitions in LnSF phases 
An alternative interpretation of this behaviour can be undertaken by direct reference 
to Phillips and van Vechten electronegativitiesl8 that are measured through the optical 
absorption spectra. That is the optical band gap of a compound AB can be expressed 
in terms of the difference in the electronegativities of A and B. Clearly in the case of 
the LnSF series the electronegativity decreases from Ln-Lu, as the lanthanide size 
decreases for the same cation charge, leading to a larger band gap and shorter 
absorption wavelength. 
From this analysis it can be seen that it is possible in this system to tune the 
compound colour, to some extent, by changing the lanthanide size. However an 
additional complexity arises from the presence of the lanthanide f-ftransitions, which 
will modifY the absorption spectra and change the compound hue from that derived 
from the simple Ln-S band structure. 
The direct ability to control the colour of these materials, through engineering their 
compositions, is seen for the Cel.xSmxSF series (Figure 6.7) where doping samarium 
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into CeSF shifts the band position to lower wavelengths in proportion to the level of 
samarium, however, it should be noted that the band also broadens at the same time. 
The Ln2CaF4S2 structure is shown in Figure 6.15 and consists of similar Ln2F2 layers 
that are found in the LnSF phases but with an additional CaF2 fluorite type block. The 
presence of this additional structure-forming block leads to a need for the structure to 
accommodate two units of different preferred dimensions in the ab plane. This 
coupled with the demands of different sized lanthanide ions leads to greater strain in 
this structural arrangement and local structural distortions in some of the materials. 
Figure 6.15: The Ln2CaSzF4 structure. Mixed Ln/Ca sites grey, S has vertical 
!horizontal cross hatching and F diagonal crosshatching 
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Consideration of the changes in lattice parameter as a function of lanthanide size 
produces the graphs shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 where a 4.3% increase in the a 
lattice parameter occurs between Er and La, while a 2.6 % increase occurs in c 
between the same two lanthanides. While the increase in c is similar to that found in 
the LnSF series (between the similar ion sized pairs La and RolEr), the increase in a 
is somewhat less (4.3 % as opposed to 6.9%) indicating perhaps that the Ln-F distance 
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ionic radius in Ln2CaS2F4 
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Figure 6.17: Variation of the c lattice parameter as a function of lanthanide 
ionic radius in Ln2CaS2F4 
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is no longer dominating the control of the a lattice parameter. This may be seen in the 
absolute values of the a lattice parameters in the two series of sulphide-fluorides for 
identical lanthanide; these might be expected to be almost identical if the size of the 
Ln2F2 unit was the dominant factor. For the two lanthanum compounds this is indeed 
the case with a lattice parameters of 4.014 and 4.043 A (LaSF) but for dysprosium the 
values are markedly different with a lattice parameters of 3.863 and 3.7797 A (DySF). 
It thus seems for the smaller lanthanides the LnlCa-F layer portion of the structure has 
the effect of propping open the whole material. Further evidence for this is seen in the 
refinements themselves and the modelling of the fluoride ion position. For the Dy and 
Er materials it was necessary to model the fluoride ion position using a split site. This 
site effectively modifies both the Ln/Ca co-ordination envirouments. In the case of 
LnlCa site 2 the changes in the co-ordination enviromnent are minimal except in 
allowing the fluoride ions to move further away from the metal atom as shown in 
Figure6.18. 
Figure 6.18: The LntCa 2 site in the Ln2CaF4S2 phases for large Ln(left) and 
small Ln (right). In the former case regular cubic co-ordination occurs 
while in the latter 8 sites out of a possible 16 are occupied. 
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Figure 6.19: The Er2 site in ErzCaSzF4 showing the formation of 2 long and 2 
short Er-F interactions; note that the F sites are only 50% occupied 
A similar change in coordination to fluoride occurs for the LnlCa 2 site but in this 
case it replaces four intermediate Ln-F distances with two short and two long 
interactions; This seems to be the driving force behind the distortion with formation of 
Ln-{5S + 2F(short) + 2F(long)} co-ordination sphere from Ln-{5S + 4F}; the actual 
distances are given in Table 6.10 (and for Er2CaS2F4 shown in Figure 6.20) and show 
that the "long" Ln-F interactions are -3.00 A and effectively no longer bonding. This 
change in lanthanide co-ordination geometry is typical for much of lanthanide 
chemistry; so for example, LnCh for La-Gd have 9-coordinate lanthanide in the UCh 
structure type while for Dy-Lu a six co-ordinate lanthanide is present (AlCI3 structure 
type). Similarly, for the simple binary oxides, La203 has seven co-ordinate lanthanum 
while EU203 have 6 co-ordinate europium. The crossover between Ln-{5S + 4F} to 
{SS + 2F(short) + 2F(Iong)} coordination clearly occurs in this structure type 
somewhere between Ce and Dy (Figure 6.21), but no accurate structural data exists 
for these intermediate sized lanthanide ions. Given the absorption problems that occur 
for neutron diffraction work on these materials, this problem would need further 
investigation using a technique sensitive to fluoride (unlike X-ray diffraction 
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methods). One possibility might be Ln- edge EXAFS which might distinguish the two 
types oflanthanide environment. 
Figure 6.20: Change from ordered to disordered fluoride position as a function 
of lanthanide ionic radius 
The overall effect on the LnlCa site co-ordination geometries as a function of 
lanthanide size is summarised in Figure 6.22. The behaviour of the Ln-S distances are 
as expected with a small decreases in line with the decrease in lanthanide ionic radius. 
The behaviour in Ln-F distances is more complex and reflects how this site was 
modelled. For the LnlCa2 site the decrease is as expected once the split fluoride ion 
site is incorporated in the model; the LnlCa2-F distance is only moderately increased 
from 2.287A to 2.340A (for Dy) by this model. However, for LnlCal two more 
typical Dy/Er/Ca distances at around 2.3A replace four distances that would be near 
2.6A. These values would imply that La/Cal-F and Ce/Cal-F distances in La2CaS2F4 
and Ce2CaS2F 4 are under considerable extension strain and these materials are at the 
limit in tenns of the fluoride ion remaining on the (0 0.5 z) site. Indeed comparison 
with LaSF and CeSF materials supports this in that the La-F and Ce-F bond distances 
are distinctly shorter (-0.03A, see Tables 6.6 and 6.11) in these materials than in the 
Ln2CaS2F4 phases. 
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One further parameter of interest that can be extracted from the refinement is the 
degree of cation mixing on the two CalLn sites. This information is summarised in 
Figure 6.23 and shows that the level of calcium on the 917 co-ordinate (0,0,z) (z""'().16) 
site is remarkably constant with only a marginal increase for the smaller lanthanides. 
The ionic radius of calcium at 1.12 A is closer to that of Dy and Er and would imply 
that mixing with these ions might be preferred. While this seems to be true in part, 
even for these species the calcium prefers to segregate to the (0,0, Yz) position with 8-
fold co-ordination to fluoride alone probably reflecting the stability of the CaF2 type 
unit. 
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Figure 6.22: Variation of the calcium site occupancy on the (O,O,z), z-o.16, site 
as a function of lanthanide size 
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6.5 Comparison with Previous Work 
The previous work of Demourgues and co-workers 1·3 on the lighter lanthanides and 
that of SchIeid 4.17 on the heavier lanthanide and yttrium sulphide-fluorides has now 
been extended to dysprosium and erbium materials. Useful systematic structural 
trends can now be drawn from consideration of all the data. Figures 6.24-26 plot the 
variations in the lattice parameters for the two series of compounds, LnSF and 
Ln2CaS2F4, as a function of lanthanide size. For materials studied by more than one 
group,· all data available are plotted and results are generally in good agreement. The 
variation of lattice parameter is the expected smooth trend as a function of lanthanide 
following the lanthanide contraction - a weak cusp is evident in the data near the 
centre of the series, for Gd3+, associated with half filling of the f shell. 
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS 
A range of lanthanide sulphide-fluorides of the 'compositions LnSF and Ln2CaS2F4 
have been synthesised and detailed structural characterisation of a number of these 
phases undertaken. The range of compounds in both series has been extended beyond 
that previously reported in the literature to the smaller lanthanides. Detailed structural 
analysis using powder neutron diffraction has accurately defined the light atom 
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positions in these materials and for the Ln2CaS2F 4 series changes in the fluoride ion 
positions that occur as a function of lanthanide size have been resolved. 
The visible region absorption spectra of these materials have been studied and results 
may be correlated with changes in the structure that occur as a function of lanthanide 
size. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SYNTHESIS UNDER HIGH-PRESSURE 
HYDROTHERMAL CONDITIONS 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Zeolites synthesised under moderate pressure hydrothermal conditions, i.e. 100-250·C 
and 15,000 kPa, generally have a large number of water molecules in their pores. The 
use of higher temperatures and pressures makes it possible to synthesise related 
aluminosilicate materials that would not form under these moderate conditions. 
Examples include bicchulite, Cas[AhSi06MOH)s, and its analogues aluminium 
gallium bicchulite and gallobicchulite, Cas[Ga2Si06MOH)g. 1,2 In contrast to the 
atypical zeolites, these materials generally include a number of formally anhydrous 
framework structures such as the feldsparthoids. 3 Given the high level of effort 
directed at the synthesis of new zeolite structures4 and related framework types, such 
as aluminophosphates, it was decided to investigate phase formation under higher 
high pressure and temperature conditions. As well as aluminosilicate and phosphate 
materials the formation of some metal hydroxides, another commonly occurring 
natural system, under such conditions was also studied. 
A high-pressure rig as described in chapter 2, section 2.1.1 was purpose-built to carry 
out this research. 
7.2 SYNTHESIS OF BICCHULITE 
7.2.1 Introduction 
Bicchulite has been synthesised and the structure characterised previously.l,2 The 
purpose of this experiment was to test the high pressure apparatus after construction 
and to become familiarised with using it. 
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Figure 7.1: The bicchulite, Cas!AjzSi06l4(OH)s Structure 
Aluminosilicate framework (blue) surrounding intetpenetrating 
tetrahedra of compositions C14 (pUtple) and (OH)4 (green). 
Bicchulite, Cas[AhSi06l4(OH)s, is a rare, naturally occurring mineral of the sodalite 
family. The framework consists of directly linked l3-cages containing a cubic 
C14(OH)4 unit with hydroxide and calcium ions at alternating corners, Figure 7.1. An 
unusual feature of this framework is the presence of Al-O-Allinkages giving an Al:Si 
ratio of 2:1. This contradicts Uiwenstein's Rule of aluminium avoidance that states 
such Al-O-Allinkages are prohibited and the Al:Si ratio is at maximum 1:1.5 
7.2.2 Experimental 
Bicchulite was synthesised from gehlenite, Ca2AhSiO,. Gehlenite was prepared by 
thoroughly grinding together in a pestle and mortar the correct molar ratios of CaC03, 
Ah03 and Si02, and then sintering at 1200°C for48h. The product was characterised 
using powder X-ray diffraction and matched with the JCPDS reference for gehlenite 
(35-0755). 
Ca2AhSiO, (2g) was then treated under high-pressure hydrothermal conditions, 
540°C and 1 kbar (100,000 kPa), as described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.1. 
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7.2.3 Results 
The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the product retrieved from the capsule was 
consistent with the formation ofbicchulite (JCPDS reference: 27-0066). 
7.2.4 Investigation of the synthesis of Germanium Analogues of Bicchulite 
The synthesis and structures of aluminium gallium bicchulite Cas[AIGaSi06M0H)s 
and gallobicchulite Cas[GaSi06MOH)s,6.7 where gallium partially and totally replaces 
aluminium in the bicchulite structure, respectively, have been reported. They were 
both very unusual framewOlXs, in that they were the first such structures described 
that contained AI-O-Ga and authenticated Ga-O-Ga linkages, respectively; 
The aim was to investigated whether it was possible to replace the silicon with 
germanium in this framework material, i.e. prepare the structures 
Cas[AhGe06MOH)s, Cas[Ga2Ge06l4(OH)s, and Cas[AlGaGe06l4(OH)S .. 
The method used was identical to the synthesis of bicchulite. For example, the 
germanium analogues of gehlenite, such as Ca2AhGe07 were prepared. Since 
germanate frameworks are known to form at lower temperature than the 
corresponding silicate frameworks, a lower temperature regime was chosen for these 
samples. These samples were treated at 400°C and I kbar pressure for two 7 d 
periods. Analysis of the powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the initial Ca2Al2Ge07 
and the final product after high pressure hydrothermal treatment showed that the two 
phases were different, there were no peaks common to both patterns. However, the 
desired Cas[AhGe06l4(OH)g framework structure had not formed, a search of the 
JCPDS database could not identify the product phase(s) formed. 
Thus all attempts to produce gennanium-containing analogues of bicchulites were 
found to unsuccessful. Gennanium containing sodalites are well known though their 
synthesis requires careful control of conditions. In addition, the range of 
Ms[AIGe04]6.x2 type sodalites is much smaller than for the corresponding 
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aluminosiIicate sodalites. g This may represent the increasing tendency of Ge over Si 
for forming structures based on octahedral X06 units rather than X04• A further factor 
may be the weak bonding of oxygen in these framework materials. With oxygen 
acting as a bridge between two tetrahedral atoms, these T -0 bonds need to be strong 
to satisfy the valence demands of oxygen. A Si-O-A1link through oxygen, with small 
tetrahedral ions, and hence short T -0 distances and strong bonds, is common in the 
vast family of zeolite materials. Replacing Si by Ge lengthens the T -0 bond from 
around 1.62 to 1.82 A while the weaker T3+_0 interaction is maintained. This bond 
weakening, plus the tendency for Ge to move towards 6-fold co-ordination, leads 
generally to complex germanium oxides having structures with 3-fold co-ordination 
for oxygen. It is likely that the products formed in the reactions tried here are such 
complex germano-aluminates with high co-ordination oxide. For gallosilicates, such 
as Cag[GaSi06l4(0H)g, the bond weakening caused by replacing Al in bicchulite by 
gallium is presumably less and the strong Si-O links allows gallobicchulite to form. 
7.3 SYNTHESIS OF GISMONDlNE-TYPE ZEOLlTES 
Further investigation of the synthesis of aluminosilicate type structures involved 
attempts to synthesis gismondine, amicite, garronite, and gobbinsite analogues of the 
naturally occurring zeolites. Ghobarkar and Schlif 9 had outlined their syntheses by 
long-term hydrothermal treatment of synthetic water-free glasses of the same 
compositions as the respective zeolite phases, in a temperature range between 200 and 
250 ·C at 1 kbar H20 pressure. Work was undertaken to repeat these syntheses and 
potentially allow a fuller characterisation as their work did not include any detailed 
structural information. 
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Figure 7.2: The Gismodine Structure, Ca4(AlsSis032) (H20)16' 
Shown as AI04 tetrahedra (blue), Si04 tetrahedra green, and cavity 
located calcium ions ( orange) and water molecules. 
A slightly different procedure was adopted from that reported by Ghobarkar and 
ScMf. CaC03, Na2C03 and K2C03 were heated to convert them from carbonates to 
oxides. Then crystalline powders, rather than glasses, were prepared of the following 
molar ratios, gismondine: 4CaO-4Ab03-8Si02, amicite: 2Na20-2K20-4Ab03-8Si02, 
garronite: Na20-2.5CaO-3Ab03-lOSi02, and gobbinsite: 5Na20-5Ab03-22Si02, by 
heating at 1100"C for 48 hours. These were then treated hydrothermally at 250·C and 
1 kbar pressure for 5 weeks. 
Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the materials before and after they were put on 
the high-pressure rig show no or very little change. The JCPDS database was 
searched to try to establish the compositions of the materials. In the case of 
gismondine it was found to be anorthite: CaAbShOs (41-14860). It is likely that the 
use of more crystalline reactants leads to a much longer reaction time - particularly 
for the calcium zeolites where the strength of the Ca2+ - SiOJAl04 slows ion 
diffusion. To produce such zeolites under hydrothermal conditions may require very 
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long reaction times such as years or millenia - presumably analogous to those that 
that exist during their fonnation under natural conditions. 
7.4 INVESTIGATION OF THE SYNTHESIS OF PHASES IN THE SYSTEM 
Na-Mg-P04 
7.4.1 Introduction 
Moring and Kostinerlo report the crystal structure ofNaMnP04 which crystallizes in 
the space group Pmnb with a = 6.9041(1), b = 9.0882(1), and c = 5.1134(1). 
NaMnP04 is isostructural to the mineral maricite [Nal.Oo(Feo.~.o~go.Q3Cao.ot)P04 
and the synthetic compound Na(Fe,Zn)P04 that crystallize in the same olivine-related 
structure. 
Moring and Kostiner grew crystals of NaMnP04 hydrothennally, 90 mg Mn3(P04)2 . 
7H20 and 40 mg Na2HP04 . 7H20 with 0.3 ml 0.1 M H3P04 sealed in a 5 cm gold 
tube and held at 3.5 kbar and 420'C for 6 days. 
A search of the JCPDS database of phosphates of alkaline and alkaline earth metals 
revealed an interesting one: NaMgP04. There are five polymorphs of NaMgP04, 
which were first investigated by Ust'yantsev et al. 11,: 
a-NaMgP04 (32-1119) ~ 13 (32-1120) ~ Y ~ Il (32-1121) ~ E (32-1122) 
730°C S05°C 900°C 950°C 
The JCPDS database reference number is given in parentheses. The patterns are 
assigned an '0' because of lack of indexing- there are no space group or unit cell 
parameters given, and possible mixtures of phases. 
Therefore, the aim was to synthesize NaMgP04, then using the Anton Parr 1200'C 
furnace on the D8 powder diffractometer study the phase changes with the aim of 
obtaining pure phases and characterizing them structurally. 
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An initial attempt to synthesize NaMgP04 was made by following Moring and 
Kostiner's synthesis of NaMgP04, substituting Mn3(P04)2 . 7H20 for Mg3(P04)2 . 
XH20. 
7.4.2 Experimental 
Na~04 . 7H20 (O.o400g, Aldrich), Mg3(p04h . xH~ (0.0492g, Aldrich) and a 
couple of drops of 1.08 M H3P04 were sealed in a 5 cm gold capsule, and put on the 
rig. The bomb was slowly heated to 420°C, the pressure increased to 1.8 kbar. It was 
held at this temperature and pressure for 1 week. 
7.4.3 Result 
A white, highly crystalline material, was formed. There was a single crystal suitable 
for X-ray diffraction, which revealed it was NaMg6P7024 and not desired NaMgP04. 
A search on the CDS found the structure of NaM~7024 has not been previously 
determined. 
A colourless crystal, 0.22 x 0.08 x 0.06 mm3, was selected for data collection. Data 
was collected on a Bruker SMART 1000 CCD diffractometer using MoKa radiation 
(). = 0.71073 A) at 150(2) K. 
NaMg~7024 is monoclinic, space group P2]/m, and the unit cell parameters: a = 
5.2270 (5), b = 26.259(3) and c = 6.3617(6), and /3= 107.257(2)°. The large b axis 
indicates that it is a layered structure. The calculated volume is 833.87(14) A3, giving 
a calculated density, with Z = 2, of3.065 g/cm3. 
The method of refinement was full-matrix least-squares on p2 and the final R indices 
[F2>2cr] R = 0.0350, Rw = 0.0881. Full details of the final refinement output, 
including atom positions, are summarised in the CIF given as supplementary 
information at the end of this Chapter. 
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Figure 7.3: NaMg6P70z4- showing all atoms and their connectivities 
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Sodium is weakly bound with a largish thennal displacement value and only 4 
coordinate (pseudo-octahedral but the two cis si tes are vacant). A largest residual 
peak ca. 2.3 e A-3 close to P(4) and Na(1) so in the region of the weakly bound 
sodium. This peak could not be modelled successfully and no chemically reasonable 
model was obvious. This peak is on the mirror plane. 
7.4.4 Discussion 
A new phase NaMg6P70 24 has been prepared under hydrothennal conditions and its 
structure determined using single crystal X-ray diffraction. Consideration of the 
structure show that a better fonnulation is a NaM~(p207h(P30 1O) with discrete P20 74-
and P30 105- di- and tri- phosphate groups separated by magnesium and sodium ions , 
see Figure 7.5 
A •. 4 e ~ 
·.' 0 ~ .... ~ .. 
6· .4l .& . e. ~ . ~ ...... 
6· .4l .& . . • ~ . ~ ...... 
. A .. ·.4 · ~ .. 
. ' e ~ · ..... ~. ID _... 
Figure 7. 5: NaMg6(P207h(P3010) viewed down a. 
Triphosphate groups (green) and disphosphate (b lue). Sodium 
(magenta) and magnesium (blue) spheres. 
The triphosphate and diphosphate groups are arranged in planes, see Figures 7.6 and 
7.7 and foml lines of phosphate units in the sequence (P20 7)(P20 7)(P30 1O)(P207) 
(P207)(P30 1O)(P207)(P207)(P3010). Interestingly only the triphosphate groups co-
ordinate to sodium, Figure 7.8, forming the very distorted tetrahedral co-ordination to 
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two tri phosphate groups in one layer plus two very weak further interactions to 
triphosphate units in an adjacent layer. 
Figure 7. 6: aMg6(PZ07h(P301O) viewed down b. Colour key as Figure 7.S 
Figure 7.7: aMg6(PZ0 7h(P301O) viewed close to c. Colour key as Figure 7.S. 
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• 
Figure 7. 8: NaMg6(P20 7h(P30 10} viewed down b. 
Triphosphate groups are green wi th terminal oxygen atoms (cyan); 
sodium ions (magenta) . 
A number of other sodium magnesium phosphates have been described in the 
literature. Na3.64Mg2.18(P207)2 12 contain ing only P20 74'diphosphate groups, 
a)Mg2Ps0 16 13 which contai ns the unusual PSO l67, unit, aM~(P04}3 14, 
Mgs a2(P04)4 IS and M~ a3(p04h 16 all containing only di screte P04 tetTahedra. 
NaM~(P207h(P301O) thus represents the first sodium magnesium phosphate 
containing the triphosphate anion. 
7.5 METAL TRlHYDROXIDES 
7.5.1 BERNALlTE 
7.5.1.1 Introduction 
Bemalite is a mineral recently discovered at Broken Hill , ew South Wales and 
studied by Pring et al. 17.1 Chemical analysis of the dark bottle green crystals gave 
the empirical formula : [(H20}O.08(CO)}O.o),Pbo.OI) . (Fe3+0.92Sio0<2nO.ol) (OH}2.96, the 
simpli fied formula being very close to Fe(OHh. To date only minerals specimens 
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have been studied, attempts to synthesize bemalite have been unsuccessful, however 
there interest in synthesizing bemalite due to its very ul1usuallllagnetic properties. 
Bemalite is pseudocubic but single crystal studies gave an orthorhombic cell with a = 
7.544(2) , b = 7.560(4), c = 7.558(2) A and space group 1111111111 or maybe Pl1Imm. Full 
refinement of the structure was not possible because of the effects of polysynthetic 
twinning. Therefore, the aim was to successfu lly synthesise bemalite and perform a 
full refinement of the structure. 
Bemalite is structurally distinct from other iron oxide/hydroxide minerals such as 
goethite, lepidocrocite or haematite. These contain Fe3+ in distorted octahedral 
coordination- pairs of edge-sharing octahedra, which link by corner sharing. In 
contrast, bemalite has nearly perfect octahedral coordination. 
Bemalite has a distorted perovskite-like structure. The octahedra are rotated or tilted 
about each of the three four-fold axes of the octahedra. The structure consists of Fe06 
octahedra, which are linked by corner sharing to form a three-dimensional network 
containing large l2-fold coordinated cavities, which may accommodate a small 
amount of H20 or Pb, see Figure 7.9. 
Figure 7.9: Structure of Bernalite shown as linked Fe(O,OHh octahedra, purple. 
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Direct association with concretionary goethite, which pre- and post-dates it, bemalite 
almost certainly crystallises from a ferric hydroxide gel. A variety of these gels have 
been synthesised over a range of pH by either precipitation from solutions of ferric 
salts by addition of a base, or by oxidation of Fe3+ in basic aqueous solutiol1s. 17 
Magnetic and X-ray diffraction properties of the products vary, often depending on 
particle size, but none matches those of be m a lite. 
7.5.1.2 Experimental 
Iron (ill) oxide, Fe20 3, and a couple of drops of water were sealed in a gold capsule 
and put on the rig. Two different conditions of temperature and pressure were tried : 
450°C, I kbar for 4 days and 750°C, 2 kbar for 2 weeks. 
7.5.1.3 Results 
Both attempts were unsuccessful. At 450°C and I kbar pressure no reaction had taken 
place. At 750°C and 2 kbar pressure there was oxidation of the Fe20 3 to Fe30 4. 
7.5.2 LANTHANIDE TRlHYDROXJDES 
7.5.2.1 Introduction 
Research into the synthesis of other metal trihydroxides was carried out in an effort to 
gain information that might provide useful in the unsuccessful synthesis ofbemalite. 
The lanthanide hydroxides form an interesting group of compounds which were 
worthy of further investigation 
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Figure 7.10: The Ln(OH)3 structures for Ln = La-Er. 
Viewed down ( left) and close to (right) c. Ln(OH)n nine-coordinate 
polyhedra are shown in green with OH bonds in blue. 
A search of the literature found only one study on the lanthanide trihydroxide series, 
which was undertaken by Beall et al. in 1977. 19 Beall et al. grew single crystals by 
aging M20), where M was La, Nd, Srn, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Y and Er, in strong alkali at 
high temperature and pressure. Single crystal X-ray diffraction was employed to 
characterize the structures, hence only approximate positions for the hydrogen atoms 
could be determined. 
7.5.2.2 Experimental 
Powdered samples of lanthanide trihydroxde, Ln(OHh, where Ln = Y, La, Nd, Sm, 
Eu, Gd and Dy, were prepared by treating Ln20 3 in 30 M sodium hydroxide solution 
(15 M in the case ofY20 ) in a Parr acid digestion bomb at 220°C for 5 days. 
The samples were analysed using powder x-ray di ffract ion, FTIR and TGA. 
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7.5.2.3 Results 
Powder X-ray diffraction 
Powder X-ray diffi'action confinned the products were pure phase Ln(OH)3' The 
structures were refined using the program TOP AS version of the RietveldlGSAS 
software in the space group P6ym, final refinement parameters are given Tables 7.1-
7.4. 
Table 7.1 • Final profile fit factors for Ln(OH)3 phases 
Rwp 
Y(OHh 12.47 
La(OH)3 9.01 
Nd(OHh 10.39 
Sm(OH)3 5.78 
Eu(OH)3 4.37 
Gd(OH)3 5.44 
Dy(OH)3 5.38 
Table 7.2 Cell parameters for Ln(OH)J phases 
alA cl A 
Y(OH)3 6.2619(1) 3.5424(1) 
La(OH)3 6.5391(2) 3.8585(1) 
Nd(OH)3 6.4188(3) 3.7365(2) 
Sm(OHh 6.3680(2) 3.6773(2) 
Eu(OHh 6.3290(2) 3.6402(2) 
Gd(OH)3 6.3294(2) 3.6291(1) 
Dy(OH)3 6.2862(1) 3.5741(1) 
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Table 7.3 Atomic positions of oxygen for Ln(OH)J phases 
Structural model for Ln(OH)3 phases. Space group P6/3m. Ln on 
(0.3333,0.6667,0.25),0 on (x,y,0.25). Hydrogen positions not 
determined; e.s.d's are given in parentheses. 
x y Z 
Y(OH)3 0.406(1) 0.324(1) 
La(OH)3 0.388(2) 0.300(2) 
Nd(OH)3 0.388(5) 0.309(5) 
Sm(OH)3 0.385(4) 0.316(5) Y. 
Eu(OH)3 0.391(3) 0.312(4) 
Gd(OH)3 0.384(3) 0.309(4) 
Dy(OH)3 0.407(3) 0.311(4) 
Table 7.4: Isotropic temperature displacement factors / A 1 
Ln 0 
Y(OH)3 7.21(7) 9.9(2) 
La(OHh 7.48(8) 9.7(2) 
Nd(OH)3 10.9(4) 9.9(4) 
Sm(OH)3 12.8(3) 11.7(4) 
Eu(OH)3 13.6(2) 14.1(4) 
Gd(OHh 12.3(3) 12.9(4) 
Dl{OH~3 9.8{3~ 15.5{6~ 
7.5.2.4 Discussion 
Cell parameters are plotted for the series of Ln(OH)3 compounds as a function of 
ionic radius in nine co-ordination in Figure 7.11 and show the expected smooth trend. 
The lanthanide co-ordination sphere in these hydroxides is nine-fold, consisting of 
two different distances with 6 + 3 mUltiplicity. Figure 7.12, plots the determined 
changes in these distances again as a function of lanthanide ionic radius. It should be 
noted that there are significant errors on these Ln-O distances in an X-ray experiment 
due to the relatively weak scattering from oxygen. Thus, the observed trends are clear 
but accuracy of individual data points should be treated with due caution. Even so, the 
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Figure 7.11: Variation in Lattice Parameter (A) against Ionic radius (A) for the 
Lanthanide Hydroxides. 
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expected decrease in both Ln-O distances with decreasing lanthanide size is clear. It 
also seems from the data that the six-fold co-ordination to oxygen decreases more 
rapidly than the 3-fold. This trend, if it was continued to smaller lanthanides, would 
mean that the six shorter Ln-O interactions would dominate the co-ordination sphere 
and this may be the driving force for the structure change that is seen for Ln(OH)3 
phases in that lutetium forms a six fold co-ordination to hydroxide in Lu(OH)3 .20 
7.5.2.5 Infra-Red Spectroscopy 
All the phases display a sharp band at approximately 3608 cm-I. This is characteristic 
of the hydroxyl ion [OH]' (sharp band at 3700-3500 cm-I).21 In general, the hydroxyl 
band is sharper and at a higher frequency than the OH stretching bands of water 
because of the relatively weak hydrogen bonds in this structure; the O-H----O distance 
is around 2.9 A. 
The phases also display another sharp band, Table 7.5, near 700cm-1 that is probably 
an M-O stretch; O-H bends in hydroxides are generally very broad and possibly weak 
features at above 1000 cm-I. It can be seen that the frequency of this sharp band 
increases corresponding to a decrease in the Ln3+ ionic radius as summarised in 
Figure 7.13. Shortening of the Ln-O bond length(s) with decreasing ionic radius 
would be expected to strength the Ln-O interaction and thus increase the vibration 
frequency associated with this mode. 
Table 7.5: FTIR data of Ln(OHh phases 
Ln(OHh Icm·i Ln 3+ ionic radius! pm 
y 3568.22 722.36 1.075 
La 3608.61 642.14 1.216 
Nd 3602.14 673.50 1.163 
Srn 3588.23 686.65 1.132 
Eu 3608.21 694.92 1.120 
Gd 3601.76 703.68 1.107 
Dy 715.50 1.083 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
Table I. Crystal data and structure refinement for sedl. 
Identification code 
Chemical formula 
Pormula weight 
Temperature 
Radiation, wavelength 
Crystal system, space group 
Unit cell parameters 
Cell volume 
Z 
Calculated density 
Absorption coefficient Jl 
P(OOO) 
Crystal colour and size 
Reflections for cell refinement 
Data collection method 
9 range for data collection 
Index ranges 
Completeness to 9 = 26.00° 
Intensity decay 
Reflections collected 
Independent reflections 
Reflections with P2>2cr 
Absorption correction 
Min. and max. transmission 
Structure solution 
Refinement method 
Weighting parameters a, b 
Data 1 restraints 1 parameters 
Pinal R indices [F~2cr 1 
R indices (all data) 
Goodness-of-fit on p2 
Largest and mean shiftlsu 
Largest difT. peak and hole 
sedl 
Mg6Na02J>, 
769.64 
150(2) K 
MoKa, 0.71073 A 
monoclinic, P21/m 
a = 5.2270(5) A 
b = 26.259(3) A 
c = 6.3617(6) A 
833.87(14) N 
2 
3.065 g/cm3 
1.141 mm-I 
760 
J3 = 107.257(2)° 
y=90° 
colourless, 0.22 x 0.08 x 0.06 mm3 
3915 (9 range 3.10 to 28.81°) 
Bruker SMART 1000 CCD diffractometer 
Ol rotation with narrow frames 
3.10 to 29.03° 
h-6 to 7, k-33 to 34, 1-8 to 8 
99.4% 
0% 
7226 
2042 (Rmt = 0.0308) 
1754 
semi-empirical from equivalents 
0.787 and 0.935 
direct methods 
Pull-matrix least-squares on p2 
0.0442, 1.8940 
2042/0/178 
RI = 0.0350, wR2 = 0.0881 
RI = 0.0427, wR2 = 0.0923 
1.084 
0.000 and 0.000 
2.211 and -0.610 e A-3 
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Table 2. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement para. meters (N) 
for sedl. Ucq is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized U'J tensor.· 
x y z Ucq 
Mg(1) 0.69935(19) 0.40293(4) 0.59358(16) 0.0057(2) 
Mg(2) 0.30258(19) 0.45246(4) 0.81360(16) 0.0071(2) 
Mg(3) 0.36485(19) 0.31621(4) 023513(16) 0.0063(2) 
Na(l) 0.7279(4) 0.2500 0.9201(3) 0.0219(4) 
P(l) 0.80372(14) 0.38972(3) 0.12544(12) 0.00483(17) 
0(1) 0.9414(4) 0.44218(8) 0.2228(4) 0.0109(4) 
0(2) 0.6363(4) 0.37615(8) 0.2776(3) 0.0064(4) 
0(3) 1.0088(4) 0.35003(8) 0.1262(3) 0.0109(4) 
0(4) 0.6302(4) 0.40453(8) -0.1042(3) 0.0060(4) 
P(2) 0.20581(14) 0.47541(3) 0.29781(12) 0.00459(17) 
0(5) 0.3485(4) 0.47565(8) 0.1230(3) 0.0091(4) 
0(6) 0.0896(4) 0.52726(7) 0.3263(3) 0.0064(4) 
0(7) 0.3738(4) 0.45210(7) 0.5138(3) 0.0056(4) 
P(3) 0.24067(14) 0.33250(3) 0.70558(12) 0.00505(17) 
0(8) 0.4254(4) 0.33423(8) 0.5612(3) 0.0074(4) 
0(9) 0.0960(4) 0.38186(8) 0.7169(3) 0.0073(4) 
0(10) -0.0137(4) 0.29678(8) 0.5772(3) 0.0085(4) 
0(11) 0.3690(4) 0.30598(8) 0.9212(3) 0.0075(4) 
P(4) -0.0600(2) 0.2500 0.41815(17) 0.0061(2) 
0(12) 0.1326(6) 0.2500 0.2825(5) 0.0079(6) 
0(13) -0.3531(6) 0.2500 0.2919(5) 0.0075(6) 
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Table 3. Bond lengths [A] and angles [0] for sedl. 
Mg(l)-O(4') 2.059(2) Mg(l)-O(2) 2.062(2) 
Mg(l )-0(9") 2.063(2) Mg(l)-O(7) 2.075(2) 
Mg(I)-O(6*) 2.122(2) Mg(I)-O(8) 2.274(2) 
Mg(2)-O(5') 2.006(2) Mg(2)-O(6+) 2.048(2) 
Mg(2)-O(7) 2.049(2) Mg(2)-O(4') 2.064(2) Mg(2)-O(9) 2.142(2) Mg(2)-O(5*) 2.572(2) 
Mg(3)-O(3#) 1.992(2) Mg(3)-O(IH 2.022(2) Mg(3)-O(8) 2.058(2) Mg(3)-O(2) 2.082(2) 
Mg(3)-O(l2) 2.192(2) Mg(3)-O(l3") 2.238(2) 
Na(l)-O(lll) 2.385(3) Na(l)-O(ll) 2.385(3) 
Na(l)-O(l3!) 2.523(4) Na(l)-O(l2!) 2.626(4) 
P(I)-O(3) 1.494(2) P(1)-O(4) 1.524(2) P(I)-O(2) 1.527(2) P(I)-O(1) 1.592(2) 0(I}-P(2") 1.583(2) 0(3}-Mg(3") 1.992(2) 0(4}-Mg(1-) 2.059(2) 0(4}-Mg(2-) 2.064(2) P(2)-O(5) 1.512(2) P(2)-O(7) 1.522(2) 
P(2)-O(6) 1.523(2) P(2)-O(I#) 1.583(2) 0(5}-Mg(2-) 2.006(2) 0(5}-Mg(2*) 2.572(2) 
0(6}-Mg(2+) 2.048(2) . 0(6}-Mg(l *) 2.122(2) 
P(3)-O(1l) 1.507(2) P(3)-O(9) 1.513(2) P(3)-O(8) 1.518(2) P(3)-O(10) 1.634(2) 0(9}-Mg(I#) 2.063(2) 0(10}-P(4) 1.564(2) 0(II}-Mg(3~ 2.022(2) P(4)-O(13) 1.504(3) 
P(4)-O(12) 1.508(3) P(4)-O(101) 1.564(2) O(l2}-Mg(31) 2.192(2) O(12}-Na(I$) 2.626(4) 
0(13}-Mg(3%) 2.238(2) 0(13}-Mg(3#) 2.238(2) 
O(l3}-Na(1 $) 2.523(4) 
0(4'}-Mg(1)-O(2) 153.58(9) O( 4'}-Mg(1 )-0(9") 94.89(9) 
0(2}-Mg(l )-0(9") 97.54(9) 0(4 ')-Mg(1 )-0(7) 81.80(9) 
0(2}-Mg(1 )-0(7) 95.25(9) 0(9"}-Mg(1 )-0(7) 156.70(10) 
0(4')-Mg(1)-O(6*) 88.91(9) 0(2}-Mg(1)-O(6*) 116.75(9) 
0(9"}-Mg(1)-O(6*) 75.41(8) 0(7}-Mg(I)-O(6*) 81.45(8) 
0(4'}-Mg(I)-O(8) 79.66(8) 0(2}-Mg(l)-O(8) 74.15(8) 
0(9"}-Mg(I)-O(8) 110.88(9) O(7}-Mg(1 )-0(8) 91.31(8) 
0(6*}-Mg(I}-O(8) 167.28(9) 0(5'}-Mg(2}-O(6+) 99.23(9) 
0(5')-Mg(2}-O(7) 155.94(10) 0(6+ }-Mg(2}-O(7) 91.81(9) 
0(5'}-Mg(2}-O(4') 95.04(9) 0(6+}-Mg(2}-O(4~ 156.48(10) 
0(7}-Mg(2}-O(4~ 82.34(9) 0(5'}-Mg(2}-O(9) 116.61(9) 
0(6+}-Mg(2}-O(9) 75.28(8) 0(7}-Mg(2}-O(9) 86.80(9) 
0(4')-Mg(2}-O(9) 81.64(9) 0(5')-Mg(2}-O(5*) 75.55(9) 
0(6+}-Mg(2}-O(5*) 116.68(8) 0(7}-Mg(2}-O(5*) 80.39(8) 
0(4 ')-Mg(2}-O( 5 *) 84.91(8) 0(9}-Mg(2}-O(5*) 162.54(9) 
0(3#}-Mg(3}-O(I H 89.89(9) 0(3#}-Mg(3}-O(8) 95.55(9) 
0(II-}-Mg(3)-O(8) 169.27(10) 0(3#}-Mg(3)-O(2) 103.80(9) 
0(11 -}-Mg(3)-O(2) 91.25(9) 0(8}-Mg(3}-O(2) 78.49(9) 
0(3#}-Mg(3}-O(12) 84.43(10) 0(11-}-Mg(3)-O(12) 101.49(10) 
0(8}-Mg(3}-O(12) 88.27(10) 0(2}-Mg(3}-O(12) 164.93(11) 
0(3#}-Mg(3)-O(13 ") 154.84(10) O(11-}-Mg(3}-O(13") 81.76(10) 
0(8}-Mg(3}-O(13") 96.83(10) 0(2}-Mg(3}-O(13") 100.09(9) 
0(12}-Mg(3)-O(13") 74.16(9) O(II/}-Na(I}-O(II) 76.10(12) 
0(11/}-Na(1 )-O(13!) 69.29(8) 0(II}-Na(I}-O(13!) 69.29(8) 
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C>(II/)-~a(I)-C)(12!) 
C>(13!}-~a(I)-C)(12!) 
C>(3}-P(I)-C)(2) 
C>(3}-P(I)-C)(I) 
C>(2}-P(I)-C)(I) 
P(1)-C)(2}-Mg(1) 
Mg(I)-C)(2}-Mg(3) 
P(1)-C)( 4}-Mg(1-) 
Mg(1-)-C)(4}-Mg(2-) 
C>(5}-P(2)-C)(6) 
C>(5}-P(2)-C)(I#) 
C>(6}-P(2)-C)(I#) 
P(2)-C)(5}-Mg(2*) 
P(2)-C)( 6}-Mg(2+) 
Mg(2+)-C)(6}-Mg(1 *) 
P(2)-C)(7}-Mg(1) 
C>(11 }-P(3 )-C)(9) 
0(9}-P(3)-C)(8) 
0(9}-P(3)-C)(10) 
P(3)-C)(8}-Mg(3) 
Mg(3)-C)(8}-Mg(1) 
P(3)-C)(9}-Mg(2) 
P( 4)-C)(10}-P(3) 
P(3)-C)(11}-~a(1) 
0(!3}-P(4)-C)(12) 
0(12}-P(4)-C)(10) 
0(1 2}-P(4)-C)(1 Of) 
P(4)-C)(12}-Mg(3) 
Mg(3)-C)(12}-Mg(3f) 
Mg(3)-C)(12}-~a(I$) 
P(4)-C)(13}-Mg(3%) 
Mg(3%)-C)(13}-Mg(3#) 
Mg(3%)-C)(13}-~a(1$) 
115.27(9) 
59.51(10) 
112.37(12) 
111.18(13) 
103.50(12) 
125.62(12) 
106.84(9) 
132.09(12) 
97.94(9) 
112.64(12) 
110.94(12) 
100.68(12) 
111.68(11) 
124.31(12) 
105.17(9) 
133.04(12) 
116.50(12) 
114.82(12) 
99.88(11) 
131.88(13) 
100.27(9) 
122.58(12) 
136.14(14) 
114.85(12) 
116.20(17) 
111.65(11) 
111.65(11) 
124.73(8) 
104.96(13) 
102.36(10) 
127.15(7) 
101.91(12) 
97.73(9) 
Symmetry operations for equivalent atoms 
o x,y,z+1 "x+l,y,z * -x+I,-y+I,-z+1 
+ -x,-y+I,-z+1 # x-I,y,z - x,y,z-I 
/ x,-y+1I2,z ! x+l,y,z+1 $ x-I,y,z-I 
% x-I,-y+1I2,z 
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C>(II}-~a(1)-C)(12!) 
C>(3}-P(I)-C)(4) 
C>( 4}-P(1 )-C)(2) 
C>( 4 }-P(1)-C)(1) 
P(2")-C)(I}-P(I) 
P(1)-C)(2}-Mg(3) 
P(1 )-C)(3}-Mg(3 ") 
P( I)-C)( 4 }-Mg(2-) 
C>(5}-P(2)-C)(7) 
C>(7}-P(2)-C)(6) 
C>(7}-P(2)-C)(1 #) 
P(2)-C)( 5}-Mg(2-) 
Mg(2-)-C)(5}-Mg(2*) 
P(2)-C)(6}-Mg(1 *) 
P(2)-C)(7}-Mg(2) 
Mg(2)-C)(7}-Mg(1) 
C>(II}-P(3)-C)(8) 
C>(II}-P(3)-C)(10) 
C>(8}-P(3)-C)(10) 
P(3)-C)(8}-Mg(1 ) 
P(3)-C)(9}-Mg(I#) 
Mg(1 #)-C)(9}-Mg(2) 
P(3)-C)(II}-Mg(3~ 
Mg(3°)-C)(1I}-~a(l) 
C>(13}-P(4)-C)(10) 
C>(13 }-P( 4)-C)(1 Of) 
C>(10}-P( 4)-C)(10f) 
P(4)-C)(12}-Mg(3f) 
P(4)-C)(12}-~a(I$) 
Mg(3/)-C>(12}-~a(1$) 
P( 4)-C)(!3}-Mg(3#) 
P(4)-C)(13}-~a(I$) 
Mg(3#)-C)(13}-~a(1$) 
115.27(9) 
113.79(12) 
112.15(11) 
102.94(12) 
147.94(16) 
126.22(12) 
155.15(15) 
127.72(12) 
112.78(12) 
113.30(11) 
105.59(12) 
141.20(14) 
104.45(9) 
127.12(12) 
128.52(12) 
97.90(9) 
111.93(12) 
105.44(12) 
106.50(11) 
117.73(11) 
132.20(13) 
103.97(9) 
134.89(13) 
108.88(10) 
106.45(11) 
106.45(11) 
103.52(17) 
124.73(8) 
90.11(14) 
102.36(10) 
127.15(7) 
94.18(14) 
97.73(9) 
Table 4. Anisotropic displacement parameters (N) for sed!. The anisotropic 
displacement factor exponent takes the form: _21t2[h2a*2UIl + ... + 2hka*b*Ut2] 
Ull U22 U33 U23 Ut3 Ut2 
Mg(l) 0.0053(5) 0.0059(5) 0.0056(5) -0.0001(4) 0.0010(4) 
0.0006(4) 
Mg(2) 0.0068(5) 0.0091(5) 0.0052(5) -0.0002(4) 0.0014(4) 
0.0025(4) 
Mg(3) 0.0064(5) 0.0063(5) 0.0064(5) 0.0004(4) 0.0020(4) 
-0.0001(4) 
Na(1) 0.0138(9) 0.0331(12) 0.0188(10) 0.000 0.0046(8) 0.000 
P(I) 0.0047(3) 0.0055(3) 0.0041(3) 0.0005(3) 0.0010(3) 
-0.0001(2) 
0(1) 0.0098(10) 0.0091(10) 0.0121(11) -0.0013(8) 0.0005(8) 
-0.0032(8) 
0(2) 0.0077(10) 0.0068(10) 0.0052(10) 0.0004(8) 0.0028(8) 
-0.0005(8) 
0(3) 0.0093(10) 0.0144(11) 0.0096(10) 0.0035(8) 0.0035(8) 
0.0065(8) 
0(4) 0.0058(9) 0.0086(10) 0.0029(9) 0.0009(7) 0.0004(7) 
0.0002(7) 
P(2) 0.0044(3) 0.0052(3) 0.0037(3) 0.0003(3) 0.0004(3) 
0.0002(3) 
0(5) 0.0115(10) 0.0109(10) 0.0063(10) 0.0027(8) 0.0045(8) 
0.0037(8) 
0(6) 0.0073(9) 0.0041(9) 0.0084(9) 0.0010(8) 0.0032(8) 
0.0013(7) 
0(7) 0.0067(9) 0.0061(9) 0.0036(9) 0.0010(7) 0.0009(7) 
0.0017(7) 
P(3) 0.0049(3) 0.0053(3) 0.0046(3) 0.0001(3) 0.0009(3) 
0.0001(3) 
0(8) 0.0070(10) 0.0082(10) 0.0070(10) -0.0013(8) 0.0021(8) 
-0.0008(8) 
0(9) 0.0063(10) 0.0061(10) 0.0088(10) 0.0004(8) 0.0014(8) 
0.0009(7) 
0(10) 0.0063(10) 0.0089(10) 0.0101(10) -0.0034(8) 0.0020(8) 
-0.0014(8) 
0(11) 0.0094(10) 0.0076(10) 0.0051(9) 0.0003(8) 0.0017(8) 
0.0014(8) 
P(4) 0.0053(5) 0.0067(5) 0.0062(5) 0.000 0.0018(4) 0.000 
0(12) 0.0086(14) 0.0070(14) 0.0089(14) 0.000 0.0037(11) 0.000 
0(13) 0.0050(13) om 12(14) 0.0063(14) 0.000 0.0017(11) 0.000 
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